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a~rjcYs~s OF mI?ECT OT TAIL-PPB-BURNER DESIGN PARAMETERS 
I .  
ON TERUST A.UGMENTATION 
. . 
@ , . 8 I.. . ' 
By Eugene J. ~an~aniello ' ' . 
Lewis Tlight Propulsion Laboratory 
The tail--pipe-b~mn.ine; method of thrust augmentakion 'for turbo- 
jet engines consists of introdwing and b:lrnin? fuel between the 
turbine and +ha 'e2ha11s.t nozzle of -Me engine; 
  he increased tem- 
perature: of the exhail-st gases results in increLsed jet velocity and 
hence increased thrinst. Tail--pQe burning, or afterburnFng or 
reheat,, as ,it is sometimes deslgneted, is not only an augmentation 
device for ird$rovihg the t&e-.off and, high--speed performance of 
aircraft, bl~t also 'che comphei;e cpnfi.giration may be considered as 
a distinct engine t n e  for ,fliglx% at supersonic speeds. 
A theoretical analpif;, of tail-pi?e burning is reported in 
reference 1 wherein generalized charts are presented that permit 
convenient estimation of tail-pipe-burninga per'f~~mance . for various 
design and operating condttions. In this paper, results of the 
investig~tion of reference 1 are reviewed and extended with par- 
ticular attention to -the effect of burner design parameters on 
augmented and normal engine perfomnaace. ~onsi,&eration is also 
given to the correla-bion of tail-pipe-burner blow-out limits with 
flight' 'dp6ratirig conditions. 
U h  5. 'i , . 
A '  4 
L~THODS 
I 
Schematic diagrams of hormal and ta il-pipe-burning engine 
confiqguratiorss 'are shown 'in :fibare 1. The t.tj.0 engines are the 
.sane excep% pf cdurse,. for their tall pipes. (In the normal con- 
figuration, (fig. &(a)),. the turbi-ne-outlet gas 9s diffused slightly 
to the exhaust-cone-exit plane and flows to the jet nozzle through 
a simple tail pipe of a length dictated by the airplane installation. 
, In -cne, tail-pipe-burner qconxlguratlon (f ig.i (l(b) ) ,. the turDine- 
ou%let gas is diffused ko the burner-inlet pla.ne' where fuel is 
injected. In some designs fuel is injected at various positions 
in the diffuser. Flame Polders are lccated downstream of the 
fuel*-injection ozzles to furnish tne stagnation regions and the 
turbulence necessary for combustion, and a suitable length of 
tail pipe is provided to perhit completion of combustion before 
reaching the exhaust nozzle. 
The tail-pipe-burner-inlet velocities must be sufficiently 
low to avoid excessive pressure losses and to insure satisfactory 
combustion. Accordingly, the syste&l+requi,res more diffusion,and 
a tail pipe of greater area than the normal engine. The exhaust 
nozzle must also be larger than that,' of the normal engine because 
of the increased gas volume associated with the higher temperature 
and must be ad justable (either two-position or continuously var- 
iable) in order to provide for operation under both normal and 
augmented conditions. 
Calculations were made to investigate the effett on engine 
performanc.e of the .following tail-pipe-burner and engine design 
parameters : > 
1. Diffuser efficiency qd, considered herein as adiabatic 
. < * 
effic?ehcy .on 'energy basis between turbine-outlet and 
r ~ i  
2. '~urne~linlet velocity Vb 
' 3. Burner drag coefficient .CD, defined as total friational 
pressure drop across I tail-pipe burner divided by burner- 
inlet dynamic head - 
4. Burner-outlet gas temperature Tb 
5; Exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient CV, defined as ratio 
of actual to theoretical jet velocity and equal to square 
root of exhaust-nozzle efficiency (on energy basis) 
6. Turbine-outlet "~elocity Vt 
7. Turbine-outlet pressure or engine compressor pressure 
ratio 
The additional .symbbls used herein are: 
p static pressure 
8 8 ' k  . ' I . ' , I ~ , '  8' 
' ' 1 1  ' ! "  , ) # . I 8 ,  ;, t i  8 ,' , ;, ' ,!,5 
' 'n'lL, 
' L .  ' I ,  . ' I ; :  ',, 
1 ' I '  
8 ,-rn 
' 
a 
, ; 8 - 
.. I I 
8 ' .  ; , '  , ,,.& ,.x. 7 ,  
8 - 
=,&!# ,,.#'; ,;,: - 2 8, ;, ,i, 8 8 ., I _  I . - 
' I d.8 8 m r C  L q-, 8 8  A ., ,, '1;:. ,,,.'' 
lli'l _ , ,  r;& h R gas constant $,<,,.,: I ..I 
-PI@+, "; , ",'! 
-' - ,, ..1,:1. ;, -1 I-,:. , ';;;'b- ; 
,b;: ; ': 1 1, x . 
8 ' 
t static temperature 
, I , ' , )  # < , > ,  ' 1  . #  : ,, r " .  
- ;: 1 .  ; Y ratio of specific heats 
1 I,' ; 
-8,Ii :;iL,, 1 
I , - !  I #  I SubscrLpts : 
:In : 
X ,  ' 
! !' b burner inlet 
. I  8 c' 
-:,,: '..b In' I  
I.. d ;. $ #  t turbine outlet 
The effects of these design parameters were calculated for a 
ange of Plight Nach numbers at sea level and 35,000 feet altitude. 
The engine assumptions used in the calculations are: 
Compressor pressure ratio a$ sea level and fright Mach number 
of zero ( ~ t  other flight conditions the pressure ratio was 
varied to meet the condition of constant rotative speed, that 
is, constant work input per pound of air; for example, at sea 
level and a Mach number of 2, the pressure ratio is 2.4. ) . . . 4 
/P 
loii2) p1 
Compressor polytropic efficiency, Y'1 . . . . . . . 0.80 
Y 
Turbine-outlet temperature corresponding to turbine- 
' inlet temperature of 1960' R, OR . . . . . . . , , . . , . 1650 
'Combustion efficiency . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . 0.96 
PrLmary c~mbustion- chamber pressure drop divided 
by cumbustion-chamber-inlet pressure . . . . . . . . . . . 0.03, 
* ,  Exhaust-nozzle velocity.coefficlen7t (norm1 engine) . . . . . 0.975 
Engine inlet-diffuser polytropic efficiency, 
log (5) 
Y -1 \??o 
1 Y-1 i! ' 
I log (1 + M J 
Plight l&ch number up to 1 
 o or flight Mach numbers 
- 
above 1, the diffuser effioiency was reduced 0.1 per 
, unis increase in Mach nmiber; for example, at a Mach 
. nwn'cerof 2., the efficiencyw~s0.75.) . . . . , . . . . . 0.85 
, 
* I 
. . 
. - 
, I '  
1 .  
\ 1 .  I : 
L 
" .  8 t 
I 
The addit2.onal symbols are : 
1% ch number I 
P total pressdre 
T total temperature 
0 free stream WR 
$h 
- ,  
n - r ;  ,<, 
8 1 - 8  , 
- +  1 compressor inlet, . CdL -#;'. . , i 
. . r- & &* i-!% 
2 compressor .out iet 
. 1 .  ri, - ;s-n.-- , 4- 8 >Id 
turbine 
\ 
The foregoing:ass~ungS,ions are, for the most part, fairly con- 
servative and re~resent an atrerage of the performance of ~arious 
present-day engines; . The 4nl:t-diffuser efficiency values, which 
are representative of the performanhe of convergent-divergent-type 
diff'users, are consq~vative compareb'to values currently being 
_ obtained experimentally-w'lth other types of supersonic -diffuser. 
The perf o ~ n c e  of*the. normal engine for the different flight 
conditions was cal6ulated :by, step-by-step methods and the per-. 
formance of the tail-p'ipe-burner configuration was calcula$ed 
from the n-1 engine p e r ~ k n c e  by the methods of reference 1. 
Dissociaticn .was taken into account' in the calculations of f ~ e l  
consuaption for the tail-ptpe-burner conffguration, and the com- 
bustion efficiency'was assmed.'t6 Be '0.96 as for tkie primary engine 
combustion chamber. The normal engine was, asspmed to have no tail- 
pipe .pressure losses; that i ~ ,  'the exhaustlnozzle-inlet' total pres- 
sure was taken equal to 'the txbine-outlet total pressure, Inasmuch 
as the calculations were Ifiade for ' cons-6an.t turbine-outlet tempera- 
ture it is Wplicitly assumed that the exhaust-nozzl.e.area is 
adjusted to the procer value at all operating- conditions. 
% .  
The data and calculations involved in the .correlation.of tail- 
pipe-burner blos-out limits .are, based upon the results of experi- 
mental inveatigatioqs .with a current turboje-t. engine and -tail-pipe' 
burner. 
[ , ,  8 
I , .  I 
"- , - 
, 2 .  ,
I .  
8 .  
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RESIJLTS AliD DISCUSSION 
.q *ij&. 
The effe-cts of design parameters on aumented and normal 
engine performance are presented in figures 2 to 9 and the informa- 
tion pertaining to blow-out limits is given in figtwes '10 and'll. 
+I a f w % k - v M  . 9+!i 
~+AugmenteCi ... - and Normal Engine Performance bl h . . 
c;as temperature and inlet velocity. - The ratio of augmerited 
- . f - - ~ I _ _ C I _ - . I - _ U - . U -  
to normal thn~st is plotted in figure 2 against tail~pipe-exit gas 
temperature for a range of burner-inlet velocities from 200 to 
750 feet per second. The results in figure 2(a) are for sea-level 
altitude, flight Mach nwber of zero; turbine-outlet velocity of 
750 feet per second, diffuser efficiency of 80 percent, burner drag 
coefficient of 1, and exhaust-nozzle velocity coefficient of 0.975, 
which is the same as' that assumed fox the normal engine'. The nor- 
mal thrust used as the basis of augmented ratio is that calculated 
for the-engine with a normal or cpnventional tail pipe. 
I 9  
The augmented thrust ratio increases with increase in tail- 
- pipe gas temperature as a result of the accompanying increase in 
jet 'velocity and decreases with increase In burner-inlet velocity 
-because of increased fqiction and mqmentum pressure drop across 
the burner. At a gas temperature of 3600' R and a burnerrinlet 
velocity of 400 feet per second, the augmented thrust is, 1.45 times 
the normal. thrust. At the same temperature but at an inlet veloc- 
ity of 700 feet per second, the augmented thrust ratio is reduced 
to 1.2. At high burner-inlet velocities (700 an12750 ft/sec), the 
maximum augmentation is limited to the end points of the curves 
because of thermal choking, which limits the maximum temperature 
that can be realized without affecting the engine operating con- 
ditions. ,)" - ha '.,. 
A, ~-7. - MB rkb 
The effect of.the tail-pipe burner on engine performance for 
the condition of no afterburning is shown by the results at tail- 
pipe gas temperature equal to turbine-outlet temperature, that 
is, 1650~ R. At a burner-inlet velocity of 400 feet per second, 
the augnented thrust is .about,.,97 percent of the normal engine 
thrust, and at an inlet' ~velocfty of 700 feet per second, the thrust 
is reduced to 93 perceixk of the nomat engine thrust. -These losses 
are a result of the @.ffuser inefficiency and the friction drag of 
the burner and corrcsBond tp total-pressure-loss ratios of :pa. 
Pb r+/; *- 1 
s 
0.04 and 0.085 at 400 and 700 feet per second$ respectively. These 
losses in norplal thrlnst and those indicated i n  subsequent cyrves 
are higher than wouldbe obtained in practice for the same design 
' - , ! ; . . " . . , - . .  ' 
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conditions because they are based on zero pressure loss in the. nor 
ma1 engine tail cone -and tail pipe.' 
Thus low burner-'inlet velocity is . not only desirable for 
obtaining high. thrust aqbentation 'Dut also for minimizing %he 
loss of norma7 or nonaugmented thrust. In addition, low velocity 
is required for satisfactory combustion efficiency and stability 
8s is discussed in the second 'aid third papers of this series. 
The sff*ect& of tail-pipe gd"s temperat'me and burner- inlet 
velocity are illustrated in fi@;;re 2tb) for altitude of 35,000 feet 
and flight Mach number of 1.50. Again the ratio of .augmented to 
normal thrust is plotted against tail-pipe gas temperature for a 
range of burner-inlet velocities. The values of the design param- 
eters are the same. as in figu~e 2(a) ; but 'the normal engine thrust 
used as the bgse,fon* the augmented ratio is changed to the value 
correspondigg.to Jthe new flight conditions. Effects similar to 
- those illustrated .ln f igw-e 2 (a) are obtained, however change in 
, inlet velockty results in only about half' as much percentage change 
in the augmented 'thrust ratio as occurs 'aft sea level and zero 
flight Mach number, The smaller effects az'e due to the fact that 
at a higher pressure ratio $cross the exhaust nozzle (as exists at 
the high Ma;ch number condition) a given percentage change in pres- 
sure loss produces a smaller: change in thrust.than,at a lower pres- 
sure ratio across the nozzle. The higher values, of augmentation 
indicated are due to the higher flight Mach number'and not the 
higher altitude as is illustrated in a subsecpu'ent figure of this 
paper. 1 
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Turbine-'outlet --.--. velocity and diffuser efficiency. -- In figure 3, 
augme%ted-to-normal thrust rEiti.6 ' is -'lotted against, tuz;bine-outl'et 
velocity .for a taS1-pipe gas temperature of 3800' R and: diffuser 
efficiencies of 100, 80, and'60 percent. A similaraset of curves 
is included for a gas temperature of 1650' R in order to illustrate 
the perfomnce at nonburning 'conditions. These results are for 
sea-level altitude, zero f ligh6 Mach number, burner-inlet , velocity 
of 400 fee+ per second, drag coefficient of 1, and ex&msk-nozzge 
velocity coefficient of 0.975. 
For a diffuser efficiency of 100 percent, both the augmented 
and normal thrust remain constant with change in turbjne-ou;tlet 
velocity; but for thejmore realistic values of diffuser efficiency, 
the serformance decreases progressively with increased turbine- 
outlet velocity and dec~eased diffuser efficiency* For example, 
at a diffuser efficiency of 80 percent, the augmented thrust ratio 
decreases from about 1.48 at '800 feet pen second to 1,43 at 
1200 feet per second for the afterburning condition and from 'I - 
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0.97 t o  0.95.'for the noib&nfng &nd;tion. With a diffuser eff i -  
ciency of 60 percent, ,the 'adverse eff 'ects of increase& turbine- 
outlet velocity a m  .greater.' 
. 
The curves of f i&ie  3 i l lus t ra te  the @esirability of des igp 
ing the turbo'jet engine. w i t h  a ..lay- turbine-out l~t  velocity in ord& 
t o  realize high .aug&,entation.' in&' .r;b minwie  p.ena&tiei during non- 
burning op6ratf on; Alternatively, i f  the engine his' a high 
turbine-outlet svelocity, the designer should m&e- every effort to  
obtain a high diffuser efficiency, 
. . 
Burn& 'drag coefficient. -#Is f igwe 4 the augnented-to-. 
n o r m a , i ' = ~ t ~ < ~ l ~ d  against b m e r  drag coef f i cient for 
burner-inlet velocities 09. 200, 400, and'600 feet  per secona, asd 
for bail-pipe gas t emperdtwes of 3800~ (augmented oondit ion) and 
1650 R (noaburning c~nd-ition). 'These ~urves  ari3 fo r  sea-1wel ' 
altitude, zero f l ight  Maoh n~mber, turbine-outlet velocity of . 
750 feet  pepsecana, diffuser ,effic$kncy of 80 percent, and exhaust- 
nozzle ~elocity.coe?ficienti of 0.975. - 
. . 
. r :  
, a 
4s might be expected the r a t i d  of a&nted t o  donna1 thrust 
i s  not appreciabl~ aff ectad by'.'incre&+e i n  bzurner drag a t  low ' 
burner- w e t  velociTies '; ' ' A t  th@ high'ea in le t  .qeloc f t ies ,  however, 
the adverse effects of high. &.ag coefficient are of significant 
magnitude; for example, at 600' rdet per bleegn&; an increase i n  drag 
coefficient from 9.5 t o  2 reauces the  aumented-.to-noml thrust 
ra t io  fbdm 1..39 t o  1:23 f o r  the 3 ~ 0 ~  R:gas temperature condition 
and from 0.98 to  0.89 for tkie nori~urzxing ca@iit:ian;. A t  400 feet 
per second, which may be ~0nsidered.a desirable design value for 
burner-inlet. velocig,  the loss lnn~erformance wiDh:iscreaae i n  
drag coe;E'fic&.snt' i s  -about 40 percehC as much a s  a t  600 feet  per 
seoond, Although lox burner drag 'is' Ldvmtageous for obtaidng 
maximum thrust, . som @ag i s  neceksary' f o r  sa.f;%sf ac'tory combus tion 
as  i s  discussed i n  the' second bnd tkiind papers of this series. 
- .  
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Wozz'le veloc5ty coefficient. - In I i@e ,5  the ratzio of aug- 
- -
minter to  nbrmal thrust i s  plotted against iozzle velocity coeffi- 
cient for  sea-Level dl$t-tude, tail-$ripe gas temperatures of 3800' 
and 1650' R, and f l ight  Mach numbers of 0,,Q,75, and 1.50. For 
these calculatiions, thk $.w$ine-outlet vebocitjr was 750 feet  per 
secdd; diffuser efficienc~f, 80 percent; burner-inlet velocity, 
400 feet per second; and drqg coefficfent,>l.  The variation i n  
nozzle' velocity cqefficient applies only t o  .the _tail-pipe-burner 
'configur$tion, that is,  the normal engine thrust used as the base 
of %he augcnented ra t io  i s  cal cu;Lated for a 'konstant value of the 
coeff W e n t  of 0,975. - 
. a m  !$7r3 1 . # I  7 
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The augmented-to-normal thrust ratio decreases linearly with 
decrease in nozzle velocity coefficient, the decrease being 
greater at the high than at the..low flight Mach numbers. For 
example, decrease in nozzle coefficient from 0.975 to 0.850 for 
the augmented condition results in a 13 percent reduction in 
%hrusl; ratio at 0 Mach number and 23 percent reduetion at 1.50 Mach 
number. For the nonburning condition, the thkust re4uctions axe 
13 ~ercent at 0 Mach nwnber and 42 percent at 1:50 Mach number-. 
The percentage decrease in high-speed t h s t  accordpanying decrease 
in nazzle velocity coefficient is thrust of ,greater magni'c'u'de for 
the nonaugmented than far the..augmented condition. This situation 
is aggravated by the fat-t'thztt variable-area exhaust nozzles are 
more difficult to desigp for high velocity coefficient 'h the closed 
position corresponding to nonbwrning operation t h p  in the open . 
. - .  
position corresponding to tail-pipe-burning operation. , 
/ 
Flight conditions, -I The effect of flight Mach number on tail- 
-* 
pipe-burning performa&e has al.ready been partiavy inaicated, 
however, in order to give a more complete and direc-b represeGta7 . .  
tion of the effects of flight operating conditions, figure.6 bas 
been prepared wherein the ratio ofi ~ugmented to normal thrust is 
plotted against flight Mach number for altitudes of sea level and 
35,000 feet. The tail-pipe design parameters are the' ref.erence 
kalues used in precgedipg figures. Included for references are 
curves of the thrust of the normal &ngine configuration divided 
by the .thrust obtained"at sea-level altitude and zero Mach number; 
a subscript 0 .has been'used to indicate that the base thrust is 
for the sea-leqel, zero Mach number condition. 
The somewhat \wa& ourve of sea-level normal thrust is the 
result of the combined effect$ of dhanging aik. flow, pressure ra$io, 
prapulslve efficiency, and Lnlet-diffuser efficiency that accompky 
change in flight Mach number. If a higher inlet-diffuser efficiency 
had been assumed, the decrease in thrust at high Mach number would 
not have occurred until a higher .flight speed. -The 35,00q-foot 
curve is lower than the ,sea-level curve because of, the dGcreased 
air density at altitude. It do,es not fall off as rapidly as the 
sea-level curve at the high Mach numbers because of the lover air 
temperature and the consequently higher permissible heat addition 
before the turbine. 
The augmented-to-no~na~~thrust ra io increases coqsiderably 
with increase in.Mach number but is not appreclably affected by 
altitude up to Mach qumbers of $about 1.0. At higher Mach numbers, 
.the sea-level augmentation is greater than the h-igh altitude aug- 
mentation, attaining a valve 4 times the normal thrust at a Mach 
number of 2.0 coaared with a value of 2.7 times the normal tqrust 
a - 
a t  35,000 feet  altitude.*& large portion of th is  reduction i s  due 
t o  the decrease i n  normal thrusti'far the sea-level high-speed 
condition, 
The corresponding specific fuel. consumptions are shown i n  f ig-  
ure 7 p l ~ t t e d ' a ~ a i n s t  Mach number for, sea &el and 35,POO foot 
altitufies . The. normal fuel  cons-wption increases rapidl$ with 
increased f l ight  Mach number, varying Prom 1.1 pounds @% hour per 
pound of thrust a t  sea level a ~ d t  0, M$ch number to  2 -6 pounds ~ e r '  
hour per pound of, thrust: a t .  &.Q.-&ch. number. The 'nbrmiil consump- 
t ion i s  from* 9 to. 30 percent lower at the 35,0b0-f oot-aI$itud-e 
conaition than a t  sea level becau~e~of  the lower atmAspheric a i r  
temperature. The to t a l  fuel cgnsumptiop for the augmented condi- 
tion a t '  sea level varies from about 2.5 times the corresponding 
norm1 fuel consumption atO,Mach number to  1.25 times the normal 
' consumption a t  2.6 Mach number. At an altitude of 35,000 feet,  the 
augmented consumption'is about $7 percent lower than at sea level 
and, a t  a Mach number of 2.0, i s  1.5 times the co2res~ondina normal 
- - 
onsumptiion, ,. I $  
Pressur.e ratio. - The effect of change i n  engine coxhpressor 
pressurp rat io i s  i l lustrated i n  figure 8 where the rat io of aug- 
mented to  normal thrust is.plqtted:agaPnst f l ight  Mach number a t  
the 35,ObObfoot-altitude condition; f a r  design pressure ratios of 
4 and 8. ??he engine e-ith: the design pres'sure. raMo of 4 i s  the 
reference eng5ne used for all: previous calculations. The,other 
engine is assumed' to  have the same component efficiencies -and 
design conditi'ons as the [reference engine egoept for  t$e higher 
pressure ratio. Similar $0 the reference engine, the design pres- 
sure ra t io  of 8 pertains to  .the sea-level, zero Mach n ~ b e r  condi- 
tion. A t  the 3$,00OTfoo$-al+itude condition i n  figure 8, the {;I .. . 
actual pres~u~re  a % l , ~ - ~ a r i e s  f~oa :S  .3 a t  Mach number oi 2 , O  to  
12.4 a t  Mach number ~f .Q. , I12&~Irr,~orrespondi pressure rat!tos for 
the referelice engihe are betyeen 3.0 and 5.6. The taii-pipe- 
burner conditions are ' the  same as tbose used in  figure 7. 
Included for 'reference is tXe norm1 thrust' of each engine 
divided by the normal thrust of the. engine with a pressure rat io ,.:,!:., 
of 4 a t  the sea-level, zero Mach nunber condition, designated by "L r 
the subscripts 0, 4. The high-pressure engine develops more 
than 100-percent-higher normal tlqrust t k n 3 t h e '  low-pressure engine 
a t  0 Mach number and &@out 60 percent mare a t  2,O bf~o& aunfber. 
The augmented-to-now1 t&rust yatio of &the hi&-prkssure engine - A  
i s  only between 6 and' il percent. higher than that 'bfb hhe low- ' ' 
- L pressure engine; however,, the a&u$l. augrmnted ' th r i s t  is- much . .:&. \ 11 
*f.,.& 8 - , " I #  greater because of the' h i g + r . q m I . w s t .  .' 
. . 
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The corresponding specific fuel consumptions . o f e  the two 
engines are comsared in figure 9. For the nof&,l.e~gim configu- , 
ratiori, the high-pressv-e .,.eng,ixie' shows. a 15-percent-lower fuel 
consumption than ,the '~oii-~~@,ssui.e engine at 0 Mach nmber-and a 
few-percent-lower, coks'iidption at 2.0 Mach number, . got the aug- 
mented condition the 'high-pressure engine provides.: @&out. 8-percent- 
lower fuel .consumption thpp".:tbe;: low-pressure enginebat '0 'Fch num- 
ber and slightly hi~@e~''~'~.6~$~~Pt~ion at 2.0 Mach, nwrib,.~Zi. ' Thus from 
figures 8 and 9 .it,~a$$'e'ax~~,~'$&$: ,,. :....,., , I. hlgher ' pressure i.&i$~ engines than 
those in current, .upe.:5tre 'advFq$&geous both f or'.'riopaJi.?and tail- 
p ipe-burning ope&+ $oli3-'f . ,  ,..,.: 6r!,.the;; , ,ran@ *of .f list Nth. nabers 
' . .  ( . . .  . 1.. . . (> 61 ": 6 -., considered. , .... ... . ...:i,.:..  l..._...l 
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thus far has dealt with thet-t-&:fuel 
consumption of tail-pipe buqkrs , Anothhr : important.: perf brniance 
criterion is th&.,combustion Qtability- or @low-out: 'limits of the 
, .: I burner, which ' determine the maximmi liltitude at which the burner 
will operate ;' ' 'Such inf.o&tion cannot be. readily predict$.&.:$,gom I , , I.:)< .. 
I ., , analysis but .rh~st be obtained experimentally . , in: kltitude test, - ,  . . 
IL chambers, altitude tunnels,,,. 9.r QI .f$ight. Analysis ?an, 'Ih'o%e.si'er,, . 
provide methods for . general$ziqg .the ' blow-out . data -and.. ".reeduce 
, the amount of.-.te$$iri$, :rquf9&$;..%q ,;egt&blish tlid 'altitupet: 13n&,ts,. 
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Experiencl"' with. turbdj!€ ...q+qd..mxn- jet engia* co&~, t ?b r i  'chah- 
bers indicated ; t4$$ 'b  66~6ilit&g-i blow-out of .l%' &$yp-~ ooaff '&k7 . . 
tion and f~el-afi'~~a'~io'.ls <ff&$ed by combustion-chomber-inlet i .  . 
velocity, inlet 'te@]j.erature,' aq~inlet pressure;.  ail-pipe-bher 
blow- out should be :af:f ected by the: ,.sEqne parameters; . acco~dingly, 
figure 10 ill.ustrate,$.. +he variation. .of, tail-pipe~burn~x-.inlet ' , 
temperature, 'velock$y, and static pressur- .~l'i'g$t Mach number 
and altitude for 'a cwrent turbo jet :bn:gine ops~attQ.~&$:rated ' 
.' 8 .'. ' 
. . , ,<...,. I . .  - '. ' 
engine speed. ...: . . . ,.. . .. ,,.,. ,.,:?, . .I . , . 
I .  
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Over the range of'.,flight ~ & b '  alldb&r' and altitude., ,.,%be burher- 
inlet or turbine-outlet tempergture is hel.d..cons tat ."'at, .the maximum 
permissible value by varying e i t h e r ; ; k h ~ " e x ~ $ - & ~ ~ ~ & , ~ a ~ e a  or the 
burner fuel flow. Th~~.~p~~es~bn~ij;lg::~~rn&r~~nlett'~~vr3.1:~c~it~es are 
substantially congta& ''with f liglit 'ldadh b&her. but dkcrkase with 
increased altitud? , the change be'ing. smaliei' at high' altitudes. 
BetTreen 2 0,000 and .40,000 feet , burner- inlet. .?eloc ity decreases 
about 6 to 10 percent. This variation is characteristic of the 
particular engine under cons ideration. Other engines for which 
data have been obtained at the Lewis :labor&tory,Endicate an even 
smaller change in burner-inlet velocity with flight conditions and 
in some cases the change with altitude is in the oppdsite direc- 
tion to that shown in figure 10, 
11 
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The burner- ith ibhease in flight 
Mach number and de:reases with increase in altitude. At a Mach 
number of 1.0, the pressure .at 20,OOC feet is, double that at 
40,000 feet. Thus the variation of inlet pressure with flight 
operating conditions is considerably greater than the variation 
of the other inlet conditions. It might .then be expected tlia-t 
altitude blow-out data for constant engine speed could be corre- 
lated simply with burner-inlet pressure, 
Such a correlation is illustrated in figure 11 for a typical 
tail-pipe Qurner on the same engine used in figure 10, again 
operating at rated engine speed and constant turbine-outlet tem- 
perature. ~ines of constant burner- inlet pressure as obtained 
from normal engine-performance characteristics are plotted on 
coordinates of flight Mach number and altitude* Each line in 
fibwe'll represents the combinations of altitude and Mach number 
at which the particular pres$ure is obtained in the tail pipe. 
The data points rkpresent experimentally,determined blow-out 
limits for the specific tail-pipe burner; for example, at a Mach 
number of 0.3, blow-out occurred at 32,000 feet altitude, and at 
a Mach number of 0.97, blow-out occurred at an altitude of 
41,000 feet. 
7 
Higher altitude limits thin these have been obtained with 
other tail-pipe burners; however,. the data for this particular 
burner serve to illustrate general trends. Because blow-out is 
sensitive to small differences in operational technique, the data 
do not delineate a definite curve of altitude limit but, indicate 
a band of altitude (5000 to 8000 ft wide) in which blow-out may 
occur. Similar bands of blow-out limits are generally obtained 
in testing other burners. 
The data tend to fall within a band of constant pressure 
lines, in this case between 20 and 25 inches of mercury. It 
thus appears that Lf the altitude blow-out limit for a tail- 
pipe burner is obtained at one flight Mach number, the limits 
for other Mach numbers can be predicted from a knowledge of 
flight operating characteristics of the engine. Tail-pipe fuel- 
air ratio has considerable effect on altitude limits; in these 
tests the fuel-air ratio did not, however, have to be varied 
appreciably to maintain constant turbine-outlet temperature over 
the range of flight operating conditions. Similar data will have 
to be ~btained with other engines and other tail-pipe burners 
before this method can be unreservedly accepted. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
. 
This theoretical investigation indicated the desirability of 
designing tail-pipe burners Qith low burner-inlet velocity, low 
burner drag, high diffuser efficiency, and high exhaust-nozzle 
velocity coefficient. These design criteria are considered 
essential not only for obtaining high augmentation, but also for 
minimizin~ the loss in normal engine performance during non- 
burning operation. Low tur'iine-outlet velocity was shown as a 
favorable engine design characteristic for tail-pipe-burning ' 
application, and higher pressure ratios than those currently 
used appeared to be advantageous for flight Mach numbers up to 
at least 2.0. Thrust augmentation increased considerably with 
increased flight Mach niunber but it was not appreciably affected 
by altitude except 'at Mach ri~unbers aboye 1 where augmentation 
decreases with increased altitude. The total specific fuel con- 
sumption during tail-pipe-burning operation is about 2.5 times 
the normal consulnption at sea level and 0 flight Mach numbep 
but was only 1.5 tiines the normal cons~unption at 35,000 feet 
altitude and a Mach nmber of 2.0. 
I 
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Figure 3. - Effect of turhine-outlet velocity and diffuser 
efficiency on augmentation. 
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Figupe 4. - Effect of burner drag and burner-inlet velocity on 
augtentntion. 
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Figure 5. -Effect of tail-pipe-burner nossla velocity on- 
effioient on augmentation. 
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EXPERIMEEJTAL lXVESTIGATION OF TAfEPLPE-BURNER 
I 
DESIGN VMLdBUS 
E 
By Alfred! M. Young 
Lewis Fligpt ' J?sop~lsion Laboyst ory . 
INTRODUCTION 
~es igne r ;  of ta i l -p ipe  burners f o r  turbozet engines have been 
handicapped by a lack of specif ic  information tha t  would help i n  
the selection of suitable burner diaaetey and le,ngth, flame-holder 
type and size,  diffuser  shape, exhaust nozzle, fue l  system, arid 
igni t ion system. During the past 2 l  years, several experimental 
I .  z' 
investigati ins of ta i l -pipe burning have been bonducted a t  the NACA 
Lewis laboratory with three engins types and dozenszof ta i l -pipe-  
burner configurations. Many o:P thesd burner configurations demon- 
s t ra ted  the progressive. e f fec t  -of changing a single design variable. 
Most of tihe cornfigurations were investigated over a wide range of 
simulated a l t i tudes  and f l i g h t  speeds. Data selected t o  show the 
effect  of several design variables on the operating character is t ics  
of ta i l -p ipe  burners are presented, 
The requirements' t h a t  must be oonsider.ed. i n  designing a t a i l -  
. 
pipe burner f o r  a given application are:  
1, Maxim& thrus t  
2.  Maximum operable .range 
3. ~ i g h '  combustion ef'f iciency- 
4. Minimum weight 
5. Minimum s ize  
6. LOW internal  losses 
7. ~ d e q u a t e  s h e l l  cooling ., 
8. Satisf 'ac%oq c ~ n t r o l  
Each of these requirements confl ic ts  with some of the others, 
Maximum thrust ,  operable range, a ~ d  combustion efficiency a re  obtained 
when burning is made easy, that  is, when-the velocity of the gas 
entering tke combustion chamber i s  low, when them are  suitable 
sheltered regions where the flame can seat, and tjhen the combustion 
chamber i s  long enough .that combustion can be completed before th'e 
mixture leave8 the exhaust nozzle, Minimwn weight and s i ze  may be 
obtained by reduci.ng the diameter, which w i l l  increase the gas I 
velocity, or  by reducing the lbngth, which may not give a l l  the gas 
suff ic ient  time t o  burn inside the combustion chamber. Low in terna l  
losses may be obtained with optimum diffuser design, low gas veloc- 
i t i e s ,  and th'e smallest pobsible flame holder. Provision f o r  cool- 
ing requires additional weight and r e su l t s  i n  some performance loss ,  
Control, the lae t  requirement, necessitates a sat isfactory variable- 
area exhaust nozzle, which w i l l  beaeav ie r  than the  fixed-area 
conical exhaust nozzle and possibly not quit c a s  e f f ic ien t  , 
\I 
aD%SIGN VARMmS 
Fh6 design variables considered i n  t h i s  paper a re  f'lame-holder , 
design, burner-inlet velocity, combustion-chamber length, f u e l  
distribution, diffuser  .design, v$riable-area exhaust nozzles+ and 
ignit'ion' systems. Tail-pi'pe cooling is discussed in  the fourth 
paper of th5.s ser ies .  
i 
The flame holder shown i n  f igure  ,l was used i n  ear ly t a i l -  
piye-burriing experiments a t  the NACA Lewis laboratory, (ref er-  
ence 1) .  This design proved effect ive i n  ram jets. The flame 
holder consists o$ V-shaped gut ters  ayranged i n  horizontal and 
3 , 
ver t i ca l  ,rows t o  form: a* grid.  The gut ters  a r e  1; inches wide 
across the open downstream ends and are  s2aced 4-inches apart  on 
centers. This s i ze  and spacing of gut te r  elexbents proved more 
sat isfactory i n  ram je ts  than a s ize and spaci& of twice t h i s  
scale or  one-half t h i s  scale. The flame holder b l o ~ k e d  one-half 
the cross-sectional area of. the combustion chamber and caused a 
pressure drop of 1.25 times the velocity head of the approaching 
gas. Although the V-shaped gutter-grid flame holder was v e r r  
effective,  too much pressure dros was produced, the flame propa- 
gated near the combustion-chamber wall would aggravate the tac l -  
pipe cooling problem, and the central  portion would be burned. out 
i f  the r e a r  of the diffuser  inner cone were used a s  a p i lo t  flame 
seat.  
The flame holder shown i n  f igure  2 i s  one r2ng made of a closed 
half -round section. This semitorodial Flame holder 'blocks about . 
1 
19 percent of t he  combustion-chamber area and is reasonably satis- 
factory,  except at high a l t i t u d e s  or  with high gas ve loc i t i es .  
A two-ringV-&tter  flame holder t h a t  blocks about 23 percent 
of t he  combustion-chamber area  is  shown i n  f igure  3. The two r ings  
provide adequate covera,ge of t he  combustion-chamber a rea  and a l s o  
avoid flame sea t ing  on the  wall .  Flame from a large p i l o t  a t  t he  
r e a r  of the  d i f fu se r  inner cone passes through the  hole i n  the  cen- 
t e r  of t he  flame holder. The two-ring V-gutter flame holder i s  
one of \the b e t t e r  des.igns investigated and permits al t i tu.de oper- 
a t i o n  except a t  extremely high gas ve loc i t i es .  
The, "lockva,sher-type '' flame holder i n  f igure  4 was conskructed 
of V-gutter elements and was designed t o  cover the same general  
a rea  as the  two-ring V-gutter flame holder, and t o  o f fe r  a maximum 
perimeter from which the  flames could s t a r t ,  The flame bolder 
blocked 28 percent of the  combustion-chamber w e a  .' The l o c h a s h e r  
flame holder was not qu i te  a s  e f fec t ive  as a two-ring V-gutter flame 
holder with t he  same b1ocl:ed a r e i .  
The arrangement i n  f igure  5 is  most advantageous from the  
standgoint of having low in t e rna l  losses ,  The blunt end of t h e  
inner cone serves as the  flame holaer f o r  a large p i l o t  flame, which 
is r e l i e d  upon t o  spread tlrroughout' the  combustion chamber. Such 
an arrangement resul ted i n  'low combust ion e f f ic ienc ies  and was 
unsuitable f o r  high a l t i t u d e  operation, and it might be adequate 
where t h ru s t  augmentaticn is  needed only a t  take-off .  This type of 
.burner is sometimes subject  t o  rough burning, wllich has been known 
t o  shake the  t a i l  pipe hard enough t o  open i ts  seams. 
The flame holder i n  f igure  6 i s  intended t o  produce burning i n  
f i v e  stages, with each r i n g  a f t e r  the  f i r s t  pa r t ly  submerged i n  
flame from the  proceding r ing ,  This flame holder requires  cooling, 
which is  accomplished by f u e l  t h a t  is supplied through t he  mounting 
tubes and distr ibu%ed t o  t he  r ings  by the  longitudinal  tubes. The 
f u e l  is sprayed through small holes i n  t he  f ron t  of each r ing .  
The five-stage flame holder operates only a t  very low f u e l - a i r  r a t i o s  
It was be'latdd'ly rea l ized  that the  blocking e f f ec t  of the  small 
forward r ings ,  .augmented bjr the  pressure drop due t o  burning, forced 
t h e  a i r  flow toward t he  outside of t he  combustion chamber and thus 
increased t he  gas ve loc i ty  i n  the  region where it was already 
highest .  Flame would not sea t  on the  outer r ings .  
In  f igure  7 is  t he  f ive-stage flame holder r ebu i l t  t o  place 
t he  large  r i n g  f o ~ a r d , - w h e r e  i t s  blocking e f f ec t  tenas t o  provide 
a more uniform ve loc i ty  distr lbuit ion i n  .the t a i l  pipe. Flame 
I 
h o l d e r  of t h i s  type propided reasonably s a t i s f ac to ry  performance, 
Ibut were sub jeot t o  l b c a l  ovirhesting, coking of the  fue l ,  and 
cracking of t h e  ,metal tubing. ' 
I \ 
The combustion eff ic iency -obtained with three  types of flame 
holder Z s  shorn i n  f igure  8' as a function of t a i l - p ipe  f u e l - a i r  
r a t i o .  The data  shown were dbtained a t  ra ted  engine speed with a a 
. 
t a i l  pipe having a burner-inlet  veloci ty  of approxirpstely.420 f e e t  
per second ,and a, fixed-area exhaust nozzle, A higher combustion 
e f f ic iency  was reaches with $he two.-.ring V-gu:ter flame holder than 
with e i t h e r  the  three-s&ge flame holder or'  the  large p i l o t  alone 
a t  a l t i t u d e s  of 25,000 and 45,000 f e e t .  The peak combustion e f f i -  
ciency decreased, however, from 0.89 at  25,000 f e e t  t o  0.59 a t  
45,009 f e e t .  The tlwee -stage flame bolder, which comprised only 
three  r ings  but w a s  otherwise simihar t o  tile ?lame 'holder of f i g -  
ure 7, reachecl a peak combustion e f f ic iency  of 0.85 a t  25,000 f e e t  
and 0.49 a t  40,OQO f e e t ,  When no flame holder other than t he  
blunt end of . the d i r fu se r  ' inner cone ( t ha t  is, large p i l o t )  was 
used, the  burner operated s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  a t  25,000 f e e t  with a peak 
combustion eff ic iency of 0.69, but at 45,000 f e e t  t h s  flame was 
weak and the  combustion e f f  i c i e n d ; ~  dropped t o  0.12.. Flame holders 
t h a t  provide l i t t l e  'blockage a re  generally qu i te  s a t i s f ac to ry  under ' 
most favorabla.  cona'itions, but they a r e  most sens i t ive  t o  the  adverse 
e f fec t s  of high a l t i t u d e  .o r  high burner-inlet  velocity.. , 
Of a l l '  the  f &e holders 'used i n  t a i l - p ipe  burners a t  t h e  Lewis 
laboratory, those us ing V-gutter sect ions  proved t o  be t h ~  most gen- 
- 
e r a l l y  sa t i s fac tory .  V-gutters measuring 1' t o  2 inches across  t he  Z 
legs  of t he  V pemnitted'somewhat wider operating ranges than those 
made e i t h e r  smaller or  l a rger .  The e f f e c t  of the  shape,of the  V ,  
was investZgatud by pperating a t a i l - p ipe  burner with th ree  two-ring . 
V-gutter flame hold.ers t h a t  were i den t i ca l  except ?or t he  included 
angle of t he  V. A s  shown , i n  f igure  9, included angles of 20°, 3s0, 
and 50' were used, but the  width across t he  l egs  of t he  V wa8 kept 
0 
constant at  12 inches and each of the  flame ,holders blocked 30 percent 
of t he  combueition-cIze:rnber area .  A fixed-area conical  exhqust nozzle, 
was used. A t  an  a l t i t u & e  of 25,000 fee t , .  the  var ia t ion  i n  gu t t e r  ' 
ansle  had l i t t l e  e f f ec t  onrcombustion e f f ic iency  and the  best  angle 
appeared t o  be between 30' and 40'. A t  45,000 fee t ,  ' the bes t  angle 
was about 30'; the  combustion e f f ic iency  dropped ser iously  with t he  
flame holder having a 50° gu t t e r  angle. 
" Burne-r-Enlet Velocity I 
' 
It is  recogniked tha t  high burner-inlet veloci t ies  art, de ts i -  
mental, but some uncertainty has existed concerning what veloci t ies  
might be calged hi&-and how serious t h e i r  e f fec ts  are.  I n  order 
t o  invest i'gate the e f fec t  Of burner-inlet velocity, three ta i l -pipe 
combust.ion chamber$ having different  diameters were used on one 
.engine. Each of these combustion chambers was 4 fee t  long and was 
f i t t e d  with a two-ring V-gutter flame holder providing 28-percent 
blockage. The same.fixed-area conical exhaust nozile was used on 
each t a i l  pipe. 
IL figure 10 the symbols indicate the m a x i m u m  a l t i tudes  a t  
.which s table  opeh t ion  was obtained with each combustion chamber. 
The two la,rger com>uktion chambers with i n l e t  veloci t ies  of 490 and 
533 f e e t  ,per s e c o d  opeyated. a t  an a l t i tude  of 50,000 fee t  a t  a 
simulated fblight Mach number of 0.2, The smallest combustion 
chamber with an fn le t  velocity of 601 fee t  p k r  second was limited 
t o  an a l t i t ude  of 35,000 fket  a t  the same f l i g h t  Mach number. Com- 
bustion blow-out occurred at  a l t i tudes  s l igh t ly  higher than 
35,000 and 50,000 feet .  Lines o f  constant turbine-outlet pressure 
,have been drawn tlxrough the data points of figure 10 t o  indicate 
the maximum al t i tudes  a i  which stable operation could be expected 
at  higher f l i g h t  speeds.' 
/ 
The combustion efficiency obtained with the same ser ies  of com- 
bustion chambers is shown i n  fi-gure 11 f o r  three a l t i tudes  a t  rated 
engine speed and limiting turbine -outlet temperature. ,At 
25,000 feet ,  the burner-inlet v.elocities f o r  the three combustion 
chambers ranged from 470 t o  605 fee t  per seoond, and the combustion 
eff ic iencies  remained near 0.80., There i s  no apparent explanation 
fox the s l ight  drop i n  combustion efficiency a t  the lower velocities,  
which is inconsZstent with the ,o ther  data. A t  35,000 feet ,  the 
combustion effipiency dropped from 0.76 at  a burner-inlet velocity 
of 463 fee t  per second t o  0.69 a t  a velocity of 525 f e e t  per second. 
. A t  45,000 ,feet; the combustion efficiency dropped from 0.55 .at a 
burner-inlet velocity of 490 fee% per seccrnd t o  0.40 a t  a velocity 
of 550 fee t  per second. With the .smallest combustion chamber, which 
had an i n l e t  velocity bf 605 fee t  per second a t  25,000 fee t ,  the 
o~mbustion efficiency dropped so much a t  35,000 fee t  t ha t  l imiting 
turbine -outlet temperature could 'not be obtained. 
Combustion-Chamber Length 
The ef fec t  of combustion-ohamber Xength ( f i g  . 12) w a s  invest i  - % . : .: L, L I 1" gated by using lengths of 2, 4, and 6 f ee t  i n  otherwise ident ical  < 
burner configurations. A two-ring V-gutter flame holder tha t  blocked 
30 percent of the comb~stion~chamber area was used. A t  an a l t i t ude  
of 25,000 feet ,  an increase i n  combus-tion-chamber length from 2 t o  
4 foet  raised the peak combustionefffciency from 0,70 t o  0.81, but 
a fur ther  increase i n  length t o  6 f e e t  had only a negligible effect .  
A t  45,000 fee t ,  the combustion efficiency was only 0.12 with the 
2-foot combustion chambe,r and each successhe increase i n  length 
cuased a marked improvement, u n t i l  with a length of 6 fee t  a peak 
efficiency of 0.56 was reached. A t  45,000 fee t ,  the 6-foot combus- 
Lion cliwber. ims the o d y  one t h a t  would permit l imiting turbine- 
out let  temperature6 t o  be reached.,. . 
', - ,-: L '  I . -  . .  . 
$ .  
. a :  I ' 
The effect  of n s i n g 6  variable; such'.ns cdmbustion-chamber 
lenbth, would be reflucod i f  a the r  variables were chos&n.to be more- 
fgvorable f a r  combustion. TWt is, with a lower burner - i4e t  veloc- 
i ty ,  a. l a ~ g e r  flame holder,' and a be t tor  fue l  distribut-ion system, ' 
the e f fec t  of c&a,nging the combustion-chamber length' could be 
expected t o  be l e s s  than tha t  shown -in figure 12. 
, 
Fael Distribution 
The importance of f u e l  distTibution is  shown . in  figure 13 with 
two different  f u e l  systems used i n  tho s a m  t a i l  pipe (reference 2 ) .  
I n  tlie multipbe-nozzle' fue l  system, 80 percent 6f the f u e l  was 
sprayed .downstream through 18 nozzles located kn a c i r c l e  just  
upstream of the flame bolder and 20 percent was sprayed rad ia l ly  
outward through 12 nozi'les mounttd i n  the surface 00 the diffuser  
inner cone. A t  an a l t i tude  of 25,000 feet,  the peak combustion e f f i -  
ciency,was 0.76 a t  a. ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0.025 and was con- 
siderably l e s s  a t  other fue l -a i r  r a t io s .  
I n  the 'spray-bar fue l  system, a l l  the f u e l  was' injected through 
eight spray bars 'm,ounted i n  the d i f ruser  annulus 35k inches upstream 2 
'of t h e  flame holder, ' Four pairs  of 0.040-inch holes were d r i l l ed  i n  
each spray bar. With thi's configuration a peak combustion efficiency 
of 0.96 was reaclrikd a t  a tail-,pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0.025 and the 
efficiency dropped only t o  0.80 at a fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0,06. 
T3e superior perf'okmancs of the spray-bar fue l  s,ystem i s  a t t r i -  
buted t o  tha .be t t e r  coverage of the a i r  &&am afforded by the Bpray 
bars and t o  the d'istance between the spray 3ars  and. the flame holder, 
which pemPtted suff ic ient  mixing of the f u e l  and a i r .  Xxperience 
with. other ta i l -pipe burners using similar 6 1  spray'bars has shown 
\ 
that' %he holes should be located. t o  take account of the velocity 
d i ~ t ~ i b u t i o n  f the ta i l -pipe gas and tha t  the central  region should 
be re la t ive ly  r i c h  t o  provide a strong s tab i l iz ing  flame a t  the rear  
of the diffuser inner cone. The high combustion efficiency obtained 
with the spray-bar f u e l  system i n  figure 13 is at t r ibuted t o  the 
combination of' a good f u e l  system with other favorable design vari-  
ables.  It should be noted tha t  the burner-inlet velocity was low, 
ranging from 420 t o  460 f e e t  per second, and the flame holder provided 
32 -percent blockage. 
4 
. I  ' 
Diffuses Design 
. ~ h k  hot &as leaving the turbine must be slowed down before it 
ehters the ta i l -pipe aomhustion chamber. 'The diffuser-design problem 
i s  agkrevated by the uneven velocity .profile a t  the turbine out let .  
A typical  velocity profile; . taken i n  a standard t a i l  cone about 
10 inches from .the turbine' wheel, is  shown i n  f i b r e  14. A steep 
velocity- gradient ex is t s  and the highest v a l o ~ i t y  is  near the out- 
side wall. ' \ 
I n  fignre 15 are  shorn the l ines  of two diffusers  tha t  were used 
with the  same tai l -pipe burner as well  a s  the l ines  of the standard 
engine t a i l  cone. I n  the tat$-pipe-%wner diffuser  with the long 
inner cone, the r a t e  of change 'of area was approximately unif om. 
The short inner cone of. the other. diffuser  followed the same c ~ n t o n r  
t o  ths  point wbere the area r a t i o  was l , 4 .  After t h i s  point the 
short cone gave a much more rapid area change than the long cone. 
. - 
The difference i'n the loss&s produce@'by the two diffusers  can 
be determined f m  the curves of cver-all  ta i l -pipe total-pros8ure- 
loss  r a t i o  given i n  t ie ;~lra  15. Tlie 'curves ( f ig .  15) are  f o r  the 
nonburning condition, where the exhaust nozzle was small enoueh t o  
.produce l imiting turbine-outlet temperatures at  rated engine speed. 
The t a i l  pipe having the short inner cone has a loss  tha t  i s  greater 
than th&t of the 'pipe with' the long inner cone by about 0,5 percent 
, of- the,total pressure. 
I .  " . 
I The design of the diffuser  witn the short inner cone is  shown 
t o  be be t t e r  than tha t  'of the standard engine t a i l  cone by the f ac t  
t ha t  the losses i n  the t a i l  pipe with the short inner cone but no 
f laae holder were about the same a s  those i n ' t h e  standard t a i l  cone. 
That is, the losses incurred i n  ,slowing down the gas  plus the f r i c -  
t i o n  losses i n  the long combustion chamber were no more than the 
fricti 'on losses i n  the standard t a i l  cane. These r e su l t s  indicate 
tha t  careful d i f f i s e r  design is  effect ive i n  rninimiziq ta i l -pipe 
' burner pressure losses and tha t  improvement i n  the doaign of the 
standaxd engine t a i l  cone is necyleh. 
, Variable -Area Exhaust Nozzles 
One of the  items needed f o r  control  of a t a i l -p ine  burner i s  a 
good variable-area exhaust nozzle. Tlle clamshell type i s  probably 
t h o  most promising, and ce r ta in ly  t he  one on which t he  most e f f o r t  
3 ~ s  been expended. The two most improtant considerations i n  designing 
a clams!lell nozzle a r e  e f f i c iency  i n  producing th rus t  and durab i l i ty .  
High e f f ic iency  can be obtained by el iminating leakage and using t he  
best  possible shape. 
Two clamshell nozzles of d i f fe ren t  shape ' a re  shown i n  f i g -  
u res  16 and 17. The fixed-area inner s h e l l  of nozzle A has i ts  e x i t  
opening i n  one plane and would be a deairablts nozzle . A s  the  outer 
'sliolls move togethey, howcver, the' shape of t he  opening is  changed 
u n t i l  I n  t he  closed posi t ion the  dpening is no longer, even approx- 
imately, i n  a s ingle  plane. Gasos a re  discharged a t  t he  s ides  of 
t h i s  opening with a large component normal t o  the  main t h ru s t  ax i s ,  
The movablo she l l s  of nozzle B have been shaped t o  keep the  e x i t  
opening approximately planar regardless of s i z e .  
I 
Clamshell nozzles A and B and a s e r i e s  of fixed-area conical  
exhaustnozzles  were t e s t ed  on the  same engine t o  determine t h o i r  
comparative performance (reference 3) .  The r e s u l t s  a re  presented i n  
f igure  18 i n  which t he  var ia t ion  of corrected j e t  -kbrust with corrected 
f u e l  consumpt'ion i s  shown f o r  a s ingle  corrected engine speed ( ra ted 
va lue) ,  Nozzle A i n  t he  closed posit ion,  where t he  coyrected f u e l  
flow was 3340 pounds per hour, produced about 7 percent l e s s  t h ru s t  
than  an equivalent conical  nozzle a t  t he  same f u e l  consumption. 
Nozzle B produced within  1 percent of . tBe , t h ru s t  of the  conical  
nozzles. 
ClamsheLI nozzles on ta i l -p ipe  burners have shown a tendency 
t o  overheat, warp,!and Jam. .Some progress has been made i n  cooling 
them and reasonably sa t i s fac tory  r e s u l t s  have been obtained. Noz- 
z l e  B withstood 40 minutes of t a i l - p ige  burner operation without 
ddma~e. However, it is too  eamly t o  say - tha t  any given design i s  
com$ietely su i tab le  f o r  t a i l - p ipe  bymers .  
/ .  \ 
Ign i t ion  Systems 
Ill1 F&: 3 .  Ign i t ing  t h e  mixture i n  t he  t a i l  pipe proved t o ' b e  a t rouble-  
some p r o b l e ~ .  Many arrangements of #park pluge and p i l o t  fue2 noz - 1 !J!& z l e s  were' used, t w o  o f  which a re  shown i n  f igure  19.  One of t h e  
achemos consisted of a small T$;m J e t  located, upstream of t he  main 
flame holder. The ram j e t  has i t s  own i n l e t  d i f f i se r , ' f ' ue l  nozzle, 
- 
spark plug, flame qolder, ,and j e t  nozzle, and was supposed t o  send 
a je t  of flams downstream t o  the main flame holder. It was com- 
l e t e ly  unreliable. al 
' 'e~he second scheme consisted of a, p i lo t  fue l  nozzle i n  the 
cehter of a depression i n  the end of. t h e  diffusor inner cone and a 
spark plug near by. Except a t  high altztudes t h i s  p i lo t  w a s  effec- 
t i v e  when the spark plug would oyerate, but t i t  was d i f f i c u l t  t o  
. ' "  . . maintain high voltage insulation inside the t a i l  pipe. The p i lo t  
f u e l  nozzles invariably melted, but t h l s  did not matter when the 
. ' . . . main f u e l  was introduced upstyeam of the pilotr, . . .., . - 
3 .: : * T , V ' #  . " J 4  8 J, 
The stan&-by method of s t a r t ing  the ta i l -pipe burner was a 
rapid acceleration' of the engine, which sent flame back through 
+ i the t a i l  pipe. This method i s  quite eTfective, but is  not recommended 
. @operating practive because of the danger of overheating the turbine.  
's .:. a , 
.A modification of the practice of accelerating the ensine proved t o  
' I "De by f q r  the most sat isfactory schbme f o r  l ight ing theA tai l -pipe 
fue l .  I n  t h i s  scheme ( f ig .  19), the ta i l -p ipe  fue l  pump must f i r s t  
' : . be operating and producing a higher presswe than tlmt i n  the engine 
f u e l  manifold. A l ine  from the ta i l -pipe f u e l  pump i s  brougbt t o  
the  l ine  supplying one of the engine combustion chambers. A solenoid 
valve and two check ~ a l v e s  are  instal led as shown i n  figure 19. The 
ta i l -p ipe  f u e l  is  ignited by oroning the solenoid-valve f o r  EL f rac-  
. t i o n  of a second. The momentary richl.mixture produ~ed i n  one com- 
bustdon chamber,sends flame downstream t o  the t a i l  pipe. This scheme 
i s  posit ive i n  .op&ration and produced over 200 s t a r t s  on one engine 
with no sign of damage t o  the engine . 
. ? q .  
. .  * . I  , l  
The re su l t s  of research on tail-pipe-burner design variables a re  
b r i e f ly  summarized a s  follows: 
* 
1. Bl~me holders providing l i t t l e  blockage were found t o  be 
-.adequate f o r  low a l t i tude  operation, but at  high a l t i t udes  a blocked 
area of about 30 percent of the combustion-chamber area was found t o  
: be desirable. 
r .  , 
. . . 2 .  Ring-type V-gntter flame holders have' p r o ~ e d  satisfactory. 
The best operating character is t ics  were obtained when the &ncluded 
angle, of the V-gutter elemgnts was about 30' and tho width across 
tho ,opening of the V was $- t o  2 inches; 
. A  
t o  establ ish the value of a ta i l -p ipe  burner. Satisfactory oper- 
a t ion up t o  an a l t i tude  of about 25,000 fee t  was obtained with 
burners having i n l e t  veloci t ies  a s  high a s  600 fee t  per second, but 
lower vnlooities were requirud at high al t i tudes;  and every advan- 
tage was found t o  l i e  with burners having in l e t  veloci t ies  i n  the 
range from 400 t o  450 4'eet per second, 
I 
4. I n  burners indentical except f o r  combusti~n-chamber length, 
a length of 4 f e e t  was found t o  be suff ic ient  t o  provide the Sest 
performance a t  a l t i tudes  up t o  25,000 Pee%, whereas a t  an a l t i tude  
of 45,000 fee t  a combustion-chamber length of 6 fee t  was p9t enough 
t o  develop the maximum combustion efficiency. 
5. The highest combustion efficiencies were obtained when the 
f u e l  was injected a s  f a r  as possible upstream of the flame holder and 
when the f u e l  dls t rfbut ion was made t o  match the air-flow d i s t r i -  
bution as closely a s  practicable. 
6. b ail-pipe pressure losses have been reduced by careful 
diffuser  design, but tho data a re  not suff ic ient  t o  establ ish an 
optimum diffuser  desig2. 
7. A variable-area exhaust nozzle can be designed t o  be nearly 
a s  efficiency a s  a fixed-area conical nozzle, but variable-area 
nozzles have not yet been thoroughly proved i n  tail-pipe-burner 
operation. 
8. Dependable methods fo r  star1;ing a ta i l -pipe burner were 
available . 
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Figure 2. Semitoroidal flame holder. 
Figure 3. - WQ-ring V-gutter flame holder. 
Figure 5. - Large p i l o t  i n  b lunt  end of inner  cone. 
Figure 6. - Five-stage f l a m e  holder. 
--- 
Figtme 9. - Modified flve-&age f l a w  holde~.  
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Figure 8. - Tail-pipe combustion efficiency for three flame- 
holder configurations. Exhaust-nozzle area constant; 
rated engine speed. 
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Figure 9. - Effect of flame-holder gutter angle on tail-pipe 
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Figure LO. - Effect of burner-lnlet velocity on altitude 
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Figure 11. - Effect of burner-inlet velocity on tail-pipe 
combustion efficiency. Rated engine speed; limiting 
turbine-outlet temperature. 
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Figure 1.2. - Effect of combustion-chamber length on tail-pipe 
combustion efficiency. Rated engine speed. 
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"isre 13. - Tail-pipe combustion efficiency for two fuel sys- 
tems. ~urder-inlet velocity, 420 to 460 feet per second. 
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Figure 14. - Typical velocity profile near turbine outlet. 
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Figure 15. - Tail-pipe total-preseure losses with several 
diffusers without tail-pipe burning. Small exhaust nozzle. 
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Figure 16. - Clamshell nozzle A. 
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Figure 17. - Clamshell nozzle B. 
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Fieure 19. - Tail-pipe ignition systems. 
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PerT~~mance t2leo1wtically calculated f o r  tail-,pipe turning antk 
experimental r e su l t s  irdicdting thc e f fec t  of the various design 
considerations on burner character is t ics  at a l t i t ude  are  discussbd 
in th 'o  two 2xeccd%ng papGrs of t h i s  aeries.  Included i n  t h i s  paper 
a re  experimental r e su l t s  t ha t  show the performance and the.operable 
range of sever81 ta i l -p ipe  burners a t  aLkitude conditions. \ 
A considerable w o ~ ~ n t  of data q s  obtained fo r  d large number 
of different  ta i l -pipe -blusner c ~ ~ i g u l a t i o n s  with the J34 engine, 
the  J35 engine, .and an experimental version of the 547 engine., 
Some of the more receat ta i l -pipe burning r e su l t s  f o r  four of these 
burners are  presented. Thrust performance, burner-outlet tempera- 
. 
tures ,  specific fue l  cons~~mptions, combustion efficiencies,  the 
operable ranges of t a i l - ~ ) i p  fue l -a i r  ra t io ,  and burner-inyet pres - 
sure, temper~ture,  and velocity are  shown f o r  a range o f , f l i g h t  
. . 
conditiono . . 
. . 
TAIL -PIP3 -BURKER INSTALLPITIOIJS 
Four ta5l-pipe burners a re  considered. Burners A and B were 
ins ta l led  on a 534 engine, burner C on a 535 e ~ i n e ,  and burner D 
on an experimental version of the 547 engine .- 
Burner A ,  - Burner A ( f ig ,  l ) ,  which was instal led on a 634 
engine, was attached t o  the standard engine t a i l  cone and has an 
1 h e r - a l l  len&th of habout 8z f ee t .  The gas leaving t h e  turbine is  
diffused t o  a 23-inih-diameter section where thk flame holder . i s  
instal led.  The combustion chamber .is a 40-inch conical section tha t  
7 tapers  from 25 ~ & h e s  i n  diamotor a t  the f l m e  holder t o  18- inches 
a t  the out let  ., 16 
The f1-&me liolder consists of two s e m i c i r c u l a r - ~ t t t e r - t n e  rings 
Joined with four r ad ia l  s t r u t s  of similar oone?;~~utj.on. This flame 
~ t i o n a l  area 
the r ad ia l  struts of the flame 
'21 !iq# 
, . . I  
holder ape provided with omall s l o t s  on the upstream face .aq Fuel is 
injected tlirotxgl? f ive  circdlar  tubes located immedi'ately upstbarn of 
the f lalue holder, Two of these tubes, which are  al ined with 'the 
two flame -hoXder rings, inject  the fue l  through several  emall or i f ices  
i n  a do~mstream direct ion thrdukh the' s l o t s  of the flame holder. f i e 1  
i s  inJected from the other three tubes through small or i f ices  i n  an 
upstream direction. I 
A two-position variable-area exhaust nozzle was used on the 
burner, which i n  the closed position has a projected e l l i p t i c a l  area 
3 equivalent t o  a circular  diameter of 15- inches. During ta i l -pipe 
8 - -  
. - 
burner operation, , t h i s  nozzle was i n  the wide-open position and the 
throat area ~7as provided by the out let  of the combustion chamber. 
A shroud was instal led aronnd the b~l~lner  through which air 
flowed t o  cool the burner she l l  d u r i w  operation. 
'B~wruer -. -.. B. , - ,Ewner B ( f ig .  2 ) j  which was a l so  instal led on a 
534 engine, has an over-ali length, including $he diffuser  section, 
of about 10 f ee t  and a maximm diameter of 25: inches. The exhaust 
gas was diffused t o  the combustion chamber, which is  252 indhes i n  
4 
diameter and 6 f ee t  long. A flame holder was instal led 5-8 inches 
downstream of the front flange of' the ccmbugtion chamber, thus giving 
1 
a burning l e m h  of 4g f ee t  upstream of the  fixed-area conical 
1 
exhaust nozzle, The exhaust nozzle is  1g2 inches i n  diameter a t  the  
out let  . 
1 1 Fuel is  injocted 4s inches downstreasl of the turbine through 
L, 
eight streamlined spray tubes; t h i s  arrangement gives a mixing length 
1 f o r  the f u e l  of 355. inches between the fue l  injector  and the flame 
4 
holder. Each spray tube has four pairs  of impinging-jets through 
wliich the f u e l  is  sprayed in to  ,the diffuse?. The downstream end of 
the inner cone was cut ogf where it was 5 lnches i n  diameter with the 
blunt end covered by a disk, thereby profiding a turbulent region f o r  
the purpose of seating a s tab i l iz ing  flame i n  the center of the t a i l  
pipe . 
A two-ring V-gutter flame holder tha t  blocks 32 percent of the 
burner cross-sectional area was ins ta l led , .  The mean diameters of 
the outer and inner gut ters  are  1 7  anl! 10 inches, respectively; the 
.included angle of the gut ters  i s  30'; and tho distance across the 
open and of the gut ters  is  1; inches. 
The burner she l l  was cooled only by the flow of low-velocity 
a . l r  over the outside o-s" tlAe b~wner.  
i I 
B u r i ~ e r  - Burner C ( f ig .  3), which was installfed on a 535 
englne , has an over-all  length, incliding the diffuser  section, of 
about 9 f ee t  and a m a x i m  diameter of 29 inohes, The exhaust gas 
was diffused t o  the combustion chmber, which is  29' inches i n  diameter 
and 4 f ee t  10%. Tile flame holder was located a t  the upstream end 
of the ccmblzst ion chamber, giving a 4-f oot . burning length between the 
flame holder and tile fixed-area conical exhaust nozzle. The out let  
I diameter of the  exhaust nozzle is 2% inches. 
&el  was injected i n  the d i f fuser  tlirough.12 streamSined spray 
'tubes instal led '  14 inches u p s t ~ e ~ m  of the flame holder. Each tube 
had four parro of small or i f ices  tha t  injected fue l  frum opposite 
sides of the tubes illto the gas s t~eam '  normal t o  t h e  d.irection of 
,flow, The dr;,wnstream end of' the inner cone w a s  cut off where it was 
inches i n  diameter and la concave dome was ins ta l led  tha t  provide4 
, 2  
a turbulent region f o r  the  gurpose of seating a s tabl iz ing flame i n  
the cen%er of the pipe, 
. . 
, 
A twcj-ring V-gutter flame holder similar t o  the one used i n  
burner B bSboked 29 percent - of the burner cross-sectional area.  ' The 
1 
mean diameters o f ' t h e  outer axid inner flame-holder rings a re  2 1 ~  and 
7 I gg inches,. respeotiiely; the included angle of the gut ters  is  35'; 
1 
and the distance across the open ends of ' the gut ters  is L$ inchee. 
A cooling l i n e r  extended the f u l l  length of 'the combustion 
1 cham be^^ and a +rich rad ia l  gap was provided between the l i n e r  and 
the  ~ u t e r  she l l  thro~lgb which flowed part  of the exhaust gas a t  approx- 
imately turbine -out l e t  temperature . 
I 
Buxner D. - Burner D ( f i g .  41, which was installed on the exper- 
i m e n t ~ l  version of the J 4 7  erigine, has ,an over-all length, including 
the  diffuser  section, of about 9 fee t  and a maximum diameter of 
. 32 inches,  he exhaust gas was diffused t o  the 32 -inch-diameter 
combustion chamber, which is  4 fget  i n  l e y t h ,  The flame hoLdei was 
instal led ,at the farward end of the ccmbustion chamber, thereby 
giving a 4-foot burning length ugstream of t h e  f i ~ e d - a r e a  conical 
exhaust nozzle, The diameter at  ' the outlet  of the exhaust' nozzle is  
1 - 2% inohes. 
'"'%el wag injected i n  the diffuser  14 inches upstream of the flame 
hold.er through 12  stream lined spray tubes similar t o  those used in  
bnrner C. Each tube had four pa i rs  of or i f ices  tha t  injected f u e l  
from opposite sid.es of the tubes into the gas stream normal t o  the 
direct icn of flotr. The downstream end of the inner cone was cut off 
where it was 14 inches i n  diameter and a concave dome was ins ta l led  
tha t  provide& a layge turb1.1len.t region f o r  the purpose of seating 
a s tabi l iz ing flame i n  the  center of the pipe. 
The flame ho two-ring V-gutter flame holder, similar 
t o  those used i n  burners B and C, and blocked 32 percent of the 
burner cross-sectional area. The mean diameters of the outer and 
inner flame -holder rings are. 23 and 14 inches, respectively; the 
included angle of the gut ters  is  35O; and the distance across the 
1 c? 
open end of the gut ters  is 1;$ inches. 
A cooling l iner ,  simiJ,ar , to  tba t  used i n  burnee C,  extended. the 
351I length oP.the combustion chamber and 12 inches in to  the exhaust 
1 
.nozzle. . A  F-inch r ad ia l  air gal, Has provided between the l i n e r  and 
- 
the outer she l l  through which pa1.t of the exhaust gas flowed. 
' . - 1- I&.,',: , . . , , 1 :  , 'I' & - ' " ' 
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TAIL -PIPE -BURNXR P-1WOWCE 
Burner --- A ,  - Performance data obtained with burner A over a ' 
range of f l i g h t  Mach numbers a t  an a l t i tude  of 20,000 fee t  a re  pre- 
~ e n t e d  i n  f.igure@ 5 and 6. These data wore obtained a t  maximum 
engine speed with a turbine-outlet temperature of approximately 
1600' R.  The burner-inlet velocity varied from 440 t o  480 fee t  per 
second f o r  these conditions. The augmented thrmst was obtained with 
the ta i l -pipe burner instal led and the normal thrust  was obtai~led with 
(I 
9 
, 1 , ; -  . , 
' t o  normal thrus t  increased from a value of 1.27 a t  a f l i g h t  Mach 
number of 0.25 t p  1:84 a t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0.85. ' When the 
' ta i l -nipe burner was inoperative, the thrust  obtainable a t  l imiting 
turbine-outlet temperatures was 4 percent l e s s  than tha t  available 
with the standard engine t a i l  pipe a t  the same operating conditions. 
The specific f u e l  consumption with and without ta i l -pipe 
burning is shown i n  figure 6. With ta i l -pipe burning the specif ic  
f u e l  consumpt'ion decreased rapidly as the fliglqt Mach nunber was 
raised, varying f r p  a value of about 3.25 at a f l i gh t  Mach number 
of 0.25 t o  a value of 2.10 a t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0.85. The 
specif ic  fue l  consumption with the standard engine t a i l  pipe and 
b x h a ~ ~ s t  nozzle was 1.40 a t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0.85.. 
I 
The' o$epable range of ta i l -pipe ' fue l -a i r  r a t io s  a t  an a l t i t ude  
of 20,000 fee t  i s  sho~rn i n  figure 7. Tail-pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o  is 
def,lned. a.s the r a t i o  of ta i l -pipe f u e l  flow t o  the unburned a i r  flow 
entering the t a i l  pipe. The maximum operable ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  
r a t i o  wao limited by t~mbine-out let  temperature an& the minimum 
fuel -a i r  r a t i o  by lean combustion blow-out. A t  a f l i g h t  Mach num- 
ber of 0.85 at  an a l t i tude  of 20,000 feet ,  .it was possible t o  oper- 
a t e  burner A between tai l -pige fuel-air  r a t i o s  of 0.0395 and 0.0486. 
The maximum operable fue l -a i r  r a t i o  is significant only f o r  the 
exbaust nozzle used with burner A .  With a larger out let  area, the 
burner could have been operated a t  higher ta i l -pipe fue l - a i r  ra t ios .  
Tho a l t i tude  limits of operation a t  maximum engine speed and 
turbtne-outlet temperature of about 1625' R are shown i n  figure 8. 
A t  each f l i g h t  Mach number, a band of v-ncertain operation amounting 
t o  about 8000 fee t  i n  a l t i t ude  was encountered within which combus- 
t i g n  blow-out occurred. Altitu8es a t  whi,ch the engine ~ o ~ l d  be 
o ~ l e k t e d  without encountering czombustion blow-out varied f r ~ m  
24,600 Zeet a t  a Mach number of 0,25 t o  34,200 fee t  a t  a Mach num- 
ber of 1.0. Over the en t i r e  range of f l i g h t  conditions, t h i s  l i m i t  
of combustim blow-out occurred a t  an approximately constant burner- 
i w e t  ' prk ssure . 
Burner 3, - l e r f  omance .data ottained with burner B are  pre - 
- 
sented i n  figures 9'and 13 f o r  a range of f l i g h t  Mach numbers a t  
an a l t i t ude  of 25,000 f e e t  (reference 1) . These data were obtained 
a t  maximnm engine speed and the turbine-ou5let temperatare with 
ta i l -pipe burning. was 1650' R, -whereas ,the turbine -outlet temper- 
a ture  with the standard engine t a i l  pipe varied from 1650°R a t  a 
f l i g k t  Mach flumber of 0.25 t o  1620° B a t  a f l i gh t  Mach number of 
0.72. The burner - ide t  velocity was approximately 455 f e e t  q e r  
'second .for these conditions. 
, 'The r a t &  of a ' l ~ e n t e d  thrust  ' t o  normal thrus t  ( f ig .  9)  
increased from a valu8 of 1.31 a t  a f l i g h t  &tach number of 0.25 t o  
1.'73 a t  a f l i g h t  Mach nwber of 0.72. The burner-outlet temperature 
increased s l igh t ly  with f l i g h t  1~1ach number,' reaching a value of 
3470" R a t  a f 1i~;h-b IBch number of 0.72. This temperature corre- 
s;londs t o  .a burner temperature r i s e  of 1820° R and t o  an over-all 
fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0.052, where the over-all fue l -a i r  r a t i o  is  
deflned a s  the engine f u e l  plus ta i l -pipe f u e l  divided by the t o t a l  
3 .  
a i r  flow. 
' { I  8 
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n I! The specif ic  f u e l  consum<tt%on 
' I ' 
, urning ( f ig .  10) varied only s l igh t ly  over the f l i g h t  conditions 
iAxves-Ci@ted. A t  a f l i g h t  ~ a c h  nuinber of 0.72, the specifia TQel 
consump6ion was 2 .55 with tail-p;pe binning compared with 1.19 with 
I I the standard eagirle t a l l  pipe. 
.The ta i l -p ipe  borribustion effici.ency is preshnted i n  figure 11 
, as a function of ta i l -p lge  fue l -a i r  r a t i o ,  A s  mentioned previously, 
- tail-pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o i s  aefineh a s  the r a t i o  of ta i l -p ise  f u e l  
flow.to un5qrnBd a i r  flow entering the t a i l  gipc, Became t h e ' t a i l -  
pipe Yuel-siir ' r a t io  wag varied by changing the ta i l -pipe fue3:Flow 
a 'fixeb-azea exhaust nozzle, the conditions a t ' t h e  burner i n l e t  
Variations i n  burner - inlet  t o t a l  tew~esature,  totala pressure, 
' a d  v e l o c i b  wit11 ta i l -pige fue l -a i r  r a t i o  are  a l so  shown in  figure 11, 
For the raa$e of fue l -a i r  r a t i o s  investigated, the t o t a l  temperature, 
ard the bmner-inlet  velocity increased with 
fue l -a i r  r a t i o ,  A s  the ta i l -p ipe  fue l -a i r  r a t i o  was raised, the 
combustion efficiency dropped from a peak value of 0.96 at  'a t a i l -  
pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0 -025 t o  a value of 0.86 a t  limitsing turbine- 
outlet  temperature of 1 6 5 0 ~  R and tail-pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0.050, 
the condition fo r  which thrust and specific fue l  consumption data 
are  presented i n  figures 9 and. 10. The increase i n  burner-inlet . 
pressure accompanying the change i n  f l i g h t  Mach number from 0 -2 6 t o  
-0.84 rio agparcnt effect  on the t a i l -p ips  combustion e f f i c imcy ,  
primary factor  affect ing combustion ePf%cTency .is believed t o  
the fue l  distribu-tion i n  the ta i l -gipe burner, because at a given 
fue l -a i r  r a t i o  changes i n  burner - inlet  ?ressure had no apparent 
' ef fec t  on cobbustion efficiency. 
The operable range of ta i l -pipe f u e l - a i r  r a t io s  a t  an a l t i t ude  
of 25,000 fee t  i s  s1xown i n  figure 12 gs  a function of f l i g h t  Mach 
number. The maximum fue l -a i r .  r a t i o  was limited by turbine -outlet 
temperature and the minimum fue l -a i r  r a t i o  by lean combustion blow- 
out. A t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0,72, stable S u r e r  operation was 
possible a t  ta i l -pipe f u e l l a i r  r a t i o s  between 0.024 and O..053.. The 
minimum operable fue l -a i r  r a t i o  f o r  burner B was somewhat lower 
than tha t  f o r  burner A, which was 0.041 at  a Mach number of 0.72. 
The maximum fue l -a i r  r a t i o - i s  ~Sgn i f i can t  only f o r  the s ize exhaust 
nozzle used. 
R8.h; ;mp$g7<; qT%=-fl~-F ;qu"'a 
Burner C . ' - Perf omance dika f o r  burner C at" an a l t i t ude  of 
25,000 fee t  over a range of f l i g h t  Mach numbers are  presented i n .  
f igures 13 and 14. These data were obtained a t  maximum engine speed 
and a t  turbine -outlot temperature (both with and without ta i l -pipe 
bu,rning) o'f. 16C0° R. The burner-inlet velocity was about 415 fee t  
- per second fo r ,  these f liglit conditiohs , 
/ ,la '. 
. 7 . $hef.r$tio of augmented thrust  t o  normal thrust with ta i l -pipe 
I(f i g  . 13) increased from 1.41 a t  a f l igh t  Mach number of 
O ,:?'&7 , to  - I. 74 a t  a f 3iglit Mach number a$ 0.32 , The burner-outlet 
tem&~;atuxe increased' s l igh t ly  with f l i g h t  Mach number, reaching a 
. value of 3150' R a t  a f l i g h t  Mach nv.mber of 0.92. Tnis temperature 
cprresponds t o  a burner temperature r i s e  of 1750° X with an over- 
a l l  fv-el-air r a t i o  of 0.475. !The net thrus t  obtained a t  l imiting 
tiirbirie -:out 1.et 'tcmporaOuro with the ta i l -pipe burner inoperative is 
sliown t o  be about '1 percent l e s s  than the thrmst obtainable with 
the standa~a. engine t a i l  pipec This small loss  i n  thrust  r e su l t s  
from the f a c t  t ha t  tho r a t i o  of total-pressure loss  between the 
turbine out l e  t and. ex3aust -no= z lo  out l c t  t o  the turbine -out l e t  t o t a l  
pressure is only sligli t ly higher f o r  the ta i l -pipe burner (0.025) 
t1'1an with the standard t a i l  pipe ( 0 . 0 ~ 0 )  a t  the same turbine-outlet 
conditions. ITe i t l iar value includes t q , !  +y%fs+-@, )oaf azross the 
' e'xl~aue-t noz zle out l e t  . M . ' F>'Lqb , ., m ,  .; FII,ql& 1 
< . .  
2he specific Sue1 consv-mpt ions ta i l -pipe 
. : burning increased only s l i g l ~ t l y  with f l i g h t  Mach number ( f ig .  14) .  
A t  a fl igli t  Maah number-of 0.92, the specific fue l  consumption was 
2.21 with ta i l -pige burning compared with 1.26 with the standard 
engine. The specific f u e l  consumption with ta i l -pipe.  burning was 
' al5glitly lower f o r  burner C than f o r  burner 5 ,  Hovever, burner B, 
a s  shown si~bsequently, was'opeyated at a higher ta i l -pipe f ~ ~ e l - a i r  
r a t i o  and thus a greater percentage of the t o t a l  fue l  flow was 
being burned ' in  the low-officiency part  of the engine plus t a i l -  
pipe -burner cycle, 
.Tail-pipe combustion efficiency is presented a s  a function 
of ta i l -pive fue l -a i r  r a t i o  f o r  a range of f l i g h t  Mach numbers at  
an a l t i tude  of 25,000 f e e t  ( f ig .  15) and f o r  a range of a l t i tudes  
a t ,  a f l igl l t  Mach number or" 0.27 ( f i g ,  16).  These data were a l so  
obtained v i t h  a fi-xed-area exhaust noz'zle, and therefore, the 
variations i n  burner -inle t t o t a l  temperature, t o t a l  pressure, and 
I ' 
, . velocity are  shown i n  the figures . The burner-inlet temperature 
I '  
, 
and hressure increased with ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  ra t io ,  whereas the 
[', ' burnercinlct velocity remained substantially constant between 410 e n  - and 420'feet per se@ond,' A t  a given fuel-a& ra t io ,  the burner-inlet 
temperature remained appraxim&cely constant with changes i n  a l t i  - 
tude and Plight. Mach number. C G ~ ~ U S % ~ O ~  efficiency increased 
rapialy with ta i l -pip6 fue l -a i r  ra t io ,  reaching a peak a t  a fuel-  
a i r  r a t i o  of'about 0,030. The combustion efficiency dropped off 
a l ight ly  a t  higher fue l -a i r  ra t ios .  
Over the range of f l i g h t  Mach numbers investigated, changes 
i n  ta i l -pipe ?reskure d ~ ~ e  t o  vaQiabions i n  f l i gh t  Mach number 
(r"ig. 15) --or ' i n  alt i tude. up t o :  5500?0 fee t  ( f ig .  16) had no ef fec t  
OE the combustion e f f i ~ i e n c ~ ,  Increasing the a l t i t ude  from 35,000 t o  
45,000 fee t  at  a f l igh t  Mach number of 0.27 did r e su l t  i n  a decrease 
in '  combustion efficiency amounting t o  'about 0.10 a t  a turbine -outlet 
tem~oxature of 160!1°' R. The trend of these combustion efficiency 
data with fue l -a i r  r a t i o  up t o  aa a l t i tude  of, 35,000 fee t  is  again 
at t r ibuted t o  the ff le l  'd is t r ibut ion i n  the ta i l -pipe burner because 
cfianging the pressure a t  a given fue l -a i r  r a t i o  within the range of 
pressure irrvestigated had na ef fec t  on the combustion efficiency. 
Wi th  t h i s  pakticular b ~ n d e r  - inlet  velocity and f u e l  distribution, 
the c r i t i c a x  burner-inlet pressure is  reached between a l t i t i d e s  of 
35,000 and 45,000 fee t  a t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0.27, where,the 
p e s s u r e  then becomes a principle t)ariable affect ing the combuotion 
efficiency. I . , .. , 
. . 
. , 
The operable range of ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  ' r a t io s  is  shown i n  
figure 17 as a function of a l t i t ude  a t  a f l i gh t  Mach number of 0.27. 
The inaximw operable fue l -a i r  , ra t io  was limited by turbine -outlet 
temperature, whereas the  minl.mum fuc l -a i r  r a t i o  waa limited by lean 
combustion blow-out , A t  each al t i tude,  combust ion blow-out was 
encountered within the ra-ngo of fue l -a i r  r a t i o s  shown i n  figure 17 
. a s  the region of uncertain operation. The region of' uncertain oper- 
ation'occurred a t  .higher ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  r a t io s  as  the a l t i t ude  
1 -  4 
was incrcased, A t  an a l t i tude  of' 45,000 fee t  an8 a f l i g h t  Mach 
bumber of 0.27, operation was possible a t  ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  r a t io s  
between 0,029 and 0.040; hotrever, the maximum fue l -a i r  r a t i o  is  
significant only f o r  the s ize exhaust nozzle used. 
* Burner u. - Performance data obtained with burner D are  pre- 
sented i n  figures 18 and 19 f o r  an a l t i tude  of 25,000 fee t  and a 
range of f l i g h t  Mach numbers. Those data were obtained a t  maximum 
engine speed and the turbine-outlet temperature was 1675' R both 
with and withoit ta i l -pipe burning, - 
The r a t i o  of augmented t o  'normal thrust  increased from 1.34 a t  
% f l i g h t  Mach number of 0.22 t o  1-78 a t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0.82 
- ( f ig .  18).  Burner-outlet temperatures inqreased from ~ 9 7 5 ~  t o  
352 5O R with t h i s  incyease i n  f l i g h t  Mach number. The large ' increase 
i n  temperature is mainly a t t r ibuted  t o  an increase in  engine corn- 
ponent efficiency a s  the f l igh t  Mach number- a s  raised. Tne burner- 
out let  temperature of 3525' R correspcnds t o  a burner temperature 
r i s e  of 1850° R with an over-all fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0.053, The t o t a l -  
pressure-loas r a t i o  measure& across the ta i l -pipe burner when it , 
. . 
byas inoperative (0.050 t o  0.055) waer s l l gb t ly  ,.more tnan t h a t .  meas- 
ured. a c r i w  the standard engine t a i l  pipe (0.045) &, the  same 
tnrbinq-outlet conditions. A s  a rasul t ,  the net tlwst obtainable 
a t  l imiting turbine-outlet temperatures ,with the* bukn~fr inoperative 
wag 0.5 t o  1 ~ e r c e n t  less ' than tha t  obtainabLe with the .standard 
engine t a i l  pige. 
. The s ~ e c i f  ib fue l  c ~ n . s & ~ t i o n  with ta i l -pipe burnihg (f ig .  19) 
' increesed slig.litly.up t o  a f l i g h t  Mach number of about 0.45 and 
then decreased sligll t ly.  a t  higher Mach nuroberg, The increase i n  . 
, s ~ e c i f  i c  f u e l  consur@t ion a t  low f l i g h t  Mach' numbers is  a t t r ibuted  
t o  the,  correspon&ing i n ~ r c a s e  in '  t a i l -p ipe  fue l -a i r  ' r a t io  with no 
cliange .in ta i l -p ipe  combustion efficiency . ,The decrease i n  specific 
file1 consuml~tion st f l igh t  Mach numbers abovb 0.50 is a t t r ibuted  t o  
the fac t  tha t  the comb11stion efficiency is increased, This increase 
i n  combnstion efficiency bad a greater e l f ec t  tLaq the fur ther  increase 
i n  ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o ,  At a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0.81, the 
specific f ~ ~ e l  coiisuiipt~on was 2.49 with ta i l -pipe burning, compared 
-with 1.38 with tho ethxqlard engine t a i l  pi,po. . 
 ail-pipe combuotion efficiency is presanted as a function of 
t a i l - p i ~ e  fue l -a i r  r a t i o  fo r  a range of f l i g h t  bkcii ambers a t  an 
a l t i t ude  of 25,000 {eet ( f i g ,  20) and f o r  ,a range of a l t i tudes  at a 
f l igh t  Mach number of 0.22 ( f i g  . .21), TXe variations i n  burner- 
inLet t.otal' pressure, t o t a l  tamneratuxc, and velocitv as a function 
of ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  rakio a re  a l so  shown i n  thesc figures', At 'a 
given fue l -a i r  ra t io , '  changes (in f l i g h t  Mach number had no effect  on 
b;x,rner-inlet vel,ocit~ies,' &though incre$ses i n  a l t i tude  raised the 
F~wner-inlet  veLocity, The combustion efficiency increased rapidly 
with . fue l - a i r  r a t i o  and reached a maximum value &t a' fue l -a i r  r a t i o  
of: a.b~ut 0.935 with thq exception .of the data obtained at 45,000 fee t  
aT$itude where o ~ e r a t i o n  was e r r a t i c ,  F O ~  the range of fue l -a i r  ' 
rat'ios inyest igated, the combustion e'fficienc y remained essent ia l ly  
constant above a fue l -a i r  r a t i o  of 0.055? 
.. The data, i n  figur(? 20 show tha t  the variations i n  burner-inlet 
pressure , accompanying changes i n  f l i g h t  .Mach number f o r  the range 
a5 burner-'inlet velocities.  from 460 t o  555 fee,t per second, had a 
defznlte e f fec t  on the ta i l -pipe combustion efficiency. Wising the 
. f l i g h t  Nach number from 0.27 to' 0.52) whYch reyesen t s  a change i n  
t@J-pipe ~ r e s s u m '  of 15 percent, had no 'apparent e f fec t  on the 
combustion efffciencya ' A fur ther  increase, i n  f lgght Mach number, 
hotrever, from 0.52 t o  0.81, which .corresponds t o  a r i s e  i n  ta i l -  
, . pipe >prpasure (of' about 30' perceri'c, raiaed the  peak combustion 
efficiency from 0.80 t o  0.90. 
1hcreasj-nC the a l i l tude  from 15,000 t d  35,000 fee t  resulted . 
i n  lmif a m  .red.uction~ i n  peak combustion eff  ?'.ciency from 0.85 t o  
0.76 (-lie, 211, wllich accompan5ed ,a decreese i n  pressure and a 
s l igh t  lmrease  i n  veldcity, Between 35,000 and 45,000 fee t ,  3 , 
c r i t l  c a l  mgion ,was encountered with, the resu l t  tha t  operation was b (  
sometr1:at e r r a t i c  a t  45~,000 fos t  with considerably lower combustion 
ef f  icj.ency. A t  a given ta i l -pipe fnel-air  r a t i o  ( f i g * ,  2 l ) ,  oper- 
a t ion was possible i n  two regions'of ta i l -pige combustion efficiency 
at  .45,000 f e e t  a1.t itude . I n  the higher region, of. combustion eff i - 
ciency, it was observed through a* periscope tha t  the f l m e  was ' 
seated on the en t i re  flame' holder.. When the lower colvbustiul'l e f f i -  
ciencies were encountered, however, observation through a perfscope 
revealed tha t  the flame on the outer riw of the flame holder ha& ' 
blown out. t 
Tho fue l  dis t r ibut ion with burner D.was quite sim3lar 60 t ha t  
of burner C dnd, although the diffnser  inner c o b  was shw'ber and a 
was larger  i n  diameter a t  .the downstream end, Che 'prima--y d i f f e r -  
ence betiween the two burne;cs was an' increase i n  burner-inlet velac- 
i t y  from a'bout 415 fee t  per second with burmr C to '  a range of 460 t o  
515 fee t  per second with burner D. 
The operable range of t a i l -p i2e  fue l -a i r  r a t io s  is  presented 
a s  a function of a l t i tude  a t  a f l i g h t  Mach number a9 0.20 i n  f ig -  
uye 22. The &aximum oper&ble ta i l -pipe ~"uel-air  r a t i o  was limited 
by turbine-outlet temperature and the minimum :o,yersble fue l -a i r  
r a t i o  was limited by lean combust5on blow-out. A s  with burlier C, 
combuetion blow-out .occurred over a range of fue l -a i r  rat9os at 
each a l t i tude .  ' This range of combustion blow-out "is indicatsd a s  
the region of un6ertain operation. ~ h e ' r e ~ i o n  f uncertain bper- 
a t ion  occurred a t  h i g h e r ' t a i l - p i p  fue l -a i r  ratids a s  the a l t i t ude  
was increased t o  35,000 fee t .  The,data obtained were insuff ic ient  
t o  co~plete2.y deteqpine the region of uncertain opmtkon  at  ' 
45,000 fee t .  The rapid reduction i n  mssimuh] ta i l -p ipe  fuel-air  
r a t i o  a t  a l t i tudes  up t o  35,000 fee t  is at t r ibuted-  t o  lowered engine 
component e2f ic-iency a t  the high al t i tudes.  Operation a t  a some - 
what higher fue l -a i r  r a t i o  at  45,000 fee t  than was possible a t  
35,000 fee t  is  at t r ibuted t o  the large &ckp b combu8tion efficiency 
between these two al t i tudes,  which, as a resu l t ,  required a con- 
elderably higher ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  r a t i o  at 45,000 fee t  i n  order t o  
obtain l imiting turbino-outlet temperature. A t  35,000 feet,opera%ion 
was possible between tai l -yipe fuel-air  r a t i o s  of 0.031 and 0,038. 
The miniaum fue l -a i r  r a t i o  was s l igh t ly  higher than t3a t  with 
burner C, 0.026 a t  35,000 fee t .  The maximum flzel-air -ra%if" i s  s ig-  
nif icant  only fo r  the aize-e;r2laust-nozzle used. 
TILe data presented herein showed tha t  a t  an a l t i t ude  of 
25,000 fee t  and a f l i g h t  Mach nnmber of 0.85 it was possible t o  obtain 
tl~mzst gains with ta i l -plpe burnillg amounting t o  about 0.80 of the 
normal thrus t .  The data a l so  showed tha-t; up t o  35,000 fee t  a l t i -  % 
tade it was possible t o  mafntain Kle ta i l -pipe co~'bustion e f f i -  
c5encios i n  the region of 0.55 with burner-outlet temperatures of 
about 35C0° R. Burner-inlet velocity was shown t o  be a principle 
fac tor  i n  maintaining the combustion efficiency approximately con- 
s tan t  over a wide mnge of f 1igli-k conditions. 
With a burner having an in l e t  velocity of 415 fee t  per second, 
the coubi~stion efficiency was unaffeoted by changes i n  f l i g h t  Mach 
n~1m3er un to' 0.92 at  25,000 fee t  a l t i tude  and c!ianges i n  a l t i t uae  
up t o  35,OOC fee t  a t  a f l i g h t  Mach r~umber 0,27, With a burner 
having an i n l e t  velocity of about 460 t o  515 fee t  per second, 
however, increasing the burner-inlet yressure by rais ing the f l t g h t  
Mach number from 0,52 t o  0.81 at  25)000 f e e t  a l t i tude  increased the  
peak combustion efficiency f rcp  0.80 t o  0,90. Increases i n  burner- 
i n l e t  velocity were a l so  sllown t o  raiae the ta i l -$pipe fue l -a i r  
' r a t i o  a t  which lean blow-out of the burner occurred a t  a l l  a l t i tudes ,  
1. Fleming, William A., and Wallner, Lewis A.  : Altitude -Wind-Tunnel 
Investigation of Tail-Pi ye Burning with a West inghouse X24C -4B 
Axial-Flow Turbo3et Engine, NACB RM EJo. E8J25e, 1948, 
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Figure 4. - Burner D. 
BURNER INOPERATIVE 
FLIGHT MACH NUMBER 
M g x e  5. - Thrust performance for burner A. 534 engine; 
altitude, 20,000 feet; burner-inlet .velocity, 440 to 480 
feet per second; turbine-outlet temperature, 1600° R. 
TAIL-PIPE BURNING 
- C o u O ENGINE 1 
FLIGHT MACH NUMBER 
Figure 6. - Comparison of specific fuel consumption for 534 
engine with standard tail pipe and with burner A. Altitude, 1 ;20,000 feet; burner-inlet velocity, 440 to 480 feet per 
. I  second; turbine-outlet temperature, 1600° R. 
L I M I T I N G  TURBINE- 
OUTLET TEMPERATURE, 1600~ R 
RANGE 
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Figure 7. - Operable range of t a i l - p i p e  f u e l - a i r  r a t i o s  f o r  
burner  A. J34 engine;  a l t i t u d e ,  20,000 f i e t ;  b u r n e r - i n l e t  
v e l o c i t y ,  440 t o  480 f e e t  p e r  second. 
FLIGHT MACH NUMBER 
F i e r e  8 .  - A l t i t u d e  l i m i t s  o f  o p e r a t i o n  f o r  burner  A. 334 
engine;  b u r n e r - i n l e t  v e l o c i t y ,  350 t o  500 f e e t  per  second; 
t u r b i n e - o u t l e t  temperature,  1625O R,  
FLIGHT MACH NUMBER 
Fi,we 9. - Thrust performance and burner-outlet temperature 
for burner B. 534 en~ine; altitude, 25,000 feet: burner- 
inlet velocity, 455 feet per secondi tGbine-outiet tempera- 
ture, 1650° R. 
TAIL-PIPE BURNING 
STANDARD ENGINE 
I I I I I 1 1 I 
.10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70 .80 
FLIGHT MACH NUMBER 
F i v e  10. - Comparison of specific fuel consumption for J34 
engine with standard tail pipe and with burner B. Altitude, 
25,000 feet; burner-inlet velocity, 455 feet per second; 
turbine-r tlet temperature, approxinately 1650° H. 
TAIL-PIPE FUEL-AIR RATIO 
I 
I S p e  11. - Variation of combustion efficiency, burner-inlet 
total temperature, total pressure, and velocity with tail- 
pipe fuel-air ratio for burner B. 334 engine; altitude, 
25,000 feet. 
LIMITING TURBINE- 
5 4 . 0 4 -  
4 OPERABLE RANGE 
i2 
.03 - 3 
a 2 .&? -LC- EAN BLOW-OUT LIMIT 
d 
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X,we 12. - Operable ranse of tail-pipe fuel-air ratios for 
burner B. 334 engine; altitude, 25,000 feet; burner-inlet 
velocity, 420 to 460 feet ger second. 
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Figure 19. - Comparison of specific fuel consumption for J47 
engine with standard tail pipe and with burner D. Altitude, 
25,000 feet; burner-inlet velocity, 465 feet per second; 
turbine-outlet temperature, 16750 R. 
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Figure 20. - Variation of combustion efficiency, burner-inlet 
total temperature, total pressure, and velocity with tail- 
at altitude of 25,000 feet. 
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M p e  21. - Variation of combustion efriciency, burner-inlet 
total temperature, total pressure, and velocity with tail- 
pipe fuel-air ratio for burner D at Mach number of 0.22. 
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Figure 22. - operablebrange of tail-pipe fuel-air ratios for' I 
burner D. J47 engine; Mach number, 0.20; burner-inlet 
nelocit~, 460 to 515 feet per second. 
COOLIt'?G 03' TAIL-PIPE BURNERS 
By William K. Koffel- 
svnd ?Jewel1 D. Sanders 
. - Levis Fl ight  Propulsion Laboratory 
INTRODUCTIOI!? - 
Combustion temperatures of 30000 t o  4 0 0 0 ~ ' ~  reached i n  t a i l -  
pipe fsurners make cooling necessary t o  prevent destruction of the 
burner shelL and to  avoid overheating the svxrounding a i r c r a f t  
structvxe. The hi@i-temperature alloys currently used i n  ta i l -pipe-  
burner construction have maximum a,lI.otrable temperatures of aboirt 
' 2000° t o  22'Oo0'R and airplane structures of a lmin~vn alloys a re  
limited t o  temperatures of about 6600 t o  7600 R by strength consider- 
ations. 
t This -paper presents some preliminary r e su l t s  of an analyt ical  
and experimental investigation of several methpds fo r  ta i l -pipe-  
burner cooling ili progress a t  the NACA Lewis laboyrtory. A general 
method f o r  computin~ the m i m u  ' t~al1 temperature of c.ooling systems 
u t i l f  zing a n n ~ . a r  cooling passages i s  a lso  given and applied t o  a .  
s:;stem i n  which some 02 the turbine-o~xtlet gas i s  used a s  the cooling 
f lu id  . 
8 * 4J 
MT,mODS OF COOLJJG, ' . 
. , 
p .q 
.;bn I &- 
Tail-aipe burner .cooled by. s t r a t i f  ic,ation of combustion. - 
- 4 ,  --- 
I. J , &  
The. s iqplest  means of ta i l -pipe -burner cool-ing is by! s t r a t i f i c a t i o n  ' 
of conibustion i n  order t o  preserve a re la t ive ly  cool layer  of gas 
bebreen the hot comb~wtion zone and the burner shel l .  Diis s t r a t i f i -  
cation can pe accomplished. with .an a+ula>-type .f lam holder h a v i n ~  
r d i a l  cledrance, Srom the she l l  suffi-bient t o  prevent impingement 
of the turbulent rialie bf bt~nine;  @sea on the shel l .  Cooling by 
s t r a t i f i ca t ion  i s  present i n  varying degreeeain a l l  ta i l -pipe 
burners. F igwe .1  i l l u s t r a t e s ' t h e ~ o o o l i n ~  0 f . a  t h i n  ahel l  com- 
bustion chamber by a combination of in te rna l  s t r a t i f i ca t ion  and 
external con$ection and radiation t o  the f r e e  stream, 
An experimental ta i l -pipe burner u t i l i z fng  s t r a f i f i ca t ion  
plus external caoling by f r e e  oonvection and radiat ion t o  the 
surro~mdings tras t r i e d  on a J35 engine i n  a sea-level s t a t i c  
Y 
t e s t  stand. The c;rlindrical she l l  of the experimental burner, trliich 
1 i s  conntrvcted of --.-inch-thick Inconel, has an in terna l  diameter of 
- 16 ZSG inches. The annular flame holder used i n  t N i s  b~mner has a semi - 
'I 
c i r c x h r  cross section 2 inches Tribe a t  the downstre& side and a. 
7 
mean diameter of 16 incheqleaving 37~ inches of r ad ia l  clearance t o  
the shell .  (see f ig .  2 of second pa2er i n  t h i s  ser ies . )  Tbe com- 
bustion zone extended 72 inches domstre,m of the flame holder t o  
the exhallst-nozzle out let ;  however, measurements of she l l  tempera- 
tuxes 48 a d  72 inches downstream of the flame holder were nearly 1 , ;  I I 
, n 8 . 1 :, equal and yf .e  - the highest she l l  temperaturea meazured. 
y q  ..d;-;, A .*.. l : , ' l  1: 1 1 4  : , , ; '  . ( . , ' . .  4c&.,-, -' 1 I - '  > 
1 ,  :i Temperat~ree of the &el l  meacured 48 inches dormstream from 
' ,i the flame holder and the average temgereture of the turbine-outlet 
gas a r e  shorn i n  f i ~ w e  2 a s  a function of the f i n a l  combustion temyer- 
ature. These data were obtained a t  rated e n ~ i n e  speed and an average 
mass velocity of 18.8 pounds per second Ter sqvare foot  of burner 
f l o ~ r  area. Die turbine-outlet ' temerature increased a s  the combustion 
tem?erature inmeased t o  33600 R. A t  'higher combustion temperatures, 
tlie turbine-outlet tenperatwe tras held a t  about 1715O R by increasing 
the flow area of the variable-area eihaust'nozzle. The she l l  temper- 
a t w e  followed the same trend a s  the tw;isine-'outlet gases and the 
highest she l l  temperatme meazure8 wad about 16500.R a t  a f i n a l  corn-. 
bustion temperature of 3500" R. ' 
m e  same ta i l -p ipe  burner v i t h  a modified diffuser  was oper- 
' ated on a J34 encine i n  the a l t i t u a e  rrind t t m e l  where external 
coolina by f r ee  convection and radiat ion tras approximately the same 
a s  i n  the s t a t i c  test-fitand ins ta l la t ion .  The dormstream end of 
the she l l  ~rci,,g stilea'lied ~; ikh 110% spots, ~rllich may have resulted 
from the lover velocity in the t a i l  pipe f o r  the smaller engine, 
and conseqllently the lotrer velocity gave suf f ic ien t  time f o r  the 
flame t o  reach the $hell. 
Visual observations sf thk some ta i l -pipe burner and or iginal  
dif2user on another 535 encine i n  the a l t i t ude  wind tunnel indicated 
tha t  cooling rras l e s s  efi"ective, com73uat-ion efficiency ~ r a s  lower, 
and operational ~ h a r a c t e ~ i a t i c s  were poorer a t  a l t i t ude  than a t  
sea-level s t a t i c  conditions. The combustion efficiency and.opera- 
t iona l  character is t ics  a t  a l t i t ude  were improvea by replacing the 
or iginal  annular flame holder with a t ~ r o  -ring V -gutter flame holder 
- 
having a r ad ia l  clearance o l  4-1/16 inches and located 14 inches 
upstrean of C11s posit ion of the am~11aP flame holder. The nozzle 
end of the ta i l -pipe burner tras severely overheated and burned, 
' , indicating inadequate s t r a t i f i ca t ion .  
I l l  
# I  
These experiences i@ustrate  t h a t  the s t r a t i f i c a t i o n  method 
of coo3.lng i s  adversely aTfected by the reqi~irements f o r  service a t  
hi$ al t i tudes.  The need fo r  greater b~wner length, lorr velocities,  
end di.fYerent flame -holder d e s i p  for the h i& - a l t i  tude condition 
increases tho d i f f i cu l ty  of maintaining tlie cool lager of gas next 
t o  the she l l  f o r  operation a t  Low altitude_.m % _. 
- J!, : , ' C r n " "  ' " 
hu" A -. '~d, ,  : , l ~ ~ l  
Tail-pipe burner 
-..---11_1-1-- 
~ h o ~ r n  i f iaxre  3 i n  which a he l i ca l  cooling c o i l  encircles 
cooled by l iqulds.  - Another method of cooling 
- 
the 
burner shell .  The use of. f u e l  as a coolant ~ r a i  t r i e d  i n  several exper- : ,. , , 
imental t a i l  -pipe burnel-s ,and ram- j e t  burners. Altlnotlgh preheating I ,: : 
,and vaporizing the fue l  a s  it phssed through the cooling c o i l  improved 
copbustion efficiency, the quant i t~r 'of  ft lel  required f o r  combustion 
was insufficient t o  hold the she l l  t e q e r a t b r e  a t  values where f u e l  
cracking r+nd colcing do not occur. ' Fuel. cooling w a s  a l so  s~ib ject  t o  
vapor loclr and t o  consequent hot spots that ,  together with tlie high- 
temperature gradients i n  the &%ell between coi ls ,  caused buckling 
aca ru>t t re  of welds. 
The use of coolants' other than fue l  i s  more or l e s s  precluded 
by -the necessity f o r  tlie addition of pl~mbing, pumps; and a heat 
exchanger. I;:,' ! # \  - +rg& - 3  f-ff:: 
Y C  
Tail-pipe burner cooled b;r turbine gases. - Another method 
--_I_.--- __l_l_- 
of cooling convejrs a gortlon of -the hi&-pressure , gases from the 
t u r l i n e  outle-t t h r o u a  en annular passage formed between an in terna l  
l i n e r  and the she l l  t o  instwe a layer  of rol&tively cool gases next 
t o  the she l l  ( f ig .  4).  B e  in terna l  l i n e r  assumes a temperature 
bet~reen the cooling-eas temperature and the combustion-@s tempera- 
ture,  Although the l i n e r  may'be hot te r  than a she l l  cooled by 
s t r a t i f i ca t ion  of' combustion, 1 0 1 ~  s t resses  make high t eq3e ra t~ -ee  
i n  the l i n e r  l e s s  s e r i o ~ ~ a  than high ' t en$exs t~res  i n  the   tressed 
shell .  Tlle odvmtages of t h i s  system ' b e  the bu i l t - in  supply of 
, 
high -preci~ire cooling gases tha t  provide cooling under take -of? 
"conditions and the p e a t e r  freedom in9 selecting flame holders f o r  
improved performance a t  high a l t i tudes .  One disadvantaee i s  the 
small dif  f crence bet,ween the allosjra3le temperature of the l i n e r .  and 
the teraperat~we of the cooling gases. %Ss emall difference l imi ts  
the length ol l i n e r  tha t  may be 
A n  uninsulated ta i l -pipe used 
extensively i n  tlie investigztions reported i n  the second and third 
pa;?ers of t h i s  series.  A view of the t~pstream end of ari experimental 
burner with an in t e rml  l i n e r  i s  shown i n  f i ~ u r e  5. This burner 
has a  diali2etcr of 32 inches and a lcngtll of 4 f e e t  plus an exhaust 
nozzle. The l i n e r  is  0.040-inch.-thick Inconel and. foms  an annular 
pnnsace &-inch high. Many schemes f o r  supyoxtihg the l i n e r  were 2 
, t r ied.  Tlia interlocking chaqnels shorn i n  f igure  5 proved most 
successPu1 i n  permitting Treedom f o r  thermal expansion and i n  
supporting tile l i n e r  against the pressure difference across it. 
Adequate cooling was provided over a vide range of operating cond:i- 
t ions . More t h G ~  20 liours of operation with t a i l  -pipe burning have 
been accmmleted on one l i n e r  of t h i s  type zrith only minor d is tor -  
tions. 
A t a i l -p tpe  b t m e r  si'milar t o  the one shqm i n  Pigme 5 but 
havine, e ahel l  &ismeter of 2 0  inches, a. l i n e r  &-inch tlpick and a 3 Cro-ring V-gutter f h e  holdqr n i t h  a r ad ia l  clearance of 3% inches 
sras tested on a 535 enifine; : ~&ape;?at~wes of the l ine r ,  the cooling 
gas, and the ehel l  ruea~'~we8 48 inches dozms15,xeam of the flame holacr 
a r e  plotted against  mass velocity i n  I"i@we 6. "l3e data were obtained 
a t  approximite13 rated ttwbine speed f o r  an average mss r a t i o  of . 
cooling gas t o  combustion gas of 0,066 and an average f i n a l  com%ustion 
temperature of 28600 R. The mass~volocity Tms varied by changing the 
a1t;itudo and, f l i @ t  Mach nurnber. A t  a mass velocity of 15.5 ~rhich 
correspopd:s t o  a.n al'tituac of 5000 f e e t  and a f l i&t  ~ a c l i  number of 
0.27, .the tem-gerat~~~e of t h k  l i n e r  and fihe she l l  1rer.e 21200 and 
1430° R, respectively. This she l l  temperatpe i s  1600 coldox and 
the lfhgr tempsratke is. 530° hot tor  than. the' she l l  temperature of 
1590° R IfiSi Z ) ,  .corresponding t o  a f i n a l  combustion temperature . . 
of 286c0' R Esnd a mass veloci ty  of 18.8, trhicb was obtained in sea- 
l e w l  s t a t i c  t e s t s  of the . thin shelf cooled by sixratification of the 
combustion gasbs, I 
,y: ; n n  ': q; ,'PY ' 4 .  
AS a l t i t ude  incio;%$ t z ~ e ! d & ~ ~ (  f ig .  6 )  ,or tas l i n e r  
and the she l l  decre~~sed  u n t i l  an altitu.de of a lout  25,000 f e e t  tras . 
rcachcd. Between al t i t t taes  of 25,000 and 45,000 fee t ,  the tempera- 
twos vcre approximately constant with a l i n e r  temperature of 1730° R 
an3 a she l l  temperature vf 1250° RI 3 y'?iry ?Imrn i,'&,-!fmT J!'-yn ;- ; 2- 1 
. :: 
" Tail.-pipe burner cooled by a i r .  - Another method f o r  t a i l -  
p.ipe cooling ut i l ize 's  an-external cooling passage through which 
atmospheric a i r  flotrs; On@ gossiblo arrangement of such a system 
i s  @lotsn i n  f igure 7. ~owidarr- leger  a i r  eriterg flush-typo i n l e t s  
arld flov$ throngh an annular basrage formed by a shroud enclosing 
the s h ~ t l l .  A i r  might a l so  be r a m d  from the f r e e  stream. 
 either 
of these c ~ ~ i p r a t i o n s  cool under s t a t i c  conditions; hotrever, an 
ejector  can bp used4at  the e x l t  t o  p ~ p ~  cooling a i r  under , s t a t i c  
. . 
ccmditior: 
1 f . '  
,fia experimental t a i l - p ipe  burner ( f i g .  1 of tho t h i r d  payer 
i n  thifi s e r i e s )  hav$ng a shrouded passage about 1 inch i n  height,  
a b~n-nor length of about 40 inches, .and a two-ring semicircu.lar 
 jutto tor-tyge f lzmc holder ~sas o p r a t e d  on a 534 engine a t  sinulated 
a l t i t c d c s  cf 5000 t o  50,000 f e e t  and Ihch nvmbers of 0.22 t o  1.0. 
The m,xiuun s h e l l  teml?craturos ~izcas~rred 8,bo~xt 12 inches ~ ~ p s t r e a m  
of efle exh~$.st-nozzle o u t l e t  3?nngod fyom 143O0 t o  163G0 R over a 
ranee of  t a i l - p ipe  Tuel-air  r a t i o s  from 0.05 t o  0.04 with the  h i&es t  
tomgeratune occ~wr ing  a t  the  ki& f l i @ t  lbch nuabors. The tempera- 
t ~ r e  of the  turbine-out le t  ga,scs va,s apgroximately constant at 
1580° R. Cooling air srithout ram qrcss~11-e vas pumped throu@t the  
cooling shroud by tlie ejector ac t ion  .of the  exhaust gases, bu t  no 
m m s ~ ~ e m ~ n t s  TJere m d e  of the  mass flotr of cooling a f r  o r  the  pres-  
GLZ~C drop across  t h e  annnlcr cooling p~ss~7,ge.' 
. 
.One obstaclb i n  apply in^ the  external  shroud i s  the  d i f f i c u l t y  
of' obtaining a n  unobsh-uctod paasege enclosing tho s h e l l  because 
0-2 flanges, nozzle ect~:ators, and burner s u ~ p o y t s .  
Tail-pipe burner cooLed by turbine  gases-and by a i r .  - 
I_-- ---A- 
Becqlse the  s h e l l  tem~erctt~:l*es of t he  i n t g r m l  l i n o r  a r e  too high 
f o r  the 'adjaccnt  a i r c r a f t  s t ~ u c t u r c ,  the  combinafion of i n t e r n a l  
' l i n e r  and external  shroud ( f i g .  8) appears very pract icable .  In 
event of' dcmage t o  the  l i n o r ,  the  do~zble ammlar $assage may be 
sa fe r  th,m the i n c u l r t ~ d  s h e l l  with i n t e rna l  l i ne r .  It i s  d i f f i c v l t ,  
ho~~ovc r ,  t o  d e c i m  ~1nobstrv.cted i n t b ~ n a l  and externel  passages. 
Botli m c t l y t i ~ r ? l  and experimental, ~ ro rk  i s  being continued 
tolrtzrd the  solut ion of problems connected with the   method^ of cooling 
t h a t  have been discussed. 
~GTHOD OF CO~PUTDJG ' T C M P ~ F ~ ~ E S  
A mc-tho0 of' comynting the m:.rimm temgerat~we of the  tra3.1 
s c p u a t i n ~  an ann~~lar  cooling pas sage from the  burner combustion 
zonc i s  ~ r c s c n t o d .  (reference. I). The method is  anvlicable t o  con- 
f i g r a t i o n s  using turbine-out le t  gases ~rj.th an i n t c rna l  l i n e r  f o r  
cooling (Tigo 4) oi- t o  confi,wations as ing atmospheric a i r  with 
an external  s h r o ~ ~ d  (.Tic. 7 ) .  
I 
The tomperatu.re a,t any point  on the  w a l l  can'bc calculated 
by a simple heat  balance if the  cor~vcctivo and rad ian t  hea t -  
t r ~ n s f  e r  cocff i c i e n t s  on both s ides  of' the  wal l  m e  lmo~sn ond if 
t2i-e offective~combustion-gas and cooling-air  tem:>erqtures a t j acon t  
t o  the  poJnt a r e  knoirn. The f irst  s tep  i n  tho analysis  is  therefore  
the  c s t i m t i o n  of these coef f ic ien t s  and tem3oratures. 
li? the  cooling-air  pasaage, the convective heat- t ransfer  
c c e f ~ i c i e n t s  can be estimated . fccn  the  usual  heat  - t rans fe r  f o r n ~ ~ l a s  
I I' ay-lliccble t o  f l o v  i n  l o n ~  passages. The m a ~ i t u d e  of r zd i a t i on  
, , : 1' ' I can be fo~md Prom formulas f o r  rad ia t ion  be-h~een two i n f i n i t e  I,, I 
, I :  , 1 cylinders. 
'" ' ,  l : l , d  
: ,  i The se lec t ion  of convective heat- t ransfer  coef f ic ien t s  between 
comls~?ation gases and the  wa, l l , i s  d f f I i c u l t  because of l a rge  ~uiknoisn 
ve lcc i ty  and temperature p a d i e n t s  and because of the  unknom e f f e c t s  
rese l t ing  from tuxbulence introduced by the  flame .holder and turbine.  
Tor the  pvqose  of analysis ,  heat - t ransfer  coef f ic ien t s  equal t a  those 
obtained ~ r i t h  f u l l y  developed t ~ r b u l e n t  f l o ~ r  i n  long pipes have been, 
used. 
Radiation betveen combv.stion Cases and tlie w a l l  i s  a l s o  d i f f i -  
c u l t  t o  estimate because rad ia t ion  Trom luminous flames mag be t en  
times @eater than rad ia t ion  from nonS~minous gases an6 because of 
the  ~un lm~~rn  degree of 1unzinoniQ of the flames* Under ce r t a in  oper- 
a t i n g  conditions, Vne coml3ustion i n  some tyyes of t a i l ~ p i p e  burner 
i s  p l a c t i  c a l l y  nonl~lminous , vhereas other  burners or other  f l i g h t  
conditions give luminous flames. :Tor the  purpoce of t h i s  analysis, 
the  radiant  heat- t ransfer  coeff ic ients-  were assumed t o  be double' the  
coef f ic ien t s  f o r  nonb~minous gases. 
.".- "n-*,rqiq d - - . % \:. - . 
I n  addi t ion t o  the  heat- t ransfer  c'oefi'icients, the  t em~era t~x re  
of the  conbustion gases must be Isnoin?. The eqe r imen ta l  temperat~we 
j?roi"iles have not  been mensvred and instrumentation f o r  t h e i r  d i r e c t  
measurement i s  tro~~$lesorne and uncertain. The longi tudinal  d i s t y i -  
bution of t h e ' b d k  t e q e r a t ~ w e  can be' determined from the  s t a t i c -  
grescL7xe rneas~rrements along the  bu-e: and the  usual  one-dimensional 
re l - t ions  Por momentum pressure loss .  The var ie t ion  of bulk corn- . 
bus t i o n  tem2eratvxe r i s e  v i  tli b~wner  length f o r  two leng th-d imete r  
r a t i o s  i s  shorn i n  fib-e 9,  These data  were obttkned from s t a t i c -  
pressLwe measurements on a mm-jet  burner having a diameter of 
20 inches. The r a t e  of tem-perature r i s e  &s rayid i n  the f i rs t  ha l f  
of the  burner and decreases as combustion nears completion. & i a l  
cnlculations,  made by the  method being presented, of the  maximum 
srall  t c ~ p e r a t ~ w e  using t he  temperahre d i s t r i bu t i on  of f igure  9 
and a l i n e a r  r i s e  i n  combustion temporat~we indicated smll d i i -  
fercnces i n  the  maximum wal l  temperature. I n  the  r eminde r  of the  
analysis ,  the bullr t e q e r z t w e  wag asawed t o  r i s e  l i nea r ly  with 
conbust ion-chamber length. 
The c o o 1 i n ~ - a i r  temperature i s  a f ~ m c t i o n  of the  i n i t i a l  gas 
t e q e r a t u r e  and the  a a i n  i n  tem>erature rrhile t rave l ing  t,hrou&h the  
cooling Tasaage. !&is gain i n  t e q e r a t ~ r e  i s  unknown and must be 
+k1r - 
c a l c ~ ~ l ~  ted by integmtinrf  tlie hea t  t ransf  e r  from the  combustion - 
:.mes t o  the  cooling a l r  along the  l e n ~ t i i  of the  passcage. The d i f -  
Pe13cnt:al eq:~ation r e l a t i n g  cooling-air temi,erature r i s e  t o  the  
independent ,variables carniot be i l i t ega t ed  t o  obta,in c.n a lgbraic  
eq~zation because the  heat- t ransfer  coef f ic ien t s  vary ~ r i t h  temyera- 
t u r e  z l ~ n g  the  length of the  b~n-ner. Consequently, ntxnerical methods 
~ ~ 1 s t  be ay2lied.. One numerical method i s  descr.ibod i n  the  next 
sect ion of t h i s  paper, 9 , 1 + ~  1 .  % w :v;.mr F . 
.;wF 'hdn P ' b  
Procedure e,na a s w m t i o n s .  - The i n i t i a l  p r o c e d ~ r e  i s  t o  solve 
. - - -  2'- -.-- 
heat  balances across  the  dividing vall s t ep -by -~ t ep  along the  length 
of t he  burner an$. cooling yassage ~1.nti l  tlie mxim~m temperatures of 
the  wal l  anil of the  cooling a i r  a r e  obtained., A reca]? i t t~ la t ion  of 
ass~unytions previously given m d  statements of add i t iona l  ass~mpt ions  
a r e :  
lg The convective l ieat- transfer coef f ic ien t  corres~onds t o  
f u l l y  developed ttwbulent f l o v  i n  a long pi3e. , 
2. The r a d i ~ n t  heat  -lz*anafer coefficient  between t he  combustion 
gas and t he  l i n e r  i s  t v i ce  tile rad ian t  heat-transf e r  coef f ic ien t  . f o r  
nonl~~minous gases bcsed on com~le t e  conlbustaon of a stoichiometric ,d;l ', 
' 
. ! r t  
mixt~rre of lrerosene ( c ~ ~ $ ~ )  end air.\ (on the  b a s i s  of ass~mpt ions  
1 and 2, t he  convective and rad ian t  heat- t ransfer  coef f ic ien t s  
f omd  t o  be a>p rox im, t e l~~  equal a t  t a e  ou t le t .  ) 
4:l , # ' , !  ! I 8 :  ; 8 ;  ' ' 1  k 
3. The bulk t o t a l  temperature of t he  combustion gases increases 
l i n e a r l y  with b ~ ~ n e r  lcn~t l ' l .  
4. TTo hea t  f loi is  throu& the  outside wa,ll of the  annulez passage, 
and the  t e m p e r e t ~ ~ e  of the  outside ~ i a l l  eq~zals the  l o c a l  temperature 
- 1 1  ,I, 
of the  cooling gas i n  t he  passage. (%is a s ~ ~ m p t i o n  is conservative 
and i s  equivalent to the  insula ted configunation of f i g .  4.) 
The step-by-step process i s  used i n  a systematic q t ~ ~ d y  oB 
the  eri'ects on the  maximum tem9emture of the  dftriding  all of the  
8 independent variables: passage hc i&t  b, pzssage length 2 , 
'burner diameter D, mass ve loc i ty  of combustion gas PGTG, r a t i o  
of mas3 ve loc i ty  of cooling a i r  t o  mass v&ocity of combustion gas 
Pava. 
-, final combustion-gas temperature TaJ2, i n l e t  combustion- 
P -v- 
8 8 gas t em~era tu r e  T 
. 6 3 7 1 '  
and i n l e t  c o o l i n p a i r  t e m ~ e r a t w e  Ta,l* 
':rl ' , #  
, I : l i  
I '  
. I I.. 8 '  
I 
7 ;. , 
,, , .. ; ,,. , " : F  I 
- I , .  
* " : ' I . , , 4.. 
temperature'. - Because of 
the I .~ l - ,~e  n~unber of variczbles, many step-by-s,tep eolutions would be 
2 ~ q ~ l . i r ~ d  to cover dl possible corribinations. B e  labor of calculntions 
could be greatly redvced if a.n equation relating cooling- as tem~er- 
atvre to the independent variables could be found. It Tras stated 
earltor that direct derivation of such an equ6tion ia not possible 
Becaut;e the difffercntial eq~lation for cooling-air temperat~&e cannot 
be solved except by n~merical methods. A n  alternate approach is to 
select an approximate empirical equation that fits the results of 
a n?lmbor of slop-by -stop solutions. The development of such an 
a~proxirite equation generalizing the recults of the step -by-step 
process is discussed in succeeding paragraphs. 
Tho sp'uols used in this analysis arc: 
b height of cooling pasadgc, Pt 
spwific heat at ,constant prosstre, ~tu/(lb) (OR) 
diameter, ft 
' . 
heat-transf er coefiicient, ~tu/(hr) (sq ft) OR^ 
constant 
t . length,. - f t 
T total. temperature, 9R 
effective over-all heat-transfer coefficient, 
~t~~/(hr) (sq ft) (QR) I 
velocity, ft/sec . 
. . 
? I density, lb/cu Pt 
t ' I .  , .  8taB1mipt~ : 
,' 1 
15 I .  cooling air or gas 
com'uustion gas 
I I,. L 
1 1 l n l e t  
2 o u t l e t  
a l e  To-m 02 the  empirical equation should be s imilar  t o  the 
exact equation f o r  the  sy s t em aho~m i n  f igures  4 and 7 wi-till tlie. 
n i n ~ l i f y i n g  asazm-tion t h a t  the  over-al l  heat  - t ransf  o r  coef f ic ien t  
U i s  constant ond tho gas propd17ties are congtant. ldith t he  use 
of t h i s  simplify'bg assumption, a so lu t ion  of tpe  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equ7.a- 
t i o n  i s  obtained, ~ d ~ i c h  n o~rs t h a t  the  :3er;"olmance of a ~ a r a l l e l -  
f l o ~ r  heat  exchcnger cnn be 'exil.eased i n  terms of tliree dimensionless 
. - ra t iox :  
where f indiccteo EL T u n c e o m l  re la t ion .  This f~ lnc t i on  I s  not  
~ i v e n  liere because o t  i t a  cum?iexity b ~ t  i s  )?lotted i n  f igure  10. 
II PaVcLCp,a Dinonsi cnal  a m l y s i  s sho~rs t h a t  t!2e p~r.l-mete~ 1; U i s  EL function of tha Repo lds  n~mker  of the  comBustion chamber, the  
Xe;molds nmber  i n  t h 9  cooling imBsage, and, becnuse rad ia t ion  i s  
inzor tant ,  the  temgeroti?re of tho combustion gas. The r e s u l t s  of 
the  dimensional e m l g s i e  l eads  t o  th.e empirical equation 
Equation ( 2 )  i n  conbination with f ; i p r e  10 glvcs a t r i a l  form 
of the desired onpir ical  r e l a t i on ,  The next s tep  i s  t o  f i t  the 
empirical r e l a t i o n  t o  the  res~d . ta  of the  s tep  -by--step calcv.lationa. 
This f i t t i n 2  can be accomplished By selcctsng p r o p r  valu-es o l  tLe 
constant K, and' the  f ivo e x ~ o n ~ n t s  .m, n, p, q, 2nd r. 
The method t o r  ~ c l o c t i n g  thk values of  tho a ~ ~ ~ o n a n t s  is  
i l lns t l lc ted hy the  8cLection of p. B o n  tlie roilults  of stap-by- 
P aTTa 
s tep  calcula t ions  i n  vh-?ch --- i s  varied and a l l  otlier cp.antitics ZVC 
<are held constant, values of ----- Ta'2 - Ta'l cke oltained.  V I ~  value  T - 
6 3 2  T~, l  
"Cc; 1 - T8,l of -L- i s  f'o~md frorz the  i n i t i a l  conditions. ~ i & e  10 i e  
T ~ , ~  - T ~ ? l  
*lien aced t o  f i nd  tlie va1v.e~ of' b PaGcp,a - -  These values of 
3 Prl..Cr~"?,,, 
- --..I * 
2 u on l o ~ a r - i t m c  coor-' . 
a r e  then p lo t t cd  a ~ a i n e t  - 
Zi3 
dinate8 3,s & O ~ D  i n  f i g m e  ll. The de ta  f a l l  on c: s t r a i g h t  l i n e  
and the  slope of the l i n e  i s  the  exponent. p. 
I:? the  t i i i e l  fornl of the  cqurt ion i s  correct,  the  value of 
the  em~oncnt p sho~~$d.  be indbpendont of the  values of Cle var iables .  
b Pave,cp,a 
constcncy of p i s  checked by $ lo t t i ng  - ---- 
1, u 
agains t  
p ,v, I 
- ...- f o-r ? vide  rcngc of the  var iab les  , Z , pg, Tg, and D. 
P GVG 
All curves a r e  y a r c l l o l  2nd consenuent1;r the value of p i s  con- 
s t nn t  . 
R s imilar  2roced~we ~ r a s  employed i n  determining t he  values of 
a l l  the  other  ex-onents. 114nbsc exponents a r e  n lso  indopencient of 
the  values of the var iables .  X q ~ a t i o n  (2 )  can tliekefore be rewr i t t en  
Zquction ( 5 )  and f i g m e  10  give the  d e ~ i r s d  ompirical r e l a t i o n  
bet~reen 011.tlet cool-ing-air tcmpel-rzt~ve and the  independent var iables .  
Ca,lculation of ~ rc l l  ternyeYature. - Tho maximum t e m ~ e r a t ~ r e  
---.-* .- 
of -i;;lc d ividing 1~211 trl, can be calculated from the  c q ~ ~ a t i o n  
~ ~ h i c h  ic derived from a hea t  bala,nco a t  tlic ou t le t .  The l o c a l  
coefZlcient 9, a t  the  o u t l e t  i s  the svm of the  l o c a l  convective 
b 9  
and rad ian t  hcqt- t ransfer  coef f i c ien t s  from thc  combustion gases 
t o  tllc ~ : ~ l l  'end H i s  t l ~ e  c ~ m  of the  l o c a l  convective and 
a,2 
rad ian t  hea t - t rcns fe r  coe2;"Sicients from the  s h e l l  t o  the  cooling 
air calculaScd by usc of t5e  i n i t i a l  assv,mptions. 
Comparison of calculated and exverimental temperatures. - B x e r i -  
---_c.---- , i--  
mentally dcto~mined tcml~erotureo a r e  compared i n  f i gu re  12 with tlico- 
ret3.cel tcnperatures calculated from e q ~ ~ a t i o n  (3) and f i g w e  10. 
t 
F:xpcrimental date, in'fi ,w-es 12 and 6 were obtained from the m e  
tail--:pip conf i@~rat ion.  Because t2ie empirical equation i s  f o r  an 
inoula-Lod bmncr and the  ex]?erimental burncr tmc u n i n ~ u l a t e d  , the" 
ov-tlet coolin,c-es t ez~pi -a tu re  conputed from tlie equation (3) 0 . d  
f i p 2 e  10 tra,s reduced by an  erno~lnt e q u i v ~ l ~ n t  t o tlie hea t  losses  
tllrou@ Ghc unins~iLa+ted she l l .  F ig~wc  12 shown the  cooling-gas tern- 
pera tme  an6 t he  l i n e r  temperature plot ted ao a f ~ i c t i o n  of
finc,l. cc)nl~ustion t ~ m ~ e ~ a t ~ t r c .  
The t heo re t i c a l  coolin3-zas t c q e r a t ~ w e s  a r e  about 5Qa t o  10Q0 R 
l?i@ler then the  meswcd i;i:,s temp~ratures .  The t l ~ e o r e t i c a l  i n e r  
tempo;*~,turcs a r c  about 20CO t o  27g0 R hi-&lor than tho mcasrlred t o q o r -  
atmcs. The ann,lysia ap~sars  t o  givo conservative tempcrattwsa fox 
tho cooling gads and l l n e r ;  hotiever, the  degree of conservatism can- 
not  bo stntod gos i t ive ly  f o r  otkex* confiLl;wration~. 
Expcrienco ~ ~ i t l l  ~ a r i c u ~  methods of t a i l  -gipe burner cooling 
trere discussed. Scvel*cl appm promising and oxpeximental ,2nd ana- 
l y t i c a l  ~ r o ~ l r  i a  continuing t o  evaltl.al;e ~J"nic1.l i s  bcst .  
A g-pnc;-fili zcd ane,lysi s f o r  dcternining the  m a x l r n ~ ~  : r a ~  tampsr- 
attrrc of a b~.l.~ncr coolod bj- a i r  o r  gases f l o ~ ~ i n g  throuL9l a surround- 
ann - t~ lo~  paooagc rm,c yrcocn-tcd. &plLcation of tliio o m l ~ s i s  t o  a '  
f u l l - s c a l e  t a i l - p ipe  Burner having an inteilnal l i n e r  coolsd with 
turbine-outlot gas z7pearcd t o  give conservative r e s u l t s  when oom- 
pared with ox-crirncntal tcapcmturos.  m e  gencralizod analysis  
ahonld prove usofuL in ca r r e l c t i nc  sxpcrimental data  and, i n  spite 
of the  appo::im,tions involved, w i l l  prove a valuable means of 
com~aring several  methods oP cooling ~ri tli ~ v . l a r  passagc c 
1. Koff el, 'l7illia.m K. : Pn analyt l  ca l  1~Ic.tiiod for Determining &a 
&xim.un Shcl l  Tonyoraturo of a Coml~ustion C21am;Oor H a v i q  a 
Cooling  assa age. l!?ACA PJ4 ( t o  be -p~ib, ) . 
r F L A M E  HOLDER / 
\ TURBINE i EXHAUST NOZZLE 
Figure 1. - Shell cooled internally by stratification of com- 
bustion and externally by convection and radiation to free 
stream. 
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Fiigure 2. - Variat ion of maximum s h e l l  temperature and turbine- 
o u t l e t  gas temperature with f i n a l  combustion temperature. 
Sea-level s t a t i c  t e s t s  of t a i l -p ipe  burning on J35 engine. 
lrner cooled by l iqu ids .  
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flowing through an annular ccol ing passage. 
E Fippre 4. - Tail-pipe hurner cooled by turbine-out let  gas I 
w 
Figure 5.. - Experimental tail-pipe burner with internal liner 
cooled by turbine-outlet gas. 
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Fi'we 6. - variation of temperatures at burner outlet with 
mass velocity of combustion gas. Altitude-wind-tunnel 
investigation of tail-pipe burning on J35 engine. 
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Figure 7. -, Tail-pipe burner cooled by a i r  flowing through an 
ex terna l  shroud. 
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igure 8. - Tail-pipe burner cooled by a i r  flowing t h o u @  
externa l  shroud and by turbine-out let  gas flowing through 
i n t e r n a l  l i n e r .  
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N,we 9. - Variation of combustion-gas bulk total temperature 
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Fipre 10. - Performance characteristics of parallel-flow heat 
exchancer havin- linear rise in combustion temperature and 
constant over-ai)l heat-transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 11. - Determination of the exponent p in empirical 
equation (3). 
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ANALYSIS OF WATER-INJECTION METHODS 
OF TIERUST AUGMENTATION 
By E .  Clinton wilcox 
Lewis pulsion Laporatory 
INTRODUCTION 
/ 
One of the  simplest methods of augmenting the th rus t  of a  
engine i s  the inject ion of a  vo la t i l e - l i qu id  in to  the 
compressor i n l e t .  Evaporation of t h i s  l iquid ex t rac t s  heat from 
the i n l e t  a i r ,  and it is theore t ica l ly  possible t o  cool the  i n l e t  
a i r  t o  the saturat ion temperature of the f i n a l  mixture before it 
enters the engine compressor. When l iquid i n  excess of t h a t  required 
t o  saturate  the  i n l e t  a i r  i s  injected a t  the compressor i n l e t ,  fu r ther  
cooling is  obtained Uy additional evaporation during the mechanical 
com~ression process.. The tempera-bur@ of the f l u i d  i s  therefore 
reduced and f o r  a  constant work i n ~ u t  per un i t  of a i r - l iquid mixture 
correspondi.ng t o  a  constank compressor speed, a  higher compressor 
pressure r a t i o  is  obtained. This increased pressure r a t i o  i s  
reflected'throughout the  engine, and the engine mass flow and the 
exhaust - j e t  velocity a re  increased, both f ac to r s  increasing the 
th rus t  produced by tge engine. 
/ 
Altering a  turbojet  engine f o r  th rus t  augenta t ion  by the  water- 
in ject ion method makes it necessary t o  provide an inject ion system 
a t  %he compressor i n l e t ,  addit ional tanks, and, i f  maximum gains i n  
th rus t  a re  t o  be realized,  a  variable-area exhaust nozzle. Thrust 
augenta t ion  by inject ing a  vo la t i l e  l iquid a t  the  compressor i n l e t  
i s  a method t h a t  can be read i ly  applied t o  any engine already i n  use 
and has the advantage of not introducing,any th rus t  loss  when the 
augmentation scheme is  inoperative. 
Experimental investigations of the e f f ec t  of the  inject ion of 
water and water-a'lcohol mixtures on the performance of several  [I:';, fl 
di f fe ren t  turbojet  engines a r e  presented i n  references 1 t o  3 and 
a re  discussed i n  the  next paper of t h i s  se r ies .  Water, because. of 
i t s  favorable themodynamic properties,  widespread ava i lab i l i ty ,  and 
ease of handling, is a  desirable substance f o r  i n l e t  in ject ion with 
the addition of alcohol f o r  the prevention of freezing during low- 
temperature operation. 
Another method f o r  u t i l i z ing  water inject ion to provide th rus t  
augmentation is  inject ion i n  the angine combustion chambers. n.' - 1  ,>< 1 : q  i c," : 
Injecting water in thelengine combustion chambers tends to decrease 
the air flow through the compressor because the total flow through 
the engine is fixed for a given turbine-inlet temperature and pres- 
sure. For a constant compressor work input per pound of air, less 
turbine work is required because of the decreased compressor air flow, 
and this decrease results in a decreased pressure ratio across the 
turbine. The decreased.pressure ratio across the turbine increases 
the pressure ratio across the exhaust nozzle and provides a greater 
jet velocity and hence greater thrust. Depending on the character- 
istics of the particular compressor under consideration, the decreased 
air flow may result in an increased engine pressure ratio.   he change 
in thermodynamic p~operties cf the working fluid due to the addition 
of water also tends to increase the engine thrust to some extent. 
In the present paper, the results of a theoretical investigation 
of the effect on turbojet-engine performance of the injection of water 
at the compressok inlet of the engine are presented. Compressor-inlet 
injection is @onsidered in two parts: (1) the case where sufficient 
water is injected to saturate the compressor-inlet air and (2) the 
case where sufficient water is injected at the compressor inlet to 
saturate the air at some point during the mechanicql compression 
process. 
The performance of a turbojet engins utilizing combustion-chamber 
injection is also considered and compared with the performance of 
compressor-inlet and -outlet saturation. For the present analysis 
the change in compressor pressure ratio resulting from change in air 
flow was not considered for the case of augmentation by injection of 
water into the combustion chamber. 
Rl3SULTS AND DISCUSSION 
I 
Saturation at Compressor Inlet L 
r 
In order to determine the thrust augmentation resulting from 
compressor-inlet saturgtion, it is necessary to calculate saturation 
temperatures resulting from various initial temperatures, pressures, 
and water ccntents. A psychrometric chart was therefore developed 
to enable calculation of these saturation temperatures. A simplified 
version of this chart is,prescanted in figure 1. Enthalpy in Btu per 
pound of air is plotted against temperature ip degrees Fahrenheit 
for yarious values of the ratio of relative humidity to .F, where 3 
is the ratio @static pressure at the point of interest to standard 
sea-level static pressure. From theoretical considerations it was 
found that the introduction of the factor 6 in this manner would 
\ 
v<-, ;.:J 
generalize the values 0.f relative humidity'appearing on -Erie Iamular 
psychromdtric chart for any pressure. Lines of. uonstant wateF-air 
ratio are also included. ~naemuch as ths temperatures encountered 
at the compressor TnL'et of a turbojet engine a.S, high flight Mach 
numbers are consi'derably higher than tllosc/ appearing on the usual 
psychrometri~ chart,. whioh are generally limited to about 120° F, 
sthe temperature range covered by t'ne present char* has been exbended 
to 7G0° F by means 'of ,the thermodynamf c data for air -end watbr 
contaihed in references 4 and 5. , 
. , 
\ . . .  
In order to illustratk the use of this ohart the following 
example is ~reaented: Air at ah Initial kem~eiature of 600' F with 
& presshre of twice standard seailsvel sbatic pressure.and ,with &I 
initiai water content corresponding to a water-air ratio of 0.005 
is assumed. Sakuratlon always occurs, by definition, at a value of 
relat-ive humidity of 100 percent and the ratio of relative humidity 
' divided qy 6 at, saturation fox these particular conditio,ns is 
, .therefore B,5. Enter figure 1 at the original temperature, for this 
- 
.cas& 600° F, follow this temperature line to the water-air-ratio line 
- xepresenting- the original water-air ratio of 0.005, go across a 
constant-enthalpy line to the value of relative humidity divided by-S 
for saturation, which is 0.5. This value determines the saturation 
temperature, which for this example is 156O F. Thus, .for this 
particular example, tde7air can be cooled 444' F by,saturatlon. 
The amount of Gater that must be evaporated ,to .saturate the air 
can also be determined riirectly from the chart, For the saturatdd 
condltion (fig. 1)) the water-air ratio is 0.105 and fop the initial 
c~ndition, 0.005. Ih order to saturate the air, the difference or 
0.10b pomd of water per pound of air must therefore be evaporated 
' for this particular example. 
For a given pressure, the ratlo or relative humidity to 6 for 
saturation remains constant, and as can be seen from figure 1 these 
curves of qonstant ratio of relative humidity to' 8, over a wide 
range in the vi'cinity of 1, are approxlyately' vertical, indicating 
a constant saturation. temperature. Therefore, as $he starting tem- 
perature is increased, the amount of qooling possible~increases. 
, 
Increasing the pressure decreases the ratio of relative huhidity 
to 6 for saturation. From figure 1 it can be seen that decreasing 
the value of relative hurpidity divided,by, 6 results in.an increased 
saturation temperatbur; thus, for a given initia-l temperathe 
increasing the pressure reduces somewhat the cooling possible from 
saturation. . 1 
' In f iguri 2 the effect of. flight conditions 4 the amou~t of 
cooling that can be ob%ained by saturating the compressor-inlet air 
48 
to a turbo jet engine is presented. The data ,shown in this figure 
are for an Inlet-diffuser effi'ciency of 0.80 and an atmospheric 
relative humidity of 50 percent. Compressor-inlet stagnation pres - 
sure and temperature are shown as f~mctions of flight Mach nu~ber 
for altitudes of sea level and 35,000 feet. Also shown as dashed 
lines are the temperqtures,resulting after constant-pressure satura- 
tion. The water-air ratios necessary to produce saturation are shown 
in the uppermost curves. As the flight Mach number is increased, 
the amount of cooling possible increases as indicated by the increasing 
difference between the solid and dashed curves. For sea-level altf- 
tude the cooling possible increases from 10' at _a Mach number of 0 
t.0 155' at a Mach number of 1.5. The increased cooling at the- higher 
Mach numbers is a result of the increased temp-erature prior to I 
&a%uration; the increased pressure encountered at the higher Mach 
numbers would tend to decrease the cooling possible as was pointed 
out in the discussion of figure 1. The co-oling obtained for a given 
Mach number at an altitude of 35,000 feet is less than that obtained 
at sea level because of the decreased temperatures at high altitude. 
hThe water-air ratio required toeprbduce saturation increases as the 
Mach number increases and decreases with increased altitude. 
With the use,qf data presented in figure 1, the thrust 
augmentation resulting from compressor-inlet saturation was determined 
for a representative turbojet engine. The following values for 
efficiencies and design, constants were assumed ; corupressor 
efficiency, 0.80; turbine' efficiency, 0.85; exhaust-nozzle effi- 
ciency, 0.951 inlet-diffuser efficiencies of 1.00, 0,85, 0.80, 
and 0.75 for flight ~ a c h  riumber~l of 0, 1.0, 1.5, and 2-0, respectively; 
a loss in total pressure b the engine combustion chambers of 3 per- 
cent of the combustion-chamber-inlet total pressure; and a tail-pipe 
gas temperature of 1650' R ,  The compressor was assumed to have a 
sea-level static-pressure ratio of 4.32; at other flight c?nditions 
the pressure ratio was varied to meet tine conditions of constant work 
input (constant rotative speed), 
These assumed design variables were maintained constant for all 
conditions except where it was desired to show the effect of inlet- 
diffuser efficiency and compressor pressure ratio. For these cases 
the inlet-diffuser efficiency and compressor pressure ratio were 
varied systomat.ically. , 
In figure 3 the ratio of augmented to normal thrust is shown 
as a function of flight Maoh number for inlet-diffuser efficiencies 
of 0.60, 0.80, and 1.00 and for altitudes 'of sea level and 
35,000 feet, The relative humidity of the ambient air is assumed 
to be 50 percent. For each point on the curve sufficient 'water has 
been injected in the compressor inlet to saturate the air. The ratio 
/ 
of augiiented t o  normal thrust  increases rapidly with increased Mach 
number. For sea-level a l t i t ude  and an -hll.et.-diff user efficiency 
of 0.80, the r a t i o  of-augmsnt,ed to"norna1 thrust  incrsases from 1.03 , , 
a t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 0 t o  2,16 a t  a f l i g h t  Mach nuuber of 2.0. I I  , 
I ' 
A t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 2.0, the r a t i o  of augmented t o  normal 
n ,,i k;,, i ,[I 
thrust  is  decreased to  1.48 with increase i n  a l t i t ude  t o  35,000 f e e t .  
This decrease i n  thrust  augmentation i s  due t o  the lower temperatures 1 ,  
associated yi.th high-altitude operation. For a given f l i g h t  Mach 
number, the r a t i o  of augmented t o  normal thrust  increases as  the 
inlet-diffuser efficiency decreases. This e f fec t  occurs because 
of the increased cooling possible a t  the decreased pressure attending 
lower diffuser efficiency. Although the r a t i o  of aupented t o  normal 
thrus t  i s  increased, a low inlet-diffuser efficiency f s  not a vir tue 
since it reduces the en t i re  perfo~mance leve l  of the engine. 
The coollng possible from in le t  saturation and hence the 
augmentation is ihfluenced by atmospheric re la t ive  humidity. In 
figure 4, the r a t i o  of augmented t o  normal t h r u s t  is  shown as a 
function of f l i g h t  Mach number f o r  atmospheric r e l a t ive  humidities 
of 0, 50, and 1.00 percent. These curves a re  f o r  sea-level a l t i t ude  
and an inlet-diffuser  efficiency of 0.8Q. For each point on the 
curves suff ic ient  water has been injected t o  saturate  the compressor - 
i n l e t  a i r .  The re la t ive  humidity of the atmoqphere has a comparatively 
s l i g h t , e f f e c t  on the r a t i o  of augmented t a  normal thrust ,  with the 
' 
maximum change i n  performance occurring a t  low Mach numbers and the 
effect  decreasing as  the Mach number is  increased. 
Saturation at 'Some l o i n t  during Mechanical Compression 
  he previous discussion has been concerned with cases where 
only suff ic ient  water t o  saturate  the compressor-inlet a i r  has been 
injected; the problem where 'sufficient.water is  injected t o  saturate 
the a i r  a t  some point during the mechanical compression process is 
now considered. In order t o  calculate compressor per fomnce  when 
water i s  evaporating during t h e  compression process, a Mollier 
diagram was prepared specif ical ly  f o r  t h i s  application. A simplified 
version of t h i s  diagram i s  presented in  figure 5. 
Every point on the diagram pertains t o  a saturated mixture of 
a i r  and water vapor and was determined from the thermodynamic 
properties of a i r  and water contained i n  references 4 and 5. Enthalpy 
i n  Btu per pound of a i r  is  shown a s  a function of entropy in  B t u  per 
pound of a i r  per degree Rankine fo r  various temperatures much as  i n  
the famil iar  Mollier diagram f o r  &earn, Constant-pressure l ines  
appear a s  approximately s t ra ight  l ines  having a posit ive slope and 
lines of constant water-air ratio appear as negatively sloping straight . 
lines. The iero of enthalpy and entropy have beon arbitrarily chosen lsl.ii'! 
at a temperature of 59' F and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square cTrn inch. 
I 
In order to utilize this chart to calculate compressor perform- 
ance it is necessary to know the actual and isentropic works of 
compression. The actual work can be found as the product of the 
compressor tip speed sQuared and the compressor slip factor, and the 
isentropic work can be calculated as the product of the actual work 
of compression , and the cpmpresgor ?ff ici&cy. 
ST, . . -$.rls-; ,-,. 3.): hT"' - ^  ' 
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The followingy &xambfe is presirnted to illustrate the use of 
this chart: Initially saturated air at a. temperature of 59' F having 
a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch is assumed. It is further 
assumed that sufficient water is iaJected to saturate the air at the 
compressor outlet and that the compressor has an efficiency of 0.80 
and imparte a work of 80 Btu per,pound of air passing through it. 
, ,,This actual work and compressor efficiency correspond to an 
m ' I  
I 4 ?isentropic work input of 64 Btu per pound of air. Enter the chart 
l', 1 ,  :.;. I ,,.. !at a temperature of F and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square 
n I-' inch as indicated by point 1 on figure 5. Increase the enthalpy at 
iconstant enCropy by an amount equal Co the ideal work of comprassion, 
for this particular example 64 Btu per pound of air as indicated 
by point 2 (fig. 5). The pressure at point 2 is the actual pressure 
at the compressor outlbt, Fo1low.along the constant-pressure line 
(point 2 to poing 3) until the enthalpy is equal to the enthalpy ' 
at point 1 plus the actual compressor work, for this case 80 Btu 
per pound of air as .indicated..by point 3. The conditions at point 3 
represent the actual conditions at the compressor outlet and for the 
present example the tempbrature is 170° F and the pressura 70 pounds 
per square inch. The value of vater-air ratio can also be read from 
the chart, and for this example is 0.058. The water-air ratio at 
, 
the compressor-inlet donditdons is 0,011 so that for the present 
I example the difference or 0.047 pound of water per pound of air are 
evaporated in p.assing through the compreasor. 
r mi; A The chart only applied for saturated mixtures and if there is 
insufficient water to saturate the air at the compressor outlet, the 
compressor performance- is calculated by assuing the process to 
consist of the following two steps: 
1. Compression as. previously &egczj,fa_ed to the point where satura- 
4 ,  . , - L  , ,- n,, 8 t 2 ; *'E 2 W-TyC tion occurs I - , : I  
' . l  e ,  1 - , .' - ' ', ,,:+r. -;I 
2. Adiabatic iomp~assion .of k gad mixture consisting of air and 
water vapor, which can be calculated using familiar thermodynamic 
relations 
In order to illustrate a case of this type,, the compressor- 
previously described 'was' again asseed : a compressor efficiency of 
,' -0.80, and an actual compre&sor work kput of 80 Btu per pound of 
aiP passing througb I$. FO& this case it is assumed that water is 
evaporating only during 6ne:half of the actual compsessor.work input. 
The pressure and temperature after all 'the water is evaporated 'can 
be determined from the Mollier diagra (fig. 5) as previously 
described but using 40 and '32 instead of 80 and.64 Btu per pound of 
a4r for the actual 'and isentropic work input, respectively. For this 
case, the pressure ib 33.5 pounds per square, in~h and the tempera- 
ture is 120' F. The remalning'work input of 40 Bt,u per pound of air 
..'9s done 'on b mixture of air and water vapor, The temperature rise 
for this part of the process can be determined from the specific 
, 
heat of the mixture and the remaining work input. For the remaining 
co&2ression process the temperature rise is calculated to be 161° F. 
i. 'The temherature after compression is the sum of the temperature after 
'& the initial stage- and'the temperature rise during the second stage 
or 281U F. horn the compressor efficiency, the pressure after the 
first stage, the temperatures before and after the second stage of 
compression, and the ratio of specific heats for the air-water 
'niixture, the final pressure can be found. For.this particular 
exhple the compressor-outlet pressure is found to be 68 pounds per 
square inch. 
If it is desired to calculate the compressor performance for a 
given 'water-air ratio, the procedure is siplilar to that previously 
,'described .except a trial-and-error solution is involved. 
To date it has been iqpossible to obtain close agreement 
between tkeoretical ana experimental' results for saturation at some 
point during the mechanical compression process because the effect 
of water injection on the performance of ea'ch ~oaponent, paYticula~ly 
the compressor of the turbo Jet engine,' is' not understood. Also it 
is not known to what ex-bent the actual pro~ess, both before and 
duringV%he compression process, follows the thermodpamic equilibrium 
?or air anti water.' Correction factors must ,therefore be introduced 
to reconcile theoretical and experimental2 data. These correction 
factors seem to vary with dffferent engiries and because of the 
limited' amount of data available no general corrections are 
recommended at the present time. 
1 
Fdr %he investigation of the thrust augment at ion resulting 
when water evaporates during the compression process, the Mollier 
diagram (fig. 5) was used to calculate compressor performance f ~ r  
the turbojet engine-having the assumed design characteristics 
previously given. In calculating the following results, the compressor 
efficiency was altered with varyin@; wa$er-air ratio to br'ing agree- 
ment between calculated* sea-level: static perfokoe and experimental 
"sea-level static performance for one particular engine. Th'ese values 
of compressor efficiency were .then used in calculating performance 
at other flight conditions. 
In figure 6 the ratio of augmented to normal thrust is shown as 
a function of water-ai~ ratio for sea-level Mach numbers of 0, 0.85, 
and 1.50, and for Mach numbers of 0.85 ctnd 1,50 at an altitude 
of 55,000 feet. .The ratio of augmented to normal thrudt increases 
as, the water-air ratio and the flight ~ a c h  number are increased and 
decreases as the altitude is increased. The condition of coapressor- 
outlet saturation is indicated by the circles, and the condition of 
compressor-inlet saturation is indicated by the crosses (fig . 6). 
At sea level and a flight Mach numbor of 1.50, the ratio of augmented 
to normal thrust ifj 1,56 for compresso,r-inlet saturation and. 2.01 for 
compressor-outlet saturation. At sea level and a flight Mach number 
of 0, the ratio of augmented to normal thrust for compressor-outlet 
saturation decreases to 1.33. ' For a flight Mach number of 1.5, 
increasing the altitude from sea level to 35,000 feet decreases the 
ratio of augnented to normal thrust for "compressor-outlet saturation 
from 2.01 to 1.63. 
The effect of atmospheric temperature and relative humidity on 
thrust augmentation resulting from compr6ssor-outlet saturation are 
shown in figure 7. The ratio of augmented to normal thrust is shown 
as a function of atmospheric temperature for values of atmospheric 
, 
relative humidity of 0 and 100 percent, The curves presented are for 
sea level and for flight Mach numbers of 6 and 0.85, and for each 
point OD the curves sufficient water has been injected to saturate 
the compressor-outlet air. The augmentation for an atmospheric 
relative htmidity of.0 percent is always greater than that for an 
atmospheric relative humidity of '100 percent. For a relative 
humidity of'O percent, the augmentation increases as the atmospheric 
temp'erature ipcreages; whereas for an atmospheric relatitre humidity' 
of 100 percent, the thrust augmentation is approximately constant 
for a Mach number of zero, and for a flight Mach number of.0.85 
augmentation increases sli&tly and then decreases as the atmospheric 
temperature increases. The conditions of 100-percent ataospheric 
relative humidity andshigh atmospheric temperatures are not ones 
that would usually be encountered under actual atmospheric conditions. 
The effect .of n o m l  engine compressor pressure ratio on thrust 
augmentation4 i,s shown in f i ~ r e  8 at sea level and zero flight Mach 
number. In this particular figure, the turbine-inlet temperature 
rather than the turbine-outlet temperature has-been maintained constant 
' vec%use if the turbine -outlet temperature were maintained constant, 
the turbine-inlet temperature at the higher compressor pressure 
katlos would have been considerably high& than current turbine 
materials allow. For each point on the curve sufficient water has 
been injected to saturate the compressor-outlet atr. It can be seen 
that the thrust augmentation increases approximately linearly with 
Jncreased compressor pressure ratio. An augmented thrust of 1.31 
times the normal thrust is obtained for a compressor.pressure ratio 
of 4, and this ratio increases to 1.7 at a compressor pressure 
ratio of 10, 
, 
Also shown in fig~re 8 ia the ratio of total liquid (wa-ber plus 
fuel) to normal fuel as a function of normal compressor pressure 
'ratio, This ratic also increases as the compressor pressure ratio 
is increased and thus the higher thrust augmentation obtained at 
the higher compressor pressure ratios are obtained' at the expanse of 
increased ratio of total liquid to normal fuel. The increased liquid 
consumptions at the high compressor pressure ratios are a result of 
the high water-air ratios required to saturate the air. ' 
. a  
1 
. 
.Injection in Engine. Combustion Chambers - I  
E'or the augnentation method consisting of water bjection in 
the engine combustton chambers, perf omnance was caloulated for the 
same turbojet engine as previously described and is shown in fig- 
ure 9. The ratio of au~pnented to normal thrust and the ratio of 
total liquid' to normal fuel are shown as functions of sea-level Mach 
nm%er fop water-air ratios 0f~O.08 and 0.2. Both the ratio of 
kugmen.t;ed to n o m l  thrust and the ratio of total liquid to normal 
fuel increase as the flight Mach number and the water-air ratio are 
increased. For a water-air ratio of 0.20, increasing the flight 
Mach number from O to 2.0 increases the ratio of augmented to 
normal thrust from 1.18 to 2.25. The ratio of total liquid to normal 
fuel increases from about 11 at a Mach number of 0 to 15 at a flight 
k c h  ribber of' 2.0 .: . 
- 2  
. . -  
Comparison of water-injection Methods 
' In figure 10 the ratio of augmented to no-1 thrust and the 
' 
ratio of total Liquid (water plus fuel) to'normal fuel as function8 
of' fIt&h% Nach number f o ~  c mpressor-inlet and compressor-outlet 
saturation are superimposed on the curves of figure .9 to obtain a 
comparison. Compressor-outlet saturation provides'the greatest thrust 
increase at all flight Mach numbers. Atra Mach number of 0, compressor- 
outlet saturation provides a ratio of augmented to normal thrust twice 
that produced by combus~ioii-chadber injection 'for a water-air ratio 
of 0.20. At a Mach number of 2.0, the ratio df augmented to normal 
thrust produceb'by outlet saturation is approxiqately 35 percent 
greater than that for conz'oustfon-cham3er in jection. ' For all flight ' 
Mach numbers, the ratio of total liquid to normal fuel for compressor- 
outlet saturation is less than or equal to that for combustion- 
chamber injection (~ater-ai.r atio 01.20). This difference in ratio 
of total liquid to normal fuel: decreases as the flight Mach number 
increases. The ratio of augmented to normal thrust for compressor- 
inlet saturation is' less than that for combustion-chamljer in jection 
(water-air ratio 0.20) at low Mach numbers and the ratios are 
approximately equal 'at high Madh &umbers . For a11 flight Mach 
numbers, the ratio of total liquid to narmal fuel for corapressor- 
inlet saturation 'i.s considerably Sower than'that for combustion- 
chamber injection (water-air ratio' 0.20). 
.* 
 h he theoretical investigation of vater-injectzon methods for 
thrust augmentation has shown that the injection of sufficient water 
at the compressor inlet to shturate the compressor-outlet air 
provided up to approximately 30-percent increase in thrust for sea- 
level static -conditions a d  up to 100-percent increase at sea level 
and a Mach nuuiber of 1.58. .At sea level and a Mach humber of 1.50, 
compressor-inlet saturatioh provided approximately 60-percent 
increase. in thrust. FO~. ali flight Mach numbers, compressor-outlet 
saturation1 provided greater thrust increase than combustion-chambbr 
injection (water-air ratio 0.80) at equal or lower liquid consump- 
tions, Increasing altitude decreases the thrust inorewe proauced 
by water injeCtion. ' 
. ~ 
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Figure 7. - Variation of thrust augmentation with atmospheric 
temperature and relative humidity. Altitude, sea level; 
compressor-outlet air saturated. 
NORMAL COMPRESSOR PRESSURE R A T I O  
Figure 8. -Effect of compressor pressure ratio on thrust 
augmentation and on ratio of total liquid to normal fuel. 
Altitude, sea level: flight Mach number, 0; compressor- 
outlet air aat.wated; atmospheric relative humidity, 
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INTROMTCTION 
:.. '. ' 
q .,! . " Experimental investigations of thrust  augmentati on by water- 
, alcohol indection were f i r s t  conducted at the UP-Cb Cleveland labor- 
. atory in 1943 and subsequent investigations of various applications 
df t h t s  method of augmentation on different  types of turbojet  engine 
.. have been continued t o  the present. The material presented i n  t h i s  
.paper consti tutes a brief spmmary of the sa l ien t  features of these 
experimental investigations, a l l  of which were conck~cted a t  zero- 
ram, sea-level-pressure conditions. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Compreaeor -Inlet  I n  Jection with Centrifugal-Flow-Type Engine 
\ 
Among the f i r s t  of these erperbsntal .  reseazoh programs was an 
investigation of the, injection of water and water-alcohol mixtures 
at  the  compressor i n l e t s  of a centrifugal-flow-type turbojet  engine 
. (references 1 and 2 ) .  A schematic diagram of a tur3ojet  engine 
equipped f o r  inject ion a t  the compressor i n l e t s  is  shown ill f igure 1. 
. :. , '.In addition t o  the tanks and pm9s necessary f o r  an .a i rc raf t  ' installa- 
, t ion, the augmentation equipment consists of a water-alcohol mani- 
' fold. '  connected t o  ssve.ral comerciaL spray nozzles equally spaced 
around the  circumference of each compressor in l e t .  The thmst increase 
attendank with the inject ion of the water and alcohol i s  due primarily 
, , t o  cooling of the in l e t  air  by evaporation of the injected liquids, 
both before reaching the compressor and during the compression pro- 
. .  . cess. This cooling ef fec t  r e su l t s  i n  an increase i n  compressor pres- 
. : .' sure r a t i o  that ,  i n  turn, increases the t o t a l  mass flow through the 
:' engine and the Je t  velocity, both of which contribute t o  increased 
. . 
engine thrusC , ' - 
. . 
rrr  , N ~ m a l  a i r  --- tsm~era,ture,  - - The thrust  augmentation obtained by 
, '  inject ion a t  Olie com;?ressor i n l e t s  at normal inlet-a*' temperatures 
with. a 4000 -pound-thrust centrifugal-f low-type Bngine is m a r i z e d  
i n  figure 2,  i n  which the r a t i o  of augmented t o  normal thrus t  is  
plotted against the t o t a l  l iquid cons'umpt ion f o r  various mixtures 
of water and alcohol.. These data are  based on the r e su l t s  of over 
100 runs and summa,rize the performance obtained a t  maximum rated 
engine speed, The engine was equipped with a standard fixed-area 
exha~nst nozzle and the in l e t - a i r  temperatures f o r  these t e s t s  ranged 
from 45' t o  70° F. The t o t a l  l iquid consumption, used a s  the abscissa 
acale, includes the fue l  Plow t o  the engine combustion,chambers and 
the flow of injected water and alcohol, 
I 
operation of the engine wit11 pure-water injection a t  r a t e s  of 
t o t a l  l iquid consmption over 4 pounds Ter second was not possible 
because the engine fue l  system Iiad Insufficient capacity t o  main- 
t a i n  rated engine speedtat  these inject ion r a t e s ,  Ozeration with 
inJect ed mixtures c ar~taining EO -percent (by weight ) alc.oho.1 was 
limited t o  r a t e s  of t o t a l  l iquid c.ons.rmption of about 5 pounds per 
second because of excessive ta i l -p ipe  gas temperatures and large 
glowing hot spots in the v ic in i ty  of the turbine, For a l l  the 
water-alcoilol mixtures used, the thrvst augmentation increased almost 
l inear ly  with t o s a l  l iquid consumption up t o  a l iquid consumption of 
1 5i- t0  6 pounds per second and tended t o  level  off a t  high r a t e s  of 
l iquid consumytlon, A maximw thrus t  r a t i o  of 1.26 was ~ h t a i n e d  at  
a t o t a l  l iquid consumption of s l igh t ly  over 7 pounds per second f o r  
an injected mixture containing 40-percent alcohol by weight. A t  t h i s  
zoint,  the injected flow of water and alcohol was about 6 pounds per 
second. Becaupe of the l e ~ e l i n g  of '  the thrust  curves a t  high inJec- 
t i o n  rates ,  .f;hrust augmentation only' s l igh t ly  less  than the maximum 
possible anpenta t ion  can be obtained a t  considerably reduced injec- 
t i o n  .rates.  For e x a ~ p l e ,  a t h s t  r a t i o  of. 1,22 was obta imd.a t  a 
t o t a l  l iqu id  consumption,~f &bout 5.5 pounds per second, which correa- 
pcmds t o  a r a t e  of waterialcohol inject ion of s l ight ly  over 4 pounas- 
per second. 
A comparison of the curves. fo r  various water-alcqhol mixtures 
shows t2a t  for  the sane t o t a l  l iquid consumption the  thrust ,  augmen- 
t a t ion  i o  increassd~s l ight ly  as %3e alcohol content of the injected 
mixture is increaeed , This improveiflent i n  engine performance with 
increa,ee& alcohol inject ion is  a r e su l t  of a replacement of the engine 
primary fue l  by the injected alcohol, a s  is i l l u s t r a t ed  l a t e r .  One 
advantage of inclxaing alcohol . in  t l b  injected mixture, therefope, is 
tha t  the alcoliol decreases the primary f u e l  requirements of the engine 
and thus permits operation at higher ' inject ion r a t e s  than are  'possible 
with water alone and sLightly reduces the. . total  l iquid consumption f o r  
a given thrust  ~ugrmntation. An additional advantage is the low 
freezing ternperasixe of water-alcohol mixtures; the freezing point of 
a 40-percent ..alcohol mixture is about - 2 2 O  F. 
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%he4variati&.of ~ o m p r ~ s ' ~ o r ~ p r e e s u r e  ratio,' air ffow2'.*and toka l  
gac flow Qi th  injgction r a t e  f o r  various water-alcohol mixtureh is 
shoWLin.fi@xrp S,,,The compressor'pressure r a t i o  increases f a i r l y  
rapit3:lg a%h 1lq.iid inject ion up t o  a flow oP. abput 4 ,ppunds per ' . 
secon&and i e v ~ l ' s  off9.'for h i g h m ' i n j 8 c t 1 , 0 n ~ ~ e s , .  A ~ i n m i u  pressure 
r a t i o  .'of s l ~ ~ h . t l . ~  over 4'. 5 was obtadneik Tor an singect ion 'rate of 
a b o u t ~ S ~ o t , t ~ s  per second, compared M t h  the normal pressure r a t i o  of 
qligk'61y .ovey 4 .0 ., e.'Peqt of the :amoubt of alcohol i n  the fnjected 
mixturest is . re l ,~ t ive ly '  s l i gh t  .' The t o t a l  mms flow through the engins, 
which ba.:.Ximi*ed by" th6 capacity d f  She turbine nozzles, is  shown 
by the dashed l ine  i n  f i a & e  3. Th2s 5ncpase; In t o t a l  mass flow with 
i~wase i3 . . i n j eg t ion  r a t e  is approxim&tely p r o ~ q y t i a k l  t o  the  increase 
i n  c&np~ .asopau t j e t  pressure -because- tlrs t d i w  -inlet  BempePakure 
was .mdaY.ly conatant' over the rahge af: inJectlon r a t e s  used (the flow 
r a t e  Being :con~roUed by codait iohs 'at the turbine nozz 1s) . The total 
maba':f ZOW iso.reased from a 'noma1 +alt~e . O f  s l i gh t ly  Aees .than 
82 poun&s pep seoond t o  a'mdxim of over.91 pounds, per $econd at  an 
in jec t  iton ra$e of 5 pouniis 2e$ -seO&d, : w U h  ~e~p$eaent,s' an incream 
of abouO 12 " Thps, aboht WZiF *of the m q i = .  t,hjrust augmsn- 
tation~.af. '26: ~ e r s e n q  which ~ 5 s '  shGm in1 $igu3:~. 2,. .is. a resul t '  of the 
ancrease In t o t a l  mass '-flX-Gw .tliy-h-'tb, Brnglnq ;and tde' rb&inln@; half 
is  bue t o  the' i n c r h e d  -:,jeQ +elo65%y p r o ~ i d d  dj-.  thera2r~+r :@rebdute' 
ratt46. The : engine ' a i r  f l$ $riorea~dd from ,.a : ~ ~ m a l  ' df .sl%glit Lg 4 
over 80 p o d s  per ' s e q ~ a ' t o  '6: l b & i ~  of :@bout 85.5 '$o~$& : jer! .do + r '  ' t 
on&. ?or .an :2njeet ion 'pi%id : of 4jp(4unhs1 px? ~ e o q x l .  , Beca&e t& 'Zo+a3 
mass flow remained nearly bd~taiht;: ikt:th@ region of kiigfi i n a e ~ k i o h  .
ratee,:.a.n. iQorease- i n  1, igue inject ion beyond 4 -pound~i' sbc&- 
acc arepataied:, by,, a ;7i&crease Trr @n"'@& aLx T l I r w  f ram it& maximum value. 
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Tbb .?f $cot of $ate$-alcoh6l i n  ject ion on the e&ine ehkrY fuel 
flow'-%$ shown i n  figure 4 I fn wMcha the fue& f l& is p l o t ~ e d  & g a i n s t  ' 
the inae'ct5,on .rate fob the  v a & i ~ u s  wates+J.ooh~l mixt&e.s':. Because 
dP: tEe ~exkra f u e l  n6cessarf ' t o  :vaporize 4M;  at; the injected w&'ber, 
t& f.ct'3;,required t o  maintain. rate61 ew3.m ,, e$90d incqeases %fit31 bnjec - 
tioq~:~~&ii% fior; the rnutws c a % a i n i ~ :  0; 20-wmsnt alcohol. How- 
ever, b6cause the' a~coho1  $urns ski ! the  !c.~mbu~tio,n chaplbers and thus , 
s e p e s  a s  a fuel i t s e l f ,  the erigirre pr&rwr;py @el keiuiremente a m  
decreased as the inject ion of mTxtures containing '$04 ar;8 60-percent 
alcohol i s  increased. An evaluation of the  amount of t h i s  fLzel replace- 
ment by increased alcohol content i n  the ingected mixture8 showed 
t h a t  about 40 percent of thg qea%, of combustSon of the alcohol is 
l iberated i n  the combus$iQn 'bhambka.. The horizontal dashed l ine  
'drawn th;rough the point of normal engYne f u e l  flow indicatas the mix- 
tures  09 water an& alcohol tha t  may, be i n j e c b d  without a change i n  
f u e l  flow and hence without a change i n  the  t h r o t t l e  se t t ing;  These 
. .. 
constant-throttle mi-mee?yrrg: frpm'.about 40-percent alcohol a t  
*.- the loprest injection r a t e s  t o  about 32-percent alcohol at the 
highest inject ion ra tes .  
. , . I '  
, , !*%lev&te& *t$mpera&ure .- :- A s  pYeqviously. stated, a l l  these 
r e s u l s  'are restrictred:,to WSert-air .temperatures (detween 4s0 a@ 70° F) 
tha t  pr$ve'i.led d w i ~ g .  t h e i t b e  ,of the t e s t s .  Many applications of 
t~&dr .&ugmeqta t  i9p !@re, however,. those of high-speed f l i g h t  ,at.. 
7 .  %&rat& al t i tudes,  where the ram temperature r i s e  of the in&% aix 
is a$*c iable, .-' , ~ e d a u s e  vyrzatione, i n  %he temperature ' of the inlet  
ark. mayebe gxpqcted tp.have an important part  i n  the  evaporation 
: process of' the .  injected l iquids $.and. hence i n  the Chlmst augmqn$ation 
. . , productdd; an investigation hae been. conducted t o  d e t e k i n e  experi- 
' $ ' A ~ e n f a l l y  the-ef fec t  p f  inlet.-alr temperature cm the th*st aupen-  
~ : { f ~ ~ f a t i ~ h . ~ k o d u $ ~ ~  1 1 . 8  bf inject ion of water-alcohol mixtures at.. the com- 
g r e s s o ~  inlets' ,  This investigation a lso  served %Be'.secondary pur- 
pasis' of providine dA+a f o r  an experimental evalua't5on of the appli-  
cab3lity of the ' sinalg4is praseabd i n  the precedii~g. paper over a 
range of bot'h l iquid inJect ion m%e@ and i n l e t  -air' t'tiniperatures , 
. . 
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~lie!.high i n l i t  -air ,t&rnperatqr&a required f b r  thik";invest . . , :  l i a t  . ion 
.were obt4iribd.. by: ,an: exha$% - k g .  ~b~t!ee@baak~~syskem: iil. which %part. .of: 
' t~h '.en&tne .$xhaus% ' 'g&.$e,s. were ,duotea: t o  ,%he. engtrie: ~ n i e t ,  and: s u i t  - 
.. : ably' iniyti;'d with 60i;ler _ .  \.. 3 % ~  .... ,frogx tk: nijsma~L.:.iriLe't -aik iystem . 
: ' ;:,The- m e i k u m ,  *id+?% ~ai~:t.$mparat&. pse& : i~ %his. 5Wes%iga$lon were 
about P O O ~ , , F ~  :. waish.:~r&ii<&~ +:prbaust-gas' bleedb8,~X:~oP about 
. ' l 0 "  perkant &rid reau~te~,iq.,;a,.re~uu~t i on  o f  fhe-~ox~gen:&8n:t'ent of' 
.- t ~ e ~ ~ * a w ~ e -  fr& ::<&::$opal: wlue : of 25 :g'.p~&efit t o  ', . .. . 
2 2  16 @erqkn6':@y ue$ght ,. : , $titisfac$gry: .&orre~la~j;oii ; P!:batavf?d , 
severai- i tanaard  .. .. --:!.,.; e&iq+ .. :,%&ts$$ihoUt , I.i, . . . JaJ&%ion shb~e& &h&tj t h i s ,  
reduction : i n  -o~qg0n:,~o&dnt #.. . _ .  .I ,, .of: tb? . . , e , ~ ~ q e  *lalet , .hie did nd ' a l te r  
the eri>gxne ;:*er.cjp,&nde Thia ' inGest igakion yas ale0 conducted on 
a 4000-pound-test .centr$fugal-f low-type:'..emgf ne :.wit:h. & ' standard 
. f iBe&-&ea &~,&&t'' zoeilg., &rid. ,a::.*a,&ble,;i&$&a . gxhakst sloz zle  .; 
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 he re'&iil&' :of . t h e  _ .  . .$ .  ,$n?&shigation ul%b:.the bixed-area ~ x b a u s t  ,
. nozzle ark 'sim@a$ized i-~ ,,... figure . .  ;?,:+ ,vh2oh t h e ,  engine thruat  ' 3.8 , ,  . . 
, plo t tea '  ag$t+&)l r;t:h& i n l e t  -air tstgpsmture:! far the normai (uniiugbentdd) . 
- perfbmance + : !o$' the' &ugmented . o~e:r%$,3~rx;%ith- t o t a l  'l&@uid don: ' 
smpt i&s". 'A&$ '2.i2d t6.. 4 *25 pounds ; .pr second. . ~ h e s e  t ea t s '  . ,were'." . .  ". . .  
res t~ io ted ' . '  5 6 ' injbkti06: 6$ :~a$~y.,alone. and the ' e n g i e  was . .. 
operated a t  6 i t he r  ~the.,mFx$mvm ?+te&:,spee.& or at. t h e .  m a x i m u m ,  . opeerr , .  
. ! able speea as  , l imitea,  b'y allowable tat1.-pise. gas tempdratkres , The 
speci'flc hwaidity..of t b a : . ' i ~ l s t  qw ,as v6py':nearl3 constarit a t  a '  , 
. . 
, . 
. . :  
v a h e  of a$&t 50, 'm6$e p&$ pound ,.;& ,:air. .: . .r . : 
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For,comp,fete ranges of normal engine performance and of aug- 
men%& orerat ion 'a t  high in l e t - a l r  temperatures, it was necessary 
t o  continually reduce the engine speed as  the i n l e t  - a i r  teqrperature 
was increased t o  order t o  $revent exceeding the maximuh rat&& ta i l -  
pl.pe gas temperature.. In. fact ,  operat ion of the engine without 
water inject iop .was- limited t o  an in l e t  - a i r  %em$drature of 140° F 
because fur ther  reductions i n  tailepips '  gas temperature by reducing 
the  engine specd were not pouaible. !This necessary reduction of 
engice sgoed, together with the decrease .An compressor, ~ a c h  number 
attendant k i t h  the increased alr,temperature; i s  responsible Tor 
' the  large .neduction i n ,  thrust  with increased in l e t - a i r  tempe~atuPe. 
This decrease i n  th rus t  with increased.air  temperafure is' much' 
greater fo r  normal engine .operation and at .  low rateEi of water injec - . 
t i o n  than4fo r  the high rates. 0% injection, b e o a ~ ~ s e ' f o r  these aondi- , 
t ions tho necdssary , reduc*io~ i n  engine speetk .is greatest ,  The . 
increase i n  thrust obtained by. w a t q ,  inject lon is  tlieref ore muob 
greater at high i n l e t - a i r  t.emperatures than it. is at low in le t - a i r  
t ernperatures , For example, with. a t o t a l  l iquid conswnpt ion of 
4.25 pounds per second-.a thrus t  increaae of about'-700 poyds was 
obtqined a t  80O F a s  compared with a thrust  increase of about twice 
t h i s  amoukit, or '  1400 pou;ids, at an in l e t - a i r  temperature af  1400 J?,,.l>,' ip!: L .  l 4  .:q", 8  w. :I 
The data of f ig&e' 5 are  replotted i n  figure 6, where thL r& i9 
of augmentqd t o  normal engine -b2u?xst is  show a s  a function of injlcd'b- 
a i r  temgcrature f o r  tQe ,var.Eas ,values of So ta l  l iquid consumption. ' 
The thrus t  augmen$ation kncreases very. r ap id .1~  with increased i n l e t  - 
air temperature, part3cu;Layly f o r  hi'e;h vqluee of to%al lLquid consump- 
t i toh, For the t o t a l '  l iquid consmp~iori  ~f 4.25 pounds per second, 
which r e su l t s  from t&e . i n j e c t i ~ n . o f  apout 2.7 pounds per second of 
water, t h s  augmented tmst- r a t i o  Sncrbases from .a@'mt 1.2 5 .'at an 
in l e t - a i r  temperature of'  800 F t 6  over 1,70 a t .  an i n l e t  -a ir ,  temper- 
89 '* q * > !$@: +. 
ature of about 1140' F. &&I"ui.%f , ,  r: , . 
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The resn l t  s obtalned with t h e  varf able -area exhaust nozzle on 
the engine are sumarized i n  f i w e  7,;in which the e q i n e  thrust  i s  
plotted against the in l e t  -a i r  temperature for ,  var.iotis -mtes  of t o t a l  
l iquid consumption, '  or these ruds the '.engine was opemted a t  
maximum rated speed and tlie ta i l -nipe 'ga$ tgmperatures were maintained 
constant at  the maximum r ~ t e d .  value by'adjy~tment .of the exhaust- 
nozzle area. As  fo r  'the 'previo.ue 'nine, the spacific h w i d i t y  of the 
i n l e t  air ,  was f a i r l y  constant, varying .bitw&n 44 and 60, p a i n s  per 
pound. These runs inclu8ea the injeohioq of miIrturea of water and 
+. .I 4 1
Alcohol varying from pure water t o  60-pekcent alcahol but, because 
no sssCematic trend ,w,ith aLcohol misture coul& be ,detected i n  the 
data, the data points are  .coded for varioi.~g. t & a l  li Gid consuiuptions 
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only'. The two "&aaP;hed 1Sfies show, f o r ,  bomparison,, the. ,performa~ioe 
with '?he Fixed-area exhaust nozzle on Stie eniine a t  zero fnjection 
and a t  a' t o t a l  l iquid consiupption of 4.25 pounds per s8cond,, as  
. , obtained from the data of figure 5. 
I '  :,"J:,p +; 
%fie th rus t  of the ewine  with the  variable -area riozzle i s  about 
the same a$' thsit obtained-with- the  f ixed-area nozzle f o r  in l e t  -a i r  
temgeratuids varying from aBout 60°$ F fop unaugmented operation t o  
-aboht 14'0' F a t  a t o t a l  l iqdid consumption of 4.25 pounas per' second. 
The thrust  with the ' t w o  types of' exhaust nozzle is 5he"sape because 
-' the variable-area nozzle, which wa? "contr,olled , t o  tna;inkain l imiting 
ta i l -k ips  gas' temperakures, had ab& the pame b m a  a s  the standkrd - 
f ixea-area nozzle a t  these operating condit bons . The thrust  with 
the.'vari'ab'le -area nozzle ' a t  both high& and Lower . in le t  - a i r  t'em$era- 
t w e s ,  ho~~ever, '  w a s  greater than tha t  obt&ine.d with t h e  fixed-area 
nozzle be'dause;. a t  the hfgh inlet ' -air  temperatures, the exhairst -, 
nozzle a r e a  couId be ' inc~eased t o  maintqin l imiting ta'il-pfpe gas* 
'temgera$uro instead of reducing the .engine speed and, at low .inlet- 
.air temperature,' sl ight.  reduc'tions i n  the exhaust -nozzle area below 
.the standard' s ize  were pos'sible. With the variable-area nozzle, 
thixef ore, the decrease i n  e%ine; thrus t  with increased in l e t  -air 
" terppdrature i s  lc'ss t b ~ n  f o r  the fixed-area nozzle and, moreover, 
' s a t ~ s f a c t  ory - operation i s  nossible at higher in l e t  -a i r  temperatures. 
'  h he tPlrust iricreaee obtain& by 'the water-alcohil inject ion is  greater 
a% .h i~hek inle't - a i r  -'temberatures $hdn it i s  a t  nomal in l e t  -air 
tetaperatdres, F O ~  exaraple, a t  a t o t a l  l iquid consupption of , - ,  
5.25 s o d  per second; ,which resulted from the inJection of1 4.6' pounds 
per second of 'nater in& ,alcq$ol, the thrust  augmentation was abbut. 
' 800 pounds " a t  kibrocal i n l e t  - a i r  ' temperatures and increased , I t o  about 
1300 pounds at an i n l e t - a i r  temperature of 200° F; I 
data of figure 7 &re reglotted i n  figure 8 t o  show the 
r a t  i o  of au-onted t o  n,grmal, t h s t  f o r  the same 'range of i n l e t  -a i r  
I ' ' 8  tempc$akuxes ahd' , total  l iquid 'consumptions. The experimental thrust  
augmentation increases f a i r l y  rapidly with both increased i n l e t  - a i r  
' terhperature aiid , increased t o t a l  I f  quid gansumpt ion, k d  xve*aches a 
value of about 1,65 f o r  a t o t a l  '1iqu;ld consumption of 5.25 pounds per 
second k t  an h l e t - a i r  temperaturk 09 200° F. ~ l t h o u g h  t'he thrus t  
augmentattion oltainea w i t v  the fixedkarea nozzle irss greater  than 
these values fo r  t h e  yarlall&-area nozzJe, especially at h'igh in l e t -  
. air  tem~eraturcs .  it is 'recalled tha5 the  ac tua l  augmented thrus t  
-piodubed -was s l i k b t  ly higher with the variable - p e a  nozzle. . 
4 $,,AS:, \ I I 
:I-.-, I t  I n r  !? Also ncluded i n  figure 8 is a se r i e s  of dashed l ines  t h a t  
represent the resu l te  of:a theore t ica l  analysis of the wet-compression , 
process. The caldulations of the theoret ical  thrmst augmentation ' 
I 
arc, as. i n  . the ,method of t'ae proceding pager, oaeed on the aesump- 
t i ~ n s  t;mt the ,air :is com-ole-tely saturated before enteriing the com- 
presscr and. $s ,iri,equil5brium with the wdter throughout the c m -  
press Son pro"bc.ss. 'FOP, these- calcaiations, however, the value? of 
compressor ef fici&ncg end:: @Lip ,f&ctor - used were the saae a s  the 
values. * obtaiied 'ki"c'0ut .f n ject  ion' &t' %he vag-ious i n l e t  -air terqper- 
atures, ~&jus$ments -t;o the compressor 'ef f ic5ency $uch as were 
ment ionad i n .  th'e preceding paper ' w e r e  not attempte4 f o r  these ' . 
calculati.sns bg~ausb .the e f fec ts  of lihuid: injecti%n on compressor 
perfomanco of% '%hi'sx engine &e still: 'un&er .@tpd%. The - theoret ical  
va-lues of the.  augmented: t l g s t ,  r a t i o  a r e  from 5 'tdc25 percent higher 
*tlian the experinidntal ve t l~as ,~  the ,'&iff erenoe ineyeas ing with increasing 
i n l e b a b .  tamprature,  .and, . rpow ovef,' -the l ines  are of somewhat 
'kifferent s1;qpe. This 'diff'erence- betwe'en the theoretics$ qalculations 
"and experimentpl perf oymanl;e theref ore: indicatesL3"the degree t o  which 
' ' the  ac0uaJ vs3orization process departs from the  idealized one and 
t h e  inkluence $f 3osaible chan&e s in '  compressor e e r f  omance sf f ected 
I . - by tho water injection. L ,. 
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' P i  
: Compressor -Inlet  Inject  ion with Axla.2.-Flow-Type Engine 
: < .  . . 
I '  . 
I n  kdditidn %b %he $r&oio<slf iITmusq~d investigations on 
+ :  " c e n t r i f ~ ~ ~ a i - f  l 0 p f t 3 ~ e  ngine a, an invest :gat idn tias h e n  conducted 
t o  dotermbag txre ' $?crf:wmnce of, & axialrf  l o w - t ~ e  engSne ,with 
.. 1 ,  
wnt e r  -a&c.ohofl. in&atiton,:.at $he bompreseor ;Lnle.tp ( r e fe~encp  3) . A 
'4000 ~poun@-t$'wis'-t - .- engine .g&ipped with a variabkq -area exhau13.t: nozzle 
' 
was ue~d., ~ f f f  &%nt iAn~,ect,$ofi .@y$temd vere t r i e d  ''In' an .eff 6rt  t o  
. obtain the be$t"atoa-i;zatio$ and distribw$don of the -iajec$id ' l iquids.  
+- 3 7; : 
,,- , x  -"',.?-lhe re su l t s  ,obljaYned with the di'frerent. systems were All. ?bqu$ the 
A + ; same, howeyer,. arid,: f oo brevity, the resu l t s '  of a tnZq&& Run with 
only. one or $he' $ysf sms i s  .pras'e?fid: . ,' 5 , ?.', , " , '  
I . I  
. In., f ig$e' 9 the  r a t i o  of &~@ented . t o  soma1 engine. tb~I.f+t f s 
shown rbr various t o t a l  l iquid consumphZ-ons, For the h t g h e ~ t  o t a l  
' l iquid cdnsubp;t ioh .shorn (6 .Q l 'b /~ec 1 j- the. PnjqctSon -rake was about 
"4,5 pounds per sec6n&, The uae of ' this-.  inject ion rate ,  however, 
rmul t ed  an 'da@aie t o  We engine i n  .the. Eoni of ,  compressor-blade 
rubbing, and .- 'ceao'king a@ war$i& of the b,la&"eb 'OF the t u ~ b i n e  
. I 
ncrzzJ.e .box,' - SatifmI;"actor~. en$i'ne oaporation accordingly 1-imited the 
* inject ion.rbte  t o i ~ k o u %  3 poutids 'per  sekdna; ~ e s u l t i n g - i n  a t o t a l  
- 7  L,,' 
,' l iquid oori&bmpt ion. of abou"c' 4. 5 pounds. j?er sec&r;d and. a t lvus t  r a t i o  
of 1.15. ~kris lTmm%e t o  thc possible . thrust '  a ~ g a e n t a t ~ o n ~  i$ consider- 
- ably lowor than the ,palu&' of' 1,2 6 obtained,'wit"n the' cenOrifuga1-flow- 
type _engine and was found t o  bo the r e su l t '  of.:cen%rifigal separation 
t . 
of the injected l iquid and a i r  i n  the compressor and the attendant 
fa i lure  of a large portion of the injected l iquid t o  evaporate i n  the 
compressor. 
Xvidence of t h i s  separation of the injected l iquid and a i r  i s  
odtaj-ned from temperature surveys a t  the compressor out let  as shown' 
i n  figure 10 i n  which the compressor-outlet temperature is  plotted 
against the r ad ia l  distance acrosd the  cmpresscu?-outlet annulus fo r  
various r a t e s ' o f  water injection, Without .injection, the temperature 
profi le  was.faTrly even, whereas f o r  a l l  injected flows the a i r  
remained re la t ive ly  uncooled i n  the region of the blade roots, and 
decreased t o  a lower temperature only i n  the  region between the center 
of the out let  annulub and the blade t i p s .  The maxirm temperature 
difference across the compresgor out let  was about 150° F, which 
indicates considerable. centrifugal e e ~ a r a t  ion of .the injected l iquid 
and..air. It is  therefore l i ke ly  tha t  water-alcohol injection at  the 
compressor i n l e t s  of an axial-flow-ty~e engine can be used t o  best  
advantage only wllen the engin& i n l e t  - a i r  temperature io  high enough 
and the . - i n i t i a l  re la t ive  humidity Xow enough t o  provide f o r  evagor- 
a t ion  of the largest  par t  of the injected l iquid  before compression. 
n d - ' - - i T -  
* l d i ~  mw,u 
Interstage Inject ion with Axial-Flow-Type Engine 
I n  order t o  obtain maximum uscf'ulness of water-alcohol injec- 
t i o n  i n  an axial-flmr engine, gone meam must be found t o  avoid the 
centrifugal separation of the injected l tquids and a i r  in ' the  com- 
pressor. One .method of injeckion tha% would avoid the oentrifugal 
separation yould be t o  in j ec t  only enough l iquid t o  saturate  *the a i r  
a t  various stages of $he compression process. An experimental inves- 
t i ga t ipn  is now i n  progress t o  determine the per fomnce  of an axial-  
flow engine with interstage inject ion of water and'alcohol. 
&fore the  n g f n e  t e s t ing  phase was star ted,  the cbaracterietics 
of many diflereat types bf in'jection nozzle were studied i n  a chamber 
i n  which the compressor air-flow conditions were simulated. The 
principal groblem of nozzle design and select ion was to obtain an 
inject ion nozzle that ,  with reasonable inject ion pressures, would 
give suff ic ient 'penetrat ion f o r  the injected l iquids t o  reach the 
region of the blade roots.  This placing of the injected l iqufd l a  
the region of the "blade roots was considered doiirable t o  offset ,  as 
much a s  possible? the centrifugal e f fec ts  of the rotat ing compressor 
blades. It was found t h a t  a J e t  4f high penetration could only be 
obtained with inject ion nozzlos of f a i r l y  large diameter, which was 
incompatable with the requirement of a large number of nozzles t o  
provide evan stagewise and circuntferential dis t r ibut ion of the injec- 
ted  l iquids.  im- 
The type or m jec t i on  nozzle f i n a l l y  cllosen ana the  general 
arrangement of t h e i r  i n s t a l l a t i o n  i n  the  compressor i s  shown i n  
f i g m e  11. The in jec t ion  nozzles, which a r e  shown i n  d e t a i l  i n  
the  i n se r t ,  were i n s t a l l ed  i n  the  end of 1/8-inch s t e e l  tubes t h a t  
extended approximately halfway across the  compressor annulus. These 
extension tubes were necessary t o  enable the  ingected l iqu ids  t o  
reach the  region of the  blade roots .  These tubes were located b j i - ' $  i'! 
between t he  s t a t o r  blades, near the  lea.diw edge, of t h e  th i rd ,  t .  rn 
s ix th ,  and n in th  stages, and 20 tubes were i n s t a l l ed  a-t each stago.  
I n  addi t ion t o  these  60 inters tage tubes arrszn~sd a t  th ree  s tages  of 
compression, cont-entional spyay nozzles were i n s t a l l ed  a t  the  corn- 
gressor inle-b t o  provide in jec t ion  foy tbe  first th ree  stages of 
corny-ession. ' The presence of these  5nljection tubes caused 9 decrease 
i n  normal engine t h ru s t  of .about 1,s percent; t h i s  disad-vantege 
could, however, conceivably be overedme by incorporating the  water 
passages i n  the  s t a t o r  blades. 
A t  tho, present time, the  investigati,on of in te r s tage  in jec -  
t i o n  i s  i n  <progress on a 4000 -pound-t!lyust axia l - f  low-type engine 
equipped with a variable-area exhaust nozzle. The progrcm is not 
yet  complete, but suf f ic ien t  data have been obtained t o  i l l u s t r a t e  
t h e  p r inc ipa l  fea tu res  and t h e  usefulness of t h i s  system of' water- 
alcoliol in jec t ion .  A summary of eome of the  r e s u l t s  is  given i n  
I f igure  12, i n  which the  r a t i o  of augmentad t o  normal engine t h r u s t  
at maximum ra ted  engine speed and ta i l -p ipe  gas temperatures is  
p lo t ted  against  the  t o t a l  l i qu id  consumption f o r  t he  various water- 
alcohol mixtyres used, Because these  data  were bbtained f o r  i n l e t -  
a i r  temperatures t h a t  varied cons.iderably between runs, a l l  r e s u l t s ,  
have been corrected t o  oonstant i n l e t  -air1 temperature of 88O F, 
which wds a good average of t he  temperature of the various runs and 
i s  the  temperature t h a t  prevailed f o r  61ie compressor-inlet i n j ec t  ion 
runs. For al,l  these data t he  t o t a l  flow of in jec ted  l iqu ids  was 
equally divided among t h e  four  i n j ec t i on  sta%ions.' 
As  previously noted fo r  the  centrifugal-flow-type engine, t h e  
t h r u s t  augmenta3ion f o r  an axial-flow engine z t  a given t o t a l  l i qu id  
cmsumption increases a l i g h t l y  a s  the  alcohol oonte'nt of t he  in jected 
mixtures i s  increased ( f i g .  1 2 ) .  The t h ru s t  aagmentation a l s o  
increases continuously with increaqed t o t a l  l i qu id  consumption and 
reaches a value of a t c u t  1.24 f o r  a t o t a l  i i qu id  consumption of 6 , 
t o  7 pounds per second, This mount of t h ru s t  augmentation i s  i n  
close agreement with the  .perf'obance obtained wdth t he  centr i fugal-  
flow engine p r e v i ~ u s l y  discussed, which indicates  s a t i s f ac to ry  
mixing of t h e  a i r  and t he  l iqu ids  throughbut t he  compression process. 
To date  no comyressor -blade m b b i  ng . or  other' harmful e'f f e&s have 
occurred such a s  were experienced with compressor-inlet in jec t ion  
9- 1 
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a t  high injection rates .  For comparison, the performance obtained by 
injection a t  the compressor in le t  is repyoduced i n  figure 12 as  the 
lower .dadled l ine  . Although the thrust  a~xgmentation of the in le t  - 
injection system appears .higher than tha t  of 'interstage injection f o r  
low injection rates ,  .the difference is Jakgely the resul t  of a 
sh i f t ing  of the curve f o r  in le t  injection t o  the l e f t  because of a 
lower unaugmented liquid cokmgtion,  or normal engine fue l  flow, 
f o r  the inlet-injection engine. Therefore, f o r  t o t a l  l iquid con- 
sumptions from normal t o  a3out 3 pounds per second, the performance 
,with in le t  injection ia  about the same as with interstage injection, 
whereas f o r  higher ra tes  of l iquid consumption the interstage 7 :  - injecd 
t ion  system gives higher thrust  augmentations. 
~ J L  11 
The resul t s  of theoretf c a l  calculations of thrust  augmentatior~, 
based on the same comprcssor efficiency and s l i p  factor  fo r  both 
normal and augmented operation, is  shown by the upper dashed l ine  
i n  fi&e 12, Althohg'n the maximum calculated thrust auwentation - 
is .only s1ightt;l;g gredter than %hat 'obxd.ne5 exper9.wntallyp the tlreo- 
r e t i c a l  l iquid consumpti.ons are only about half as  great a s  actually 
requirbd. A t  a t o t a l  l iquid consumption of 4 pounds per second, the 
' theoretical augmented thrust  r a t i o  i s  8 percent greater than the 
experimental, which i l lus t ra tes  the degree of departure of the 'actual 
vaporization process from the idealized one and possibly changes i n  
compressor nerfomance caused by the water Injection, 
Some typical temperature surveys a t  the . compressor outlet  are 
shown i n  figure 13, where the comprcse~r-outlet temperature is  plotted 
against the rad ia l  distance across the compressor-outlet annulus. 
The sol id l ines represent the normal engine performance wlthaat injec- 
t i ~ n  and with interstage injection a t  t t ~ o  flow rates .  It i s  apparent 
tha t  the a i r w ~ s  evenly cooledby the evaporation o f t h e  injected 
liquids with, i n  fa&, an even f l a t t e r  temyerature dis tr ibut ion 
with injection than for. normal o;?eration. The typical temperature 
d i s t r i h u t i 4  obtained with compressor-inlet injection ( f ig .  10) is 
also included f o r  comparison. I n  addition t o  the runs with the 
extended interstage nozzles, a se t  of runs was conducted with the 
interstage injection nozzles f lush with the outer wall of the com- 
pressor casing, The use of injection nozzles a t  t h i s  location 
would be obviously desirable i n  order t o  avoid the 1.5 percent 
decrease i n  umugmented engine performance, The thrust  was,con- 
s iderably reducea f o r  these runs, however; and the compressor -outlet 
temperature distribution was similar t o  tha t  -obtained with in le t  
injection, a s  shown by the upper dashed l ine  i n  figure 12. This 
ty?e of temperature distribution, together with reduced thrust  
augmentation, has also been obtained i n  several recent t e s t s  with' 
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combustion-chamber InjectSon with ~ x i a l - F ~ O W - ~ y p e  Engine 
, ' 
1 
The &pplication of interstage injection t o  an axial-flow erigine, ' 
while providing sa t  i s fac t  ory augmentation perf omance, has the 
df sadvantage of co&$lexit y of iktstallation, ' at least  for  engines 
already .in the p r o d ~ ~ c t  ion stage. AccordingLy, t an experimental inves - 
t igat ion of injection into th'e combustion chamber has been cond~~cted 
i n  an ef for t  t o  obtaln reasonable .thrust increase' with a system tha t  
retains the aavactage of, simdlicity o r  i n ~ t a l l a t i o n ,  + 
I:., . ' .. 
 he .injectlonof'watgr . ., . intb the bbmbusti'ofi'bl@mbers o f a  turbojet ' 
engine e~n&d'.%!6..'dddrease. the '  a i r  flow' ,t'&ough ' the: %urbi,ne noz zles 
because the t ot'al mass flow cannot 'lndreakk., uqle'ss' ,the ,turbine - in le t  
pressure i s  increased., A reduction i n  the engine a i r  flow, however, 
sh i f t s  the cqmpressbk , ocerat 111~ point'. ' to  ,a .  higher ' pressure ra f lo  
which,' i n  turn; :$?rmi,t.tsan increaee i.6 %be rniiqs flow through the 
engine . A neu ,epiiiltpr ium operat inga.$oint of- the engine having a ' ,  
lower coiip2essa a i r '  flow, a highei -&ompressbr preslmre rat io,  and a ' ' 
higher total .flow;: ,ys .ob$a&iea. : The ,,+&rust ak&m+ntation pro- 
duced,, thereibri;: dcipanda ,i$x the - opera~ing '~char&cter l s t ics  of the 
c o~p~essox::anb & 8 :'resu$t 'of b b t h  : t he  f n c ~ h s e d  'mass flow and higher 
. , je t  velocity :tiro~&$e&',%y'$t11e ' increased' '$ re~a#e  rdt$o.  I n  addition 
to efyJcts ':',the 2.ifie+baaed, iab .  :c9ngt.+.it ' aid.  *gpec%fio heat of 
. . , - ?  . . . . . .  
the  water -aiF' mixture alho .d6&tribut&;,! t o  'a'.kmdilar:'de$ree . t o  an 
increase . . .  i n  t h e  $nk%ine.-&itle% pressure; and mdbenc$:.in thd jet  velocity. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ;.. I..'. : ' .  : ..." . . ' . .  i ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . .  
., ( .:, : . . . . .  
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~ & i &  'investigat . .  , ipn- of t h 6 . t '  aubenta t  l& byc6mbustion-chamber. 
injection. t~a8 .co$tdu~edi.wi;tli a 4000 -pourid.-thmisZ .&lai-f l o ~ r - t ~ p e  ' . 
enginb:!~&&:ippe~ with ' ;$riab&e -area.' exha'ust : n ~ i z l e  and operated a t  ' 
. , 
max&,& ':r'gte& ,ro,tar '.&p,9e& and' eaii.-ii*ei g a s ~ C & m m P ~ ~ r ~ ~ u U r e  ; On the . . 
. , ,  , .. . . . . . . . . .  basis df r-$ulti &trtinea. fr&.' pre$~&&&y $ a ~ & s ~ f ; i & " ~ ~ n s  conducted, . 
on a single combustion chamber, the liquids were introtluced a t  approx- 
imately the  midpoint of the combust,,i~n chambey as shown i n  the upper 
part .of P i m e  14. Separate .noh-zP&$'' were ~ s e d ,  fo r  the water and 
alcohol i , n j ec t i~n , ,  and were ., instalJ.ed twough holes i n  the inner l ine r  
t o  spray. ;rnt,o '+he p$Mary: ~cmbii$tj&i zbne. : "P,our different inject  ion 
systems were used aria the pincipa.1 O ~ ~ b % e r i s t i c s  of. each eyetern' \ '  ' . ,  
are sqqpj+r.izep, in ,$h&"tabl& 'o,f~'figuke',>4. '~5esefouY injection systems, 
whi&h &'&$%&tea s  &&t&b$ hi' ;id:: ; an&. a, , aiffere$ $ n  'the type. ' 
. O  ;. .?;,.., J "- of spl*iP'L(f or &$&mpleJ h ~ ~ ~ o w $ ~ ~ e  or., solfd-jet) ,': the ' number of nbzlxea 
per combustion chamber, and the s ize of the nozzle or i f ice ,  
I n  the lower p a t  of figure 14 is plotted the r a t i o  of aug- 
mented t o  normal engine thrus t  over a range of t o t a l  Liq~zid consump- 
t ions fo r  a l l  ' the.,injection systoms and f o r  various combinations of 
water aqd alcohol injection. A l l  tlie data obtained f o r  combustion- 
chamber i ~ j e c t i o n  f a l l  on a single l ine  indicating tha t ,  a t  l eas t  
fo r  the range of t h i s  investigation, the engine perfdrmance is not 
affected by the penetration of the type of the spray used or  the 
mixture of water-alcohol injected. The temperature dis t r ibut ions 
a t  the turbine,  out let  , f o r  a l l  the data, were a l so  generally similar 
t o  tha t  f o r  increased engine operation, The augmenzed thrust  
. r a t i o  increases almost l inear ly  with increased t o t a l  l iquid con- 
sumption and reaches a value of about ?.,.18 f o r  a t o t a l  l iquid con- 
sumption of 6,25 'your@.s p.er secondd The perfo;cmance with in5erstage 
inject ion and compressor-.inlet in2ection is  shown by the two dashed 
Lines f o r  comparison, The augmentation provided by combustion- 
chamber inject ion with t h i s  engine i s  only about three-fourths of tha t  
provided by interstage inject ion throughout the range of inJected 
flows and i s  s l igh t ly  higher than tha t  obtqined by i n l e t  inject ion 
at. tlie higl~est  t o t a l  l iquid consumption. 
The effect  of combustion-chamber injeotion r a t e  on the compressor 
prespure ra t io ,  the t o t a l  gas flow ra te ,  and the compressor a i r  flow 
is shown i n  .figure 15. Because of the steep character is t ics  of the 
compreqsor of +he engine used, the increase i n  pressure r a t i o  with 
increased combustion-chamber inject ion was accompanied by only a 
s l ight  decreage i n  the a i r  flow. With the inJection of about 
5 pounds pey second of water and alcohol into the combustion chambers, 
t he  presswe r a t i o  was increased from,a normal value of about 3 , 7 5  
t o  .nearly 4.;1, which resulted i n  a l inear  incr'eane i n  the t o t a l  gas 
flow from '72 g o ~ n ~ s  per second t o  about 77 pounds per second. An 
analysis of- t h i s  augmentation cycle, using the measured, compressor 
pressure r a t i a  and @ir flow and constant values of compressor and 
. . turbine efficiency., showed tha t  about 40 percent of the augmentation 
produced is due t o  the increased mass flow rate ,  s l igh t ly  -over 
40 percent due: t o  the increased jet velocity a r i s ing  from the higher 
compressor Tressure, ra t io ,  and the remaining 15 t o  20 percent due t o  
the change fp, themoaynamic properties of- the turbine and exhaust- 
.a SUMMABY OF R3SULTS 
, 
.The r e su l t s  of the experimental investigations of thrus t  aug- 
rnent-atiw by yater-alcohol injection, a l l  of which were conducted 
at zero-ram,. sea-level-pressure conditians, show tha t  f o r  the 
centrifugal-flow-ty;pe turbojet  engine, the inject ion of water-alcohol 
mixture8 a t  the compressor in l e t s  provides a simple and sat isfactory 
. . 
form of thrus t  augmentation. For normal in l e t - a i r  temperatures, 
augmented thrust  r a t io s  of the ordor of 1.26 are  possible f o r  t o t a l  
l iquid consumptions of about 7 pounds per second f o r  a 4000 -~ound- 1 in, !, iit 
thrust  engine. A t  high in l e t  - a i r  temperatures, the thrus t  augraen- c ,a 
t a t  ion produced increases considerably . 
For an axial-flow-type engine, the injection of water at  the 
compressor i n l e t s  was sat isfactory only f o r  low injection rates ,  
producing thrust  au@entat ion r a t  3.0s of l e s s  than 1.35, because of 
centrifugal separation of the injected l iquid and a i r  by the rotat ing 
compressor blades. By the uue of interstage injection, however, t h i s  
centrifugal separation was avoided provided the injected l iquid w a s  
placed i n  the region of the blade roots. The augmented thrust  r a t i o  
produced by t h i s  method was very nearly.the same as  provided by 
compressor-inlet inject ion i n  a centrifugal-flow engine, being f o r  a 
4000 -poimnd.-thmxst engine about 1'24 f o r  a t o t a l  l iquld consumption 
of about 6 t o  7 pounds pera second. W'ith combustion-chamber inject ion 
i n  the axial-flotr engine, the t k u s t  augmentation produced was only 
about three-fourths of tha t  obtained with interstage injection but 
t h i s  system has the aavantage of greater mechanical simplicity. 
8 2 
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Figure 1. - Schematic diagram of turbojet engine equipped 
for water-alcohol injectlon a t  the compressor inlets .  
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F i p e  2. - Variation of  ratio of augmented to normal mgine thrust 
with tota l  l iquid consumption for various water-alcohol mixtures. 
Injection a t  compressor in lets  of centrifugal-flow-type engine 
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Figure 3. - Variation of compressor pressure r a t i o ,  a i r  flow, and 
t o t a l  gas flow with injected l i q u i d  flow for  various mixtures 
of water nnd alcohol. Inject ion a t  canpressor i n l e t s  of 
centrifugal-flow-type engine with fixed-area exhaust nozzle. 
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Figure 4. - Variation of normal engine f u e l  flow 
with injected l iqu id  flow for  various mixtures 
of water and alcohol. Inject ion a t  compressor 
i n l e t s  of centrifugal-flow-type engine with 
fixed-area exhaust nozzle. 
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Figure 5. - Variation of engine. thrus t with cmpressor- inlet  a i r  
temperature f o r  various r a t e s  of t o t a l  l i q u i d  consmption. 
Inject ion a t  compressor i n l e t s  of centrifugal-flow-type engine 
wlth f ixed-area exhaust nozzle. 
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Figure 6. - Variation of r a t i o  of aueen ted  to normal engine th rus t  
with cmpressor-inlet a i r  temperature fo r  various r a t e s  of 
t o t a l  l iquid consumption. In  jectlon a t  compressor i n l e t s  of 
centrifugal-flow-type engine with fixed-area exhaust nozzle. 
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Figure 7. - Variation or thrust wlth compreaaor-inlet air 
temperature for various rates of total liquid consumption. 
Injection ab compressor inlets of centrifugal-flow-type 
engine with variable-area exhauat noesle. 
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Figure 8. - Variation of ratio of aqgnented to normal engLne 
thrust wlth compressor-inlet air temperature for various rates 
of total llqlid consumption. Injection at oompresqor inlets 
of centrifugal-flow-tyae engine wlth variable-area exhaust 
nozzle. 
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Figure 9. - Variation of ratio of augmented to normal englne 
thru'st with total liquid consumption. Injection at oomureaaor 
inlet of axial-flow-type englne with varlable-area exhaust 
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Figure 10. - Compressor-outlet temperature aurveys for various 
rates of water injeotion at oomoresso?. inlet of axial-flow- 
tyrx, engine with variable-area exhaust nozzle. 
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Figure 11. - Diagrammatic sketch of installation of interstage 
injection nozzles in axial-flow compressor. 
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Figure 12. - Variation of ratlo of augmenked to normal engine 
thrust with total liquid consumption for various water-alcohol 
mixtures. Interstage injection in axial-flow-type engine with 
variable-area exhaust nozzle. 
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Figure 13. - Cvmoreaaor-outlet temperature surveys for interstage 
injection in axial-flow-tyw engine with variable-area exhaust 
nosale. 
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Figure 15. - Variation of comprsssor pressure ratio, air flow, 
and total gas flow with injected liquid flow for combustion- 
chamber injection. Axial-flow-type engine with can-type 
combustion chambers and variable-area exhaust nozzle. 
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Among the several mithbds of thr~tst akgjnientatibn of turbo jet 
engines1 c,onsidered in this series, of papers, the. method that pro- 
vides the @;re&test take-off thrust increase is the: air bleedoff 
cycle. The' permissible turbine-inlet temperature of present 
.turbojet 'engcms 'limits the amount of fuel that , q y  be burned in 
the engine combustion chambers. As a result of this temperature 
limit, the gaEes passing thraugh the turbine' contain a large quan- 
tity of, dilution-air .or &burned oxygen.' The air bieedoff cycle 
takes advantage of this exoess.air by removing it before it passes 
throueh the turbine and By usling this hi&-pressure air supply, 
. , 
after burning it in a combustion chamber, for an auxiliary jet. 
The air'that is removed frcm the normal engine is replaced with 
water which vaj?orizes. in the. engine. combustion chamber and passes 
through the turbine as steam.' St is,. of 'course, necessary to 
increase the. fuel flow' to the combustion chamber to vaporize this 
water. Water >,is used for the replacement fluid primprily because 
of the low pumping work required. Thus'in essence the dilution 
air is replaced with steam without greatly altering the perform- 
ance of the engine and at 'the same. time a high-pressure air supply 
for an auxiliary jet is made; available, Compressor-inlet injection 
is incorporated to take ^ advantage of the additional augmentation 
th&t is obtained by the 'increased/copspyessor-outlet pressures and 
mass flow. . 
, . 
. . 
, RESULTS AN6 DISCUSSION ' 
Figure 1 schematically illustrktes a 'turbojet engine equidped 
for air bleedoff. . The air-qleedoff engine consists of two main 
components, .the ordinary 'turbo jet engine and the auxiliary com- 
bustioh chamber, which are hereinafterrreferred to as the primary 
and secondary engines, respectively. The primary engine is pro- 
vided with water- and,alcohol-injection~nozzles at the compressor 
ihlgts. A.manifold is installed at the inlet of the primary-engine 
combustion chambers through which compressor-outlet air may be bled 
to the secondary-engine combustion chamber. Water-injection nozzles 
are installed in the primary combustion chamber through which water 
may be injected into Che primary combustion zone to replace the 
bleedof f air. . ,  
The bleedoff air is burned at fuel-air ratios up to stoichio- 
metric in thel secmdiry-engine combustion chamber and is ejected 
through a nozzle. A shutoff valve is installed at the secondary- 
combustion-chamber inlet. The shutoff valve was necessary to 
return the engine to normal operating condition but was always in 
the wide-open position during bleedoff operation. 
The origin& work on air bleebS, yhiph was'lrepor-bed in 
reference, 4, cqs,isted oPi'a Srief investigation on a 531 engine, 
the re~ults'of which are s~mmr$zed in figure 2. The results were 
obtaixed .a$,,sea-layal, 'zero! fiight ~ach' number conditions. The 
ratio ~f aubented thmst to normal thrust. is plotted against the 
ratio of total 1iquid:fl.o~ to normal-engine fuel flow. The total' 
liquid flow includes fuel flow to both the primary and secondary 
engines and all inj.ected water a d  alcohol flows. The experi- 
mental results are shown bg the circles and the line is the result 
of a cycle analysis in which component efficiencie's typical of 
present engines were,used. Y i  maximum thrust rakio of 1.65 w%s 
obtained e-x@e$imentalhy at a liquid flow .ratio$ of about 11.8, 
. -  This result is about 90 percent lower than the thrust increase 
predicted by the analysis. 
k'  cause" df the promising results shown in the greliminary - 
Yths, amore complet,e:investigation was conducted on a 533 engine 
..in whi'ch an effort was made to establish the, effects of some of 
the operating variables on engine performance. The runs were all 
hade at sea-leyel, . zero. fligh3MEt'ch npnber conditions, The cor- 
rected 'engine sp,eed was,nearly constant at 11,600 rpm and the data 
were adjusted .tos a, constant speed 02 11,600 rpm (mil~tary rated 
speed, 11,500 ',rpm) . .The primary-e'ngine :ndzzle diameter was con- 
s.ta~t at ' 19.5 ihches, 'end the .tail-pipe temperature .was held as . 
close as pbs$ib,le to 1225~. F by regulation of the amount' of wter 
1ri:ectgd in30 $he p~imary combustion chwbe~s. After a study of 
water- aha alcohol-injection results at the compressor inlet of 
a J33 engine, the.inlet-ihjection rates of water and alcohol were 
f fxed at 2 -6 and, 2.2 pounds per second, respectively, corresponding 
,:to the condition.tl;lat prodsrced the b'est combination of thrust aug- 
rnenkation,a'Ld . r Liquid ~comu~tion. 
. 
.- Thk water flow to'the primary combustion chambers varied 
from 0 to 9 pounds per second corresponding to a range of bleedoff 
gas flows from 0 to 24 pounds per second, The bleedoff flow varied 
with the secondary-engine nozzle dtctmeter and secondary-combustion- 
chamber fuel-air ratio. The secondary-engine nozzle diameter was 
varied from 4.5 to. 7.0 inches add the fuel-air ratio in the second- 
ary combust~on, chamber was varied from 0,03 to 0.08. 
I .  . . 
Because the primary-engine tail-pipe temperature was fixed, 
the amount of water injected into the primary combustion chambers 
was a function of the bleedoff flow, Figure 3 shows the variation 
of water flow to the primary combustion chambers with bleedoff gas 
flow. There is a linear relation between these variables but only 
about 0.37 pound of water is required to replace each pound of 
bleedoff gas flow and to maintain the constant tail-pipe temgera- 
ture. With a bleedoff flow of 24 poimds per second, about 9 pounds 
per second of water hust be injected. 
In order to vaporize and superheat the injected water, addi- 
tional fuel must be &med in the primary combustion chamber. A 
part of this fuel is supplied by the alcohol injected into the 
compressor inlet but additional kerosene must be supplied through 
the primary-combustion-chamber fuel nozzles. Figure 4 shows the 
relation of fuel flow into Lha prbary combustion chambers to the 
bleedoff gas flow. The fuel flow does not include the alcohol flow 
injected at the compressor i~let. The fuel flow increases from 
about 0.8 pound per second to 2.25 pounds per second as the bleedoff 
flow increases from 0 to 24 pounds per second. 
Further increases in bleedoff flow above the maximum of 
24 pounds per second shown on the curve resulted in combustion 
failure in the primary combustion chambers. At this bleedoff flow, 
the over-all fuel-air ratio in the primary combustion chambers, 
including the alcoliolj was, about 0.043. Although this over-all 
fuel-air ratio is considerably below over-all stoichiometric fuel- 
air ratio, the fuel-air ratio in the primary burning zone was of 
course, much richer and the combustion failure was probably the 
result of rich blow-out. Further increases in bleedoff flow, 
therefore will depend on design changes in the primary combustion 
chanbers . 
Figure 5 shows the individual liquid flows to the primary 
engine as a function of bleedoff flow. As bleedoff flow is 
increased, water flow to the primary combustion chamber increases, 
fuel flow to the primary combustion chamber increases and the 
water and alcohol flow to the compressor inlet-is constant. The 
net result is an increase in total liquid flow as shown by the top 
curve. -The total liquid flow to the primary engine increases from 
5 to 15 pounds per second as the bleedoff flow increases from 0 to 
24 pounds per second. Because the increase in total liquid flow 
to the primary,engine is less than the increase in bleedoff flow, 
the net result is a decrease in total flow through the turbine 
and primary jet and consequantly a reduction in augmented primary- 
engine thrust shown by the curve at the top of the figure. The 
ratio of augmented primary-engine thrust to normal-engine thrust 
decreases from about 1.26 for th6 engine with inlet injection but ' 
no' bleedoff ,to aboii* I t  12 for bleedoff flow of 24 pounds per, secdnd. 
. , 
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The, crmance of the ,kkc'ondary ehgina may be, ana$zed ' in 
: : ' 1  two iarts, the:, thrust and tge' air f~bw. .In ord& t6'.pro.v$de 'e;' 
I I I , 
, \bettr 'understanding of the effects of Zhe operating variables on: 
! : I ,  I pesf forrmance, .the air flow and thrust :have been plptted ii the fob% 
n I 
. of 'par8meter.s derivpd '?ram, th6 fundamental Zlow equations. ' Bdcause 
the ' combustion-chamber- inlet. pressure was syff'iciwtly, close to the 
combustiAn-chamb,er-outlet pressure, it1 wqs considered reasonable.. to 
use tho inlet pressi.1r.e. in, the ';~orreiation. , It .is a well knotjn,.. ' 
relation that for a convergent' nozzl8' opBrating at greater' than ,; ' 
critical~-p'ressu~s .ratio .t~he, mass flow is equal to a constant %imen 
.:the product! o f .  the nozzle area inl.et pressure divide,d by the 
. . 
'square, root of the inlet temperature, ,. , 
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. L $5 , . . . . .  , . ' . .  ! 
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, , j .  . r * 3 '  . 
" mass floir of gas .tkou& secondary engine 
K1. constant 
5 ' '  ( . . 
. .  . 
, A ,  area of .nozzle outlet ' , 
) .. . 
. . , , % : at secondary-combustion-chamber outlet ~. or nozzle 
. I #  I inlet. ' 
, ' ;  " ', . 
! .  
. temperature at secondary-combustion-chamber outlet or nozzle 
When' equation: (1) is divided through by PbA, 
replaced by a function of the fuel-air ratio 
This factor is also a functlon of compressor-outlet temperature 
- 
,!?-I' 
which was eliminated from consideration because it is constant for 
:!5i,;.! - 3 this investigation., -i 
- 
The factor %/(P~A) is plotted against fuel-air ratio in 
figure 6 .  The mass flow ratio decreases rapidly from a fuel-air 
ratio of 0.03 to a fuel.-air ratio of 0.05 and then becomes nearly 
constant with further increase in fuel-air ratio. A curve derived 
from fluid-flow theory has been plotted in the figure as a dashed 
line. For this calculation a combustion efficiency of 100 percent 
and a flow coefficient of 1 was assumed. A greater mass flow was 
obtained e-xperimentally for a, given fuel-air ratio than the theo- 
retical curve predicts because of the lower combustion-chamber 
temperatures due to the combustion inefficiency; lower nozzle- 
inlet *temperatures, of course, permit the passage of a larger mass 
flow of gas through a given-size nozzle. The bleedoff flow can be 
found from this correlation curve for any bleedoff pressure, nozzle 
area, and secondary fuel-air ratio. 
The following additional symbols areused in the analysis of 
the secondary-engine thrust: Pbt the nozzle-outlet pressure, 
Po the ambient pressure, and Ob the thrust, 
The thrust of a convergent nozzle operating at supercritical 
pressure ratio may be expressed as the product of the mass flow 
and the critical jet velocity plus the difference between nozzle- ' 
outlet pressure and ambient.pressure times the nozzle area. 
. . 
Fb = MbVb 4- (pbt '- P~)A. (4) 
Dividing through by .PbtA and rearranging yields 
For a convergent nozzle operating at supercritical pressure ratio, 
rthe ~ozzle-inlet pressure is equal. to a constant times %he ouklet 
pressure 
K2Pb ' = .Pb :* 8 ;  $b ;!' ( 6  
I I .I % 
' pb where K2 is a c-oqstant. Replacing Pbt with - yields 
K2 
but from equatlion 
8 : 5  .:j 
I 1 ,lwhere Vb is the critical' velocity at the 
1 
nozzle throat; therefore 
The values of the parameter of equation (9) as calculated from the 
experimental data are plotted against secondary-engine nozzle area 
in figure 7. The thrust factor is constant at a value of 1.1 for 
secondary nozzle sizes from 4.5 to 7.0 inches. With the constant 
, value of this factor, the thrust of the secondary engine may be 
' # I ,  I calculated for any value of inlet pressure and nozzle area. 
ll # '  cl $ 
I n  ' 8 . :  i The dashed lines at the bottom of figure 8 are the ratio of I I  ' I '  i. secondary-engine thrust to normal-engine thrust calculated from the 
' 
correlation curves shown in figures 6 and 7. These curves are In 1, 
I . ,  1 1  jplotted against bleedoff flow for values of secondary-engine fuel- 
, ,Jair ratio of 0.03, 0.045,and 0.08. The experimental data are shown 
! by the symbols. The secondary nozzle diameter for these experi- 
i I ': ' mental points varied from 4.5 to 7.0 inches. 1 
I 1  I 
'C 
The calculations from the correlation curves resulted in 
8 T b ., . separate lines for different fuel-air ratios and the test data 
, 8 '  
fall upon those lines (fig. 8). If the analysis had not been . cyl.r. 8 .  
made, a single curve probably would_have been &awn through the I n  I 
test data and wduld have obsc~wed the effect of fuel-air ratio. 
Also plotted in figure 8 is the ratio of primary-engine thrust 
to normal-engine thust previously $resented in figure 5. The - - 
thrust of the primary and secondary engines combine to produce a 
maximum total, aupented thrust ratio of about 1.7 shown by the 
data points at the top of the figure. Here again the data points 
represent Ithe 'experimental data and the lines are calculated fram 
the cumes of efiperimental primary-engine thrust and calculated 
seconsary-engine thrust shown at the bottom of figure 8.. Without 
bleedoff; a thrusk ratio of 1.26 is obtqined because of inlet 
injection. with maximum bleedoff a secondary-engine-thrust ratio 
02'1.54 is obtained but the primary-engine-thntst ratio is reduced 
to 1.'96,.as previously discussed., resulting in a net thrust ratio 
of abo~tt 1.7 for the bleedoff engine. 
.llP \4 
In figure 9 the thrust'ratio' of the bleedoff engine is ' I n  ' *  
replotted agajnst the ratio of total liquid flow to normal-engine 
fuel flow. Lines calculated from the correlation curves are 
drawn for fuel-air ratios of 0.03, 0.045, and 0.08. Points are 
plotted from the measured thrust data for fuel-air ratios of 0.03, 
0.045,and 0.08. The experimental results'agree within 4 percent 
with the values calculated from the correlatibon,   or a given 
thrust ratio it is desirable to operate nesr stoichiometric fuel- 
lair ratio to give the minimum liquid flow ratio , and bleedoff flow, 
although there is little 'difference between operation at fuel-air 
ratios of 0.045 and 0.08. Operation at low bleedoff flows is 
desirable because of better performance of the primary combustion 
chambers. 02eration at the secondary-engine fuel-air ratio of 
0.03 in the higher range of the.curves with the same secandary- 
nozzke size as in the lov' range would. probably be impossible 
because of the high bleedoff flows that would be required. 
. . 
The dashed line om figure 9 is calculated from the correlation 
curve for 100 percent combustion efficiency and stoichiometric mix- 
ture in the secondary combustion chamber. ' For equal thrust ratios, 
the theoretical curve gives 10 percent less liquid flow than the 
experimental results. The maximum thrust ratio obtained experi- 
mentally was about 1.7 at a liquid flow ratio of 12.9. If this 
thr~tst ratio is applied to a normal 4000-pound-thrust engine, the 
augmentedftake-off thrust would pe 6800 pounds with a liquid con- 
S~mption of about 16.1 pounds per second. . 
Further increases in thrust augmentation by air bleedoff may 
be obtained by continued mrovement in the secondary cornbustion- 
chamber efficiency and by development of a primary-engine combustion 
chamber that will permit operation at higher bleedoff flows. For 
most production engines, hi~her fuel-air ratios in the primary com- 
bustion chamber than those shown will require increased fuel- 
handling capacity for the fuel system. 
.+ , .' h 1  
- , Particular attention aust be paid in the design of the bleed- 
off system and the water-injectiop system for the primary combustion 
chamber in order to minimize changes in the turbine-inlet tempera- I 
ture gradients. The adverse effects of bleedoff and I .. 
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inject ion on t h i  %,mine-oi t le t  temperature 
f igure 1 0 . i n  wh$ch represe'ntative rad ia l  tem- 
across the turbine-outlet annulus a re  
plot ted f o r  normaJ operation and f o r  bleedoff operation ,with 1 
. 11 pounds 6er:second of bleedoff flow and 4 pounds per second, of 
water flow t o  the primary comb.pstion 'chambers. The r a d i a ~  tem- 
perature gradien-t: is about 200' F i n  normal operation with the 
lowest temperatures' occurring a t  the roots but it increases with 
, bleedoff operatj-on t o  500' F with the highest temperatures occur- 
r ing a t  the blade roots. These dis t r ibut ions are  representative 
of ,the gyadients with the l a t e s t , l n j e c t i o n  and bleedoff codigura- 
t ions anh are a considerable improvement over the ea r l i e r  designs. 
I 
I 
SUMMNiY 
A thrust  ratdo of 1.7 was obtained a t  the condition of sea- 
leve l  take-off ig a experimental investigation on a turbodet 
engine 'with a bleedoff augmentation system incorporating l iqui& 
inject ion in to  the coinpressor in le t .  This ~erformance was obtained 
a t  the exgerise of hfgh l iquid  consumption. 
,. 
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Fieure 1. - Schematic diagram of bleedoff engine. 
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Figure 7 .  - Variation of thrust of secondary engine with 
secondary-eneine nozzle area. 
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Figure 10. - Radial temperature distributions at turbine outlet 
for normal operation and for bleedoff operation. 
COKPARISON OF VkFOUS METHODS OF TBRUST AU8mTATION 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Labora-1;ory 
I . ' . .  
The previms'  co-~erkd both theo&tical  and experimental 
resu l t s  on the perf orqanca of various t'nnust -a~~gmentation methods, 
Cozputa$ion.sJ. gyib2. 5y the experimental resul ts ,  are  used t o  com- 
pare the re la t ive  eff ic iency,  additional weight, and appl icabi l i ty  
of each %hrust -a.uegnsntation ~ilethod over a 'range of f l i g h t  condi - 
t ions . The me thcds coilsidered are  tail -pipe burning, water injec - 
t i o n  a t  the coapre8,sor in le t ,  a combination. of ta i l -pipe burning 
plus wate.r injact,ion, aBd bleedoff with watei- injection, The t a i l -  
pijpe-barning @us wa~er- inject ion method, although not previously 
discussad, is a l so  considered t o  be of interest. ,and i s  included t o  
show *hat might be expected of t h i s  method. Because rocket-assist  
un i t s  hace been used t o  a large extent i n  ass i s t ing  the take-off of 
conventioml a i r c ra f t ,  t h e i r  performance is comgared with tha t  of 
the other.methods on the basis of l iquid consumption, A more com- 
plete description of the systems, mezhods of analysis, and r e su l t s  
w e  presented i n  reference 1. 
The comparfson of augmentation methods was made f o r  a l t i tudes  
of sea leve l  and 35,000 fee t  and f o r  f l i gh t  Mach numbers of 0, 0.85, 
1.50, and 2,50.  The thrust  augmentation of the engine was determines 
from step-by-step caXculations of the performance of both the normal 
and the augmented engine, The eff ic iencies  chosen were polfiropic 
and are- for  the compressor, 0.80; f o r  the turbine, 0.85; f o r  the 
exhaust nozzle, 0,95; and f o r  the i n l e t  diffuser,  1.00, 0.85, 0.80, 
an& 0,70 f o r  f l i gh t  Mach numbers of 0, 0.85, 1.50, and 2,50, respec- 
t ively , me primary combustion-chamber total-pressure loes was 
assumed t o  be 3 percent of the combustion-chamber-inlet t o t a l  pres- 
sure, The drag coefficient of the  ta i l -3ipe burner ( r a t i o  of t o t a l -  
pressure  loss^ t o  inlef; velocity head) was asl~umed t o  be 0.5, Two 
fixed engines, .one having a constant compressor work input of 
85 Btu per pound of a i r  and the other having twice the work input 
or  170 Btu per pound of a i r ,  were assumed t o  operate Over the en t i re  
range of a l t i tudes  and f l i g h t  speeds. These values of wo~k  input 
give compressor pressure r a t io s  a t  sea-level s t a t i c  conditions of 
about 4 and 11 and correspond t o  one- and two-stage centr i fugal  cam- 
pressors, respectively; :, The exhaust -kirrz.zle area was assumed t o  be 
adjusted f o r  a l l  cases t o  give tail-pipe temperatures of 1650° R f o r  
the engine with the low-pre,ssure-mtio7~compressor anfi 1500° R f o r  the  
engine with the high-pressure-ratio ompressor. These,values give 
turbine - inlet  temperatures of abbut 1960 'and 2100' R, respectively. 
With ta i l -pipe burning, the ta i l -pipe area was assumed t o  be 
double the normal t a i l -p ipe  area i n  order t o  establioh a reaglomble 
burner-inlet velocity; charts, .which account f o r  the e f fec ts  of 
dissociation, were used t o  calculate the temperatures f o r  various . 
ta i l -pipe fue l -a i r  ra t ios . .  Calculations were made f o r  f u e l i a i r  
r a t io s  up t o  stoichiometric. 
For the wafer-inject ion ,caLculat ions, the component eff ic iencies  
were a l te red  t 6  bring agreement ljetween t+eoret ical  and experimental 
r e su l t s  by the .same methods as previously discussed ,int the f i f t h  paper 
on the analysis of water inject ion,  For each fxight condition, c a l l  
culations were made with varying amounts of water injected a t  the 
compressor i n l e t  t o  the point where the cozli-pressor-outlet a i r  was 
saturated. lw:,L. L , f i k % y m  
* .-. .- . _I 
I '  
 
W i t - t h  bleedoff the amount of augmentatio* for a given l iquid 
injection increases rapidly with an increase i n  the mount of a i r  
bled off . Bleeding off large quantities,, however, increases the 
mass flow of a i r  'through the comTresoor and a l so  the pressure r a t i o  
across the tur l ine  and nay r e su l t  i n  large decreases i n  the e f f i -  
ciencies of these components. It wa@ Pound from theoret ical  con- 
siderations tha t  by maintaining the .a rea  of the  primary-engine exhaust ' 
nozzle the same a s  f o r  normal engine operation a t  sea-level s t a t i c  , 
conditions the change i n  the operating conditions of these 'components 
was very smal.1 ( less  than the change with only water injection a t  the 
cangrassor i n l e t ,  For each f l i g h t  condition, bleedoff was considered 
for  the c a ~ e  where .just suff ic ient  water was inJected a t  the com- 
pressor i n l e t  t o  saturate the a i r  a t  the compressor oIltlet, .In a l l '  
cases, the turbine-outlet temperature was mainta5ned at the assumed 
value by a d j u s t b g  the amount of a i r  bled off f o r  each amount of water . 
injected i n - t h e  combustion' chamber, The.ratios of water flow injected 
i n  the primary cornbusti,on chamber $0 bleedoff flow were calculated 
theoret ical ly ,  The values obtained gave lower values of the bleedoff 
flow f o r  a given l iquid 'flow than were obtained experimentalzy, The 
bleedoff OF auxi l iary burne~ .  wag assumed t o  operate with a stoiohio- 
metric fue l -a i r  r a t i o  in a l l  cases. 
The rockets &re asswed t o  have a specif ic  impulse of 190 pOUM5- 
seconds per pound f o r  ab l  conditions of a l t i t ude  a& I .  f l i g h t speed. 
I - 
Baiea u2ok these assumptions, the val-ues of augmentat ion t o  be 
J L  
presented are  sodewhat higher $ban. the values obtained experimentally 
it- the present ' time from the vai-ious net hods. 
 be re la t ive  values 
of the lqaximums are, however, believe& t o  be indicative of what may 
- b e  expected i n  actual  practice. 
I 
~ U L T S  &m DISC~TSSION 
p p " $ " w r i d  ' 
'-' T b r u ~ t  Augmentation 
On the b ~ s j s  of the  give^ assumptions' and methods of analysis, 
figure 1' silowa a comparison of the thrust  -augment&tton methods. 
\ 
The r a t i o  of augmented t h s t  t o  normal t h r u s t  is plotted' against 
' the rakio of t o t a l  l iquid consumption of the augmented engine t o  fue l  
. 'con~lmption bf the~ncrmal  engine. The r e su l t s  are  f o r  the engine 
with the  low-pressure *rat io  compressor, Becauae the engine w a s  
assumed t o  operate a t  a constant ro tor  speed, the compinessor.pres- 
sure ra6io changes with change i n  f l i g h t  conditions and with the 
inJection of water. The iange'of. pressme ra t ios  obtained with 
thealow-pre&ure-rat.~o compressor ( f i g ,  l ( a ) )  is from 4.3 t o  5,0 a t  
sea-level s t a t i c -  conait ions. The ,presswe r a t i o  of 4.3 is  obtained 
wtth the normal engine and the pressure r a t i o  of 5,O is obtained 
. ~ 5 t h  water  injection. 
With water inJection, a thrust  r a t i o  of L.32 can be obtained 
a t  a Xiqpid r a t i o  of 5,o when i n j e c t i e  suff ic ient  water t o  saturate  
the  a i x ' a t  the comfpremor '&i t le t .  The condition f o r  which just  
suff ic ient  water is injected t o  saturate  the a i r - a t  'the compressor 
i n l e t  is  represented by the lowoet cross (fig, l ( a )  ) . The most 
econamicalmat~od i s . t a i l - p i p e  burning, ~,&fch can provide a maximum 
thrus t  ' r a t i o 1  of 1.55 a t  a. l iquid r a t i o  of 9.0; t h i s  thrmst m t f o  is 
comparable t o  1'. 32 with water inject$on a t  t h i s  l iquid rat io .  The c i r c l e  
(on the tall-pibe-burning c k v e  f i g ,  l(a.Jj represents a s to i ch ime t r i c  
fue l -a i r  r a t i o  andf i s  the maximm thrust  r a t i o  tht can be obtalned 
with ta i l -p ipe  burning. Large increases i n  thrus t  oan be obtained 
by adding water h j e c t i o n  t o  the tail-pipe-burning meChod when the 
over-all fue l -a i r  r a t i o  remains at- stoichiometric. A thrus t  r a t i o  
of 2.05 a t  a l iquid r a t i o  of 8.0 can be obtained by t h i s  method 
when satuGating the a i r  at  t h s  compressor out let ,  The cross on the 
water-in3ectZon cwve ( f ig , l (d )  represents the cbndition f o r  which 
just  eufficient water i s  injected t o  saturate the air  a t  the com- 
n preaeor ' inlet .  
; ,"& 
,I. d d  ~ l e k d o f f  is l e s s  e f f ic ien t  than ta i l -p ipe  burning or  the com- 
' bination'of ta i l -pipe burning arid water injection, inasmuch a s  a 
Bigher Uq114d ra;t;io iiq required f.or th'e s h e  %hrust xatio. A higher 
r a t i o .  is  possible, lioweser, with blee,doff .' For example, a thrus t  
r a t i o  of 2',60 can be ob.t@-inbd with bleedoff as coypred t o  a 'maxiplum j: I '  ' 
of 2.05. f;or the c~mbi.mtion of %ail-pipe bumin$ and water injection. 
~ i g h e r '  values of the thrust  r a t i o  a re  no& possi6le with bleedoff 
because stoichiometric fue l -a i r  r a t i o  was reached in  the primarz com- 
bustion chamber. I f  the amount of water injected a t  the compressor - 
i n l e t  is limited t o  tha t  . m o a t  required Oo saturate  the a i r  a t  the 
compressor in l e t  in~ltead of the outlet ,  the  maximum thrust  r a t i o  of 
2,20 is represented by the  cross below the curve f o r  bleedoff 
I I 
, ( f i g -  l ( a )  1 . < 
 he: rqcket-assist method i s  the l eas t  2ffi"ci;nt. inamnuoh as it 
requires the hiehesb l iquld r a t i o  Tor' a givep thrus t  r a t i o  .. The 
rocket-assist  method, however, haa no theore t ica l  limit.  he specif ic  
'. Tmpulse of '190'. a s~uqed  f o r  the rockets is an average va-lue f o r  current 
rocket@. values as hZgh a's 220 ar&' oEtalned on-'some commexcially 
ava l~ab le '  units, an& values of 350 ears be dbtahed theoref;icaLly with 
l iquid oxygen an& by&.ogen. The. specific f u e l  consumption ia iilversely 
proportionaX. t o  the specific bpulge ,  For a thrui3t r a t i o  of 2,05, 
which c&n be obtained- by the  co?ibination of ta i l -pipe burning and water 
injection,. the blee,doff and rocket -asis'isk methods reqqire from 2 t o ,  
2,5 t imys  the  l iqufd.ratio.  
The r e su l t s  f o r  the same conditions, except 6% ,a ,  f l i g h t  ~ a c d  
number of 0.85,, &re skjm i n  fl@xre l ( b ) .  The compressor'pressum 
r a t i o  xias reduc,ed: to ,  3 .~.'&t a fxight 'mch number of 0,85 as cdmpared 
t o  4.3, at a .fillght Uaqh riwmber of 0 because of 'the higher a i r  tern - 
perature at  the compressor in1eL. The 5urves obt,ai.ned are siinllar 
t o  those f o r  r a  f l i gh t .  Mach. number of' zero except tha t  greater  vaLues 
of' the thru-st' r a t t o  are ob'tainea: 9032 the rjame v a l y s  of the l iquid 
r a t i o .  For example, at .  a. liquid' r a t i o  of 8.0, a thrust  ratiio ' of 2.90 
. 
pan be obtained.with the combinakion nf ta i l -p ipe  burning ?lus water. 
' . ipject ion gs ompared $0.2 .Q5 a t  a f l i g h t  %ch nunber of zero.. ' Water 
inJec$iqn with saturabion at the' 'compresior i n l e t  is' more effect ive 
becauae o f .  thq higher .compressor-inlet- temperature at  the higfier 
f l i g h t  Mach number., A maximum %&st r a t i o  of 3,70 at a lrquid r a t i o  
of 31.5 can be "obtained wirtli bxeedoff . I 
In ,order t o  ahow the comparison of the  v&ious bethods at  ,high 
alti$Fdes, f $ p r e  l ( 9 )  presents the rkaa l t s  f o r  an a l t i t ude  of 
35,090 feet.  The f l i g h t  Machs1 numbefr ' for t 3 h l s  'case i s  0.85. T b  
trends a re  ' sim'ilay t o  those f o r  sea level.  Both the maximum tbxust 
r a t i o  and the thrus t  r a t i o  f o r  a given liquid r a t i o  are, however:, q v  I , :  
less- for each-method, A,  m a x L h  thrus t  r a t i o  of 1.32 can be obtabed. ' 
with k t e r  inj.ect.ion,.at a . l i q u ~ d  r a t i o  of 4.5'. Water ing'e,ction with , 
only mf f i c i en t  water t~ saturate the a i r  at  the compressor i n l e t  i s  
much l e s s  effect ive a t  t ~ e  higher a l t i tudes  because of the lower 
i n l e t  -a ir  temperatTr6. WLth ta i l -pipe - burnifig, the.  maximum thrust  
' r a t i o  is 1.92 a t  a l iquid r a t i o  o f s  3,5: Adding water ' injection t o  
ta i l -pipe burdng incremes the maximum tlwuat r a t i o  t o  2.36 at a 
Itquid r a t i o  of 7 .a?:' BP6edoff can proviae a ma;iri& thrus t  r a t i o  
of 2?88 at  a $iquid'rat.lo'of 26,0,.' I #  
. ' _ ,  
. .I . I  
The r e su l t s  for '  a fright Mach number of 2 ;50 a% 35,000 f e e t  
a re  .given ' i n  ftguke %(a)', " With a n  increase i n  fkight lkch r ~ w b e r  
frum' 0.85 t o  2.30, the uaximum thrus t  augmenkation obta3ned from 
each method is increased about f i v e  times.  he! effectiveness of water 
inject ion i s  mpre rapidly increased than the effectiveness of the 
oi;hek method.8 by' an increase i n  f l i g h t  &tach number.' Saturating the 
air  a t  the compressur i n l e t  gived a thrust. r a t i o  of 2 ,* with water 
inJection a t '  a l iquid r a t i o  of 9,6, ! Tlze maxim& thrust  raf;io obtained 
with water Lnjection is 3.5 at  a l iquid r a t i o  of 18,6, With t a i l -  
@ipe burning, the maxJmum thrus t  r a t i o  is  5,5 a t  a i iqufd r a t i o  of 6.0. 
Adding .water injection t o  takl-pipe' burning -ti$ the' compressor- 
'inze-t, aEr i s  saturated resulks i n  a tlwust r a t i o  of 8,2 a t  a l iquid 
r a t i o  of lS,0 and increaeing the water-injection r a t e  reeul t s  i n  a 
maximum thn t s t  r a t i o  af 9;3 a t *  a l iquid r a t i o  of 22, The maximum 
thrus t  r a t i o  with' bleeaoff i B  10.4 a t  ' a l iquid r a t i o  of - 58. It should 
be noted tha t  t h e  'high ' thust  r a t i o s  a t  a f l i g h t  ~ ' c h  number of 2 ;50 
are  primarily due t o  the, low thY;u,~t of the normal engine, ?he high 
l iquid '.ratios' f o r  the  methods involving the in jec t  i ~ n  of m t e r  a re  
due t o  the 1arge.quantit ies of water tha t  can be evaporated a t  the 
high Mach m b e r s  because . . of the high i n l e t - a i r  temperature. 
. 
  he' e f fec t  of a l t i t ude  on the ipaxi&m thrus t  r a t i d i s  more c lear ly  
shown i n  figure 2 .  The maximum t h i t k ~ t  r h t i o  of each method is  plotted 
ageinst a l t i t ude  f o r  a f l i gh t  YIch number of 0,85. A l l  methods show 
a moderate decrease i n  maximum thrust  r a t i o  a s  the a l t i t ude  i s  increased 
t o  35,000 fee t .  Becauee of the constant a i r  temperature above the 
tropopause (approximetely 35,000 fee t  ) , the augmentation remains 8'Suu.t con- 
s tant .  The maximum thrust  r a t i o  with water inject ion decreases from 
: 1,59 t o  1,32 a s  the a l t i t ude  ' i s  increased Tor sea leve l  t o  35,000 fee t .  
Tail-pipe burning i s  affected t o  a smaller extent by a l t i t ude  than 
any of the other methods; the maximum thrust  r a t i o  decreases from 
' 2.12 t o  1.92 . The qombtnation t a i l  -@pe burning plus water inject ion 
decreases from 2,90 t 6  2.36 and bleedoff decreases from 3.70 t o  2.88 
as the a l t i t ude  increases from sea leve l  t o  35,000 fee t .  
1; ordeg t o  show the ef fec t  of f l i g h t  Mach number on the augmen- 
t a t i o n  more clearly,  the maximum thrust  r a t i o  of each method is 
plotted against f l i g h t  Mach number i n  figure 3 f o r  an a l t i tude  of 
35,000 fee,% t, The f l i ~ h k  ~ a c h  number ranges frod 0,85 t o  2.50. A l l  
, 
I - . ,  
' I  
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methods thrust  r a t i o  as the  f l i g h t  
Mach number i s  in'creased; although, as shown f n  figure 1, the increased 
thrust  r a t io s  a re  obtained at the* expense of large: increases i n  the 
l iquid ratios:  Increasing the fl.igh% Mach number from 0.85 t o  2.50 
increases the thrust  r a t i o  with bleedoff from 2.88 t o  10.4 and with 
the combination of tail-pipe burning plus water inject ion from 2.34 
t o  9.3. A t  a f l i g h t  Mach number of 2.50, the l iquid r a t i o  with 
bleedoff is about t e n  times t h a t  f o r  ta i l -pipe burning, and with 
ta i l -pipe burning plus water injection, the l iquid r a t i o  i s  about 
a four times tha t  f o r  ta i l -pipe burning. 
The preceeding r e su l t s  a re  all. fo r '  an engine having the low- 
pressure - ra t io  compressor. The perf ormance of the high-preasure - 
I ratio-compressor engine is presented i n  figure 4 along with the 
performance of the low-pressure -ratio-compressor engine f o r  compar- 
ison. The t k s t  r a t i o  plotted agatnst the l iquid r a t i o  f o r  sea 
leve l  and a f l igh t  Mach number of 0.85. For these f l i g h t  conditions 
the high-pressure-ratio compressor has a normal pressure r a t i o  of 9.9, 
which i,s increased t o  14.3 with water injection. I n  the range of 
l iqa id  r a t i a s  covered by the low-pressure-ratio-compressor engine, 
there i s  l i t t l e  difference 'between values of the thrust r a t i o  f o r  a 
given l iquid r a t i o  f o r  6he low- and high-pressure -ratio-compre ssor 
engines. Higher valued of the thrurst r a t i o s  a re  possible with the 
high-pressure -rat io  -compressor engine, but a t  higher values of the 
l iquid ra t io .  The greatest  increase i n  thrus t  r a t i o  i s  obtained 
with the methods involving water inJection. For exapple, the 
maximum t h s t  r a t i o  with the combination of ta i l -pipe burning plus 
water inject ion increases from 2.90 t o  4.36, whereas with ta i l -pipe 
burning alone the max2,mum increases from 2.12 t o  2 -26. The lpaximum 
thrus t  ra%io with bleedoff increases from 3.70 .to 4,98. 
Weight Analysis 
I n  addition t o  the wei'ght of -the l iquid consumed by each method, 
the weight of the added. equi pment required by each method i s  a lso  
of h$ortance. Fi&e 5'shows a comparison of the additional weight 
of .equipment required by* the thrust  -augmentat ion met hods .. The addi - 
t i o m l  weight of' equipnent divided by the additional thrust  or the 
specific weight of augmentation equipment is  plotted agafnet the 
thrust  ra t io .  The values of the additional thrust  and the thrus t  
r a t i o  a re  f o r  sea-level s t a t i c  conditions. The increased weight is  
the weight of equipment only and does pot include any additional 
l iquids.  The equipme&t weight was estimated from the weight of 
existing'experimental equipment bg taking in to  account any modifi- 
ca t  ions 
I 1 , .  
i 
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the specific weight decreases a s  the ' thrus t  r a t i o  increases. The 
minim~~m'specific weight is  approximately the same f o r  a l l  methods 
(0.05 t o  0.07) a t  the maximum valuqs of thrus t  , r a t i o .  When a l l  the 
methods are  considered at a constant thrus t  ra t io ,  the water- 
inject ion method en ta i l s  the leas t  additional weight followed by the 
tail-pipe burning method. The specific weights of bleedoff and of 
the combination of ta i l -pipe burning plus water inJec.tion are  about 
equal and have t,he highest values, The specif ic  weight of an average 
normal engine i s  included f o r  reference . It is apparent, however, 
that  adding the additional augmentation equipment t o  an engine is 
equivalent t o  adding an additional engine having a very low specif ic  
we igh-b? e,xcept f o r  the additional l iquid cons~i.med. t 
L 
* 
Both the weight of- the l iquids consumed and the weight of 
equipment of the various methods have beep compared, Neither of these 
comparisons is adequate inasmuch as  the weight of the l iquids con- 
sumed i s  a function of the time of operation and the equipment weight 
\is fixed, Calculations were therefore made OF the t o t a l  propulsive 
weight (weight of engine, l iquid conswed, and auxiliary equipment) 
f o r  each method, Figure 6 shows the  r a t io ' o f  'the t o t a l  propulsive 
weYght of an augmented engine t 6  the t o t a l  propulsive weight of a 
larger  unaugmented or normal engine (both engines producing the same 
thrus t )  plotted against the thrust  r a t i o  of the ~ugmented engine, 
The rat io '  shown i s  fo r  5 minutes of operation of each engine a t  an 
a l t i t ude  of 35,000 fee t  and a flight- Mach number of 0.85, The normal 
engine t o t a l  propulsive weight i s  1. Values l e s s  than 1 indicate a 
reduction i n  the .~iei.glit of the augmented engine, equipment, and 
l iquids from tha t  of a normal ehgine f o r  the sane vaLue of thrus t .  
For the  ta i l -pipe -burning method the t o t a l  weight of the augmented 
engine decreases a s  the thmat  r a t l o  increases and reaches a value 
of l e s s  than seven-tenths the normal engine t o t a l  weight, For the 
water-in2ection and the ta i l -p ipe  =burning plus water -injection 
methods, the t o t a l  weight Pirst decrbases t o  a minimum and then 
increases a s  'the thrus t  ' r a t i o  increases, With bleedoff f o r  5 minutes 
of operation the leas%, t o t a l  weight occxrs at the, lowest thrus t  r a t i o  
and i s  approximately equal t o  the total. weight of a normal engine. 
For shorter periods of operatian with bleedoff; 3 minutes f o r  example, 
the lowest t o t a l  weight occurs at  the maximum thrust  r a t i o  and. is 
about 0.85 times the normal engine t o t a l  weight, 
- .  Loaa-Range Characteristics ' 
! 
Because of the high thrus ts  f o r  a gglven engine s ize  and weigk, 
engines equippea with, the thrust-augmentation ms%hods may be des i r -  
able f o r  high-speed f l igh t  i n  sp i t e  of t h e i r  ,high l iquid consumptibn, 
A stud9 was tnerer'ore made of-he performance of the complete air- 
plane f o r  a f i igl l t  Mach number of 1,50 at  which the engine was 
assumed t o  be operatirig i n  the augmented configuration f o r  the en t i re  
time of f l i gh t .  #The a e t a i l s  of t h i s  ' study and ,mgthod of analysis 
a re  sim3,lar t o  those i n  reference 2 i n  which .various engine types 
a re  >compared i n  t e m s  of airplane load-range cllaracterist i c s  , 
, 1n.figure 7'the',airp$ane disposable load per pound of gross 
weight is plotted against the l iquid r a t e  per-mile per ton  of gross 
. weight. This camparison i s  ' f o r  an a l t i tude  of 35,000 fee t  and a 
' f l i g h t  Mach 'number of 1.50 .. The perf oirnance is cal.culated f o r  ', 
l eve l  f l i g h t  only and lloes not include Itke take-off and climb, 
requirements. Tf.le disposable load i.s equal t o  the gross weight l e s s  
. the weight of the airplane structirr6 and the engine and may: cons is t  
-of , l iquid weight or l iquid .&a cargo weight. A wing l i f t  -drag r a t i o  
of 7 was.assumed and the airplane struc%we weight was assumed t o  
be 30 percent of the gross weight. Phe norma,l engine specif ic  weight 
at ,sea-level s t a t i c  conditions was assumed t o  be 0,45 and the  weight 
of the  d d i t i o n a l  eq'ui-pment was the same as t h a t  presented i n  f i g -  
ure 5 ,  ?he engines were,'assumed t o  be instal led i n  nacelles. The 
nacelle and fuselage -drag .and the drag' of the additional equipment 
were deducted from the engine t&st i n  calculating the gross weight 
. from 'the l i f t -drag r a t io ,  A l l  calculations were based on an engine 
having a normal, th rus t  a t  sea-levell s t a t i c  conditions of 10,000 pounds 
and weighidg 4500 pounds. The engine .frontal  area was taken a s  
1 .. 
12$ square fee t .  ' Each point 'on the curves i n  figure 7, theref ore, 
represents a different:  a i rp lane ,  because the .  airplane becomes larger  
as the augmentation and the thrust  increase. 
Operation with the nomnal engine is  shown by the cross i n  the 
lower l e f t  corner, "The various l ines  represent the differefit methods 
with varying amounts of augmentation. The numbers on the curves are  
values o f - the  thrus t  r a t io .  The r a t i o  of ordinate t o  abscissa and, 
therefore, the rslope OF the slanting l ines  connecting ,the points on 
the  curves with the oxigin.represent the maximum range of the airplane 
when a l l  the disposable load is fue l .  These*slopes have been labeled 
d i r ec t ly  i n  terms of range on the outer scale.  The normal engine, f o r  
example, has a maximum range of 233 miles. The i n i t i a l  point f o r  t a i l -  
pipe burning at  a thrust  r a t i o  of 1 is a t  a lower disposable load and 
range than the nomal engine because of the loss  in thrus t  and the 
increase i n  drag when the engine is equipped f o r  hi l l -pipe burning. 
A s  the augmentation by ta i l -pipe burning i s  increased t o  stoichiometrio, 
the r a t i o  of disposable load t o  grose weight and the range are  increased 
without lpuch increase i n  l iquid r a t e  per uni t  gross weight. The l iquid 
r a t e  per ton' mile ' renlains nearly constant with augmentat ion by t a i l  -pipe 
8 - 
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burning i n  sp i te  of the increase i n  specific f u e l  c6nsum;tion f o r  the 
following reason: One of the important factors  tha t  a f fec ts  t h i s  . 
¶uantity is the , l iqu id  r a t e  per hpur per pound of net thrust  where 
the net thrus t  is defined a s  the difference between the engine thrust  
and the engine nacelle drag. By a~~gmentation the engine thrust  i s  
increased witiiout an increase i n  nacelle drag and hence the percentage 
increase i n  net thrust  is  greater than the percentage increase i n  
Gngine thrust .  This e f fec t  tends t o  offset  the increase i n  f m l  r a t e  
per pound of engine tlirust t o  give an approximately constant l iquid 
r a t e  per pound ,of ;let thrust  (and hence gross weight) with increase 
i n  augqentiat ion by ta i l -pipe burning. 
, L. 
A t  the,  point of maximum augmei~tation by ta i l -pipe burning the 
gross weight f s  approximately 3.5 times the gross weighst fo r  normal ' 
operatfon. 'The' decrease i n  range tha t  i a  obtained with ta i l -pipe 
burning by decreasing the groas weight t o  the  kame value a s  f o r  
normal operation is a l so  shown ( f ig ,  7) .  Although the range is 
decreased about 100 miles. by decreasing the gross weight, the range 
i s  s t&i i  considerably greater than.vi th  the normal engine. The maxi- 
. . mum rhlige v i t h  ta i l -pipe burning is  590 miles. Adding water injec- 
t i o n  t o  ta i l -pipe burning i n c r e a s ~ s  the disposable load but $he 
increase i n  l iquid r a t e  per uni t  gross weight r e su l t s  i n  a sl ightly,  
shorter maximus range than with ta i l -pipe burning alone. Water. injec- 
t i o n  alone resuLts i n  about the same maximum range as  the normal 
engine. The. p r i n c i ~ a l  effect  of bleedoff is t o  increase the d is -  
!# .* 8 ,  posableload uni t  gross weight w i t h  an increase i n  l iquid r a t e  
, r '~  per uni t  grose weight and some decrease i n  maximum range, -om 
. 
: ? - . r 
,: these curves, it may be concluded tha t  f o r  a f l i gh t  Mach ncmber of 
. ' 1.50, ta i l -pipe burning is tlie only lcethod when used for  the en t i re  
., 
f n n r  J 1 Ll f l i g h t  tha t  w i l l  increase the range over tht o$ a norm,%$ engine. r ,  : J 1 
. . 
These r e su l t s  are  based on ra ther  conservative estimates of 
engine ~erformance. I n  order t o  determine whether the ta i l -pipe-  
burning or  the tail-pipe-burning plus water-injection method 
increases the-ranige of a normal engine when: the engine i s  much more 
efficienlt; these methods axe compaped 'for two different  engines i n  
,lc I figure 8. The r e su l t s  f o r  engine A are the same a s  those presented 
$ ." 
,.I; i n  figure 7. For engine B both the compressor and turbine eff ic iencies  
' +i were increased 5 percent and the inlet-diffuser efficiency waa 
,' J i m  increased from 0,80 t o  0,965., Somewhat lower values f a r  the engine 
weight and f ronta l  area were a l so  ass-iimed, The maximum range of the 
engine B without tqil-p5pe burning is 750 miles. A s ,  the augmentation 
increases, the maximum range increases t o  3000 miles, Maintaining 
the sahe gross weight f o r  the augmented engine as  foy the normal 
engine gives amaximum range of 940 miles f o r  engine B with a u ~ f i o n .  
' ' 
.- ' Although t h i s  i nc r eme ,  i n  range with t he  addi t ion of t a i l - p i p e  
burning i s  not as qreal; a s ' f o r  engine A, it appears sa fe  t o  con- 
clude t h a t  even1with a highly e f f t c i e n t  engine t h e  addi t ion of ta i l -  
pipe burning increases t he  maximum range, 
' ,  L I From a theo re t i c a l  compa~ison of various methods ,of t h r u s t  aug- 
n mentation, it may be s t a t ed  t h a t  e i t h e r  bleedoff o r  rocket assist 
I ' ' , o f f e r s  the  pos s ib i l i t y  of large  t h ru s t  increases at t he  expense of 
high values of spec i f i c  l i qb id  consumption. For  mall increases i n  
thrust, water i n j ec t i on  o f f e r s  t he  advantage of extreme s impl ic i ty  
and l i g h t  weight* ~ a i i - ~ i l j e  burning of fe r s  t he  advantages of l i g h t  
weight with t h ru s t  increases intermediat e between those f o r  water 
i n j ec t i on  and bieedoff and of the  lowest values of spec i f i c  l i qu id  
con~umption, Tailmpipe burnlng may, liowever, involve soae l o s s  of 
t h r u s t  during unaugmented operation. The combination of t a i l - p ipe  ., 
burning plus w a k r  in jec t ion  permits a f l ex ib l e  system, e i t h e r  
I ,  
providing large  mounts  of  augmentation with a moderate spec i f ic  8 ? ,; 8 1 -  ;. 
Y I 
l i qu id  consumption o r  mailer amaupts with a low spec i f ic  l i qu id  
: 
cons1mp6ion. For continued operation a t  supersonic speeds, t a i l -  
pipe burning appears t o  be t h e  only augmentation: method of those 
considered t h a t  increases the  maximam range over t h a t  obtained with 
. . 
. . 
t he  normal engine. 
. . 
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( a )  Alt i tude,  sea l eve l ;  ill t bch number, 0; low- 
pressure-ratio compressor g r e s s u r e  r a t i o ,  4.3 t o  5.0). 
Figure 1. - Variation of r a t i o  of augmented t o  normal thruat  
with r a t i o  of t o t a l  l iqu id  t o  normal fuel. 
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(b) Altitude, sea level :  f l i @ t  Mach numher, 0.@5; low- 
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Figure 1. - Continued. Variation of r a t i o  of aupen ted  to  normal 
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pressure-ratio compressor (pressure r a t i o ,  5.1 t o  6.0). 
Figure 1. - Continued. Variation of r a t i o  of augmented t o  normal 
thrus t  with r a t i o  of t o t a l  l iquid  to  normal fue l .  
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Figure 4. - Effect of compressor pressure ra t io  on thrust 
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